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<'E TO FIRST EDIT

nee has sufii hown that the facts of human nature

can be made the material f science. The <i

transfer of meTh.-d ,
, the physical sciences or in com-

.il aritli noes dealing with the complex and var

facts of liuinaii lilV ha->, houever, resulted in crude and often fal-

lacious measurements. Moreover, it has been difficult to teach

iate quantitative -. to obtain

aiul u-c i . because the books to which one could refer them

were too abstract mathematically or too specialized, and on

altogether much of the knowledge about mental measurements

most needed by the majority of uni\ its.

It i> the aim of this book to introdi K- theor

mental measurements and to provide them \\ith such knowledge

practice as may assist them to follow critically qunntit.

and argument and to mal own researches exact

and logical. Only the most general principles are outlined, the

special methods appropriate to each of the mental sciences being

better left for separate treatment. If the general problems of

mental measurement are rea d the methods at hand for

dealing with variable quantities are mastered. will find

no difficulty in acquirini: the special information and technique

involved in the <jua- B aspect of his special science. The

author has had in mind the needs < f economics, sociology

i. pn-i an those of * of psy-

diclogy, pure ideed, a great part of the discussion U
ant to the problems of anthropometry and vital statistics.

The book may, with certain limitations, be used as an introduction

to the theory of measurement of all variable phenomena.

COLLEGE,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, 1904.





n;l FACE TO SEC- I ION

Since the first edition of this book appeared the literature relating

to methods of measuring mental and social facts has been enriched

by a number of general accounts of such methods and by many

reports of investigations in which they have been used. In par*

.tr, Brown's The Essential* of Mental Measurement, Yule's

Introduction to the Theory of Statistics and Whipple's Manual of

Mental and Physical Tests; make available for the- Knglish reader

the same facts (and many more) as were outlined in this book.

I had hoped, consequently, that this book, having played a part

in stimulating intelligent <r <* "<>rk in the mental and

social sciences, would suffer a natural death. It is the case, bow-

that for the great majority of >tudents of psychology, sociology

and (duration, the abstract mathematical treatment, characteristic

of the first two books mentioned, is out of question. In fact, an

elementary introduction to the theory of mental measurements,

treating the simpler general problems in the logic of quantitative

thinking, is needed now more than t -\< -r. The increased use of

modern methods in measuring conditions, differences, changes, and

relations, iiu -hiding corn hitions or resemblances, requires that even

those students of the mental and social sciences who will themselves

never undertake original quant it at i\< work should be able to

interpret such results as the modern methods present. So this

book is reissued.

It has been revised, and the greater part of it entirely rewritten,

to fit the new conditions that is, to introduce tli ts to the

literature on mental and social measurements which is now avail-

ableand also to fit the abilities and needs of students. In general.

the treatment is made much dearer and somewhat more elementary;

the parts of the book given up to teaching a student what a certain

procedure really measures are much amplified; more care is taken

to make sure that tl understands each statistical problem

itself, as well as the method to be used in solving it . the order of

vfl



viii PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.

presentation is changed to one which experience has shown to be

more convenient and illuminating to the student. I hopr that it

will lead whoever reads it to study modern statistical theory in far

more refined and elegant presentations. To compete with any of

these is the exact opposite of my inn-mini..

TEACHERS COLLEGE,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,

March, 1912.
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HAPTEB I

Mathematics and Measurements. The pou low abstract

I arguments is rare, uiul n the course

I rarer still. For example, few of us are able

processes used in the following quo-
n: 1

The chanc* of r succcwcv b greatest when r is the greatest integer in jm;
this w found by the ordinary method of determining the maximum term in a
|i;i. ,;>.: i ! i-\; i!. -'.' >!l.

Let P be this maximum value *Cy'P**9** taking the supporition for

-.t.-nr:il. whi-h \\illnotaffect the proof.

" ~
P**7** for pn -f- en n,

Let P. be chance of pn + z white balk. Then

P -/>y/>Yx*n '
(*n - 1 'JLtl?K X

Taking logarithms of both sides)

( '(>+.

fetthi r easy sample of the discussions from which

. nt has hithiTto been expected to gain int the

: measurement appropriate to the variable phenomena with

!i thr innital M i.-iu t-> !;. :-al.

It would Iw unfnrtiMiatc it* the ability t< uiulcrsUnd and use the

h. Bowley, "Elements of Statistics," p. 275.

2 1



2 MENTAL AND SOCIAL MEASUREMENTS

newer methods of measurement were dependent upon the mathemat-

ical capacity and training which were required to derive and formu-

late them. The great majority of thinkers would then IK- d<
;.

of the most efficient weapon in investigations of mental and social

facts, and adequate statistical studies could l>e made only 1>\ tin-

few students of psychology, sociology, economics and education \\ ho

happened to be also proficient mathematical

There is, happily, nothing in the general principles of modem
i theory but refined common sense, and little in the tech-

nique resulting from them that general intelligence can not readily

master. A new method devised by a mathematician is likely to !><

->ed l>\ him in terms intelligible only to those with mathe-

matical training, and to be explained l>y him through an al>-

derivation which only those with mathematical training and capac-

in understand. It may, neverthless, be possible to explain its

meaning and use in common language to a common-sense thinker.

With time what were the mysteries of the specialist become the

property of all. To aid this process in the case of certain recent

contributions to statistical theory is one of the leading aims of this

book, knowledge will be presupposed of only the elements of

arithmetic and algebra. Artificial symbols will he used only when

they are really convenient. Concrete illustrations will al

accompany and often replace abstract lav

Let no one suppose that the foregoing statements imply that

mathematical gifts and training are useless possessions for a student

of quantitative mental science. On the contrary, the assumption

of their absence in "the reader" will necessitate long description-.

round-about arguments and awkward formulae. If this book were

written by a mathematician for the mathematically minded it would

not need to be one fifth as long. If it is read by such a one, it

may well seem intolerably clumsy and inelegant.

General Information about Measurements. There are, in addi-

tion to the recent studies of the general theory of mental measure-

ments, a number of matters concerning the quantitative treatment

of human nature which sufficient experience teaches thoughtful

workers everywhere, but which have not been stated simply and

conveniently in available form for study and reference. At pres-

ent one must learn these gradually and with difficulty by himself,
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or acquire them from the oral traditions of the laboratory or class-

room. 'I'll.-;, an, f,,r the most party extremely simple. Hut that

one sees them at the first glance when they are presented does not

imply that he would not in nine cases i. fail T., discover

were not presented. To put these at the service of

all who need to know about them is the second aim of this book.

The Technique of Measurements. Although the formula? used

in expressing and computing mental measurements are in most

cases straightforward so foreign t-

tl acquired ; D with the arithmetic and algebra of

days that ready and sure use of them can be acq

practise.
< and accurate manipul

figures is one nany things which one learns to do by doing.

An.- i rule leaves one uncertain. Only after ai

umber of times does he really posse- <r exam}
doubt it an on re that from a hasty reading

-demands the foll.\\ in-, which is an accepted short me-

lie arithmetical average of a series of numbers:

numhc' their magnitude; choose any
number likely to be nearest the average; add together, regarding

signs, the deviations from it of all the numb* result

theme; 1

average of which you are obtain-

add the quotient to the chosen numl To secure full

mastery of < ..eedure taught, many model examples and

sets of problems to be worked are presented.

The Application of the Theory of Measurements. A sense of

and how 1 more important
than knouled^e of the m emselves. The greatest I*

. \\ill enme to those who, in connection wit! prin-

ciple established in the text, call to mind some concrete case to

which the principle should be applied. The insight into the actual

use of tl measurement thus obtained may be increased

by a critical examination ,,f the quantitative studies referred to in

Appendi

announces, deals primarily with the

tal and social measurements. But with a few excep-
the prin. i pies and technique which it presents are applicable
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to all the sciences which -tudy variable phenomena. l'h

anthropology was the fir-t >< -ience to take advantage of them,

and in medicine tiny \\ill perhaps find their greatest usefulness.

If one alter> tin- language and replaces tin- illustration^ from the

realms of psychology and education by similar ones from economics,

vital statistics, medicine, physiology, anthropometry Of bid

as the case may be, he will find the principles to hold, with an

occasional obvious modification to fit the special data. The <!<-

-criptions of technical procedure similarly may, after a few obvinu-

alterations, be applied to variable measurements in general.

The author may be permitted to express his hope that those

who use the book will regard its subject matter as something more

than a means to the end, convenient handling of measurements.

One can use ingenuity in manipulating measurements as well as in

ing experiments; can use logic in working with measures as

well as in working with evidence of a more im; and dramatic

sort. Skill in expression is nowhere more required than in the t,i k

of making quantitative arguments brief, clear and emphatic. Sta-

s are, or at least may be, something beyond tabulation and

book-keeping.

The Special Difficulties of Mental Measurements.- In the

mental sciences, as in the physical, we have to measure tl

differences, changes and relations. The psychologist thus mea

the acuity of vision, the changes in it due to age, and the relation

between acuity of vision and ability to learn to spell. The econom-

i-t thus measures the wealth of a community, the changes due to

certain inventions and perhaps the dependence of the wealth of

communities upon their tariff laws or lalx.r laws or poor laws.

Such measurements, which involve human capacities and acts, are

subject to certain special difficulties, due chiefly to (1) the al

or imperfection of units in which to measure, (2) the ln<

in the facts measured, and (3) the extreme complexity of the mea -in e-

ments to be made.

If, for instance, one attempts to measure even so simple a fact

as the spelling ability of ten-year-old boys, one is hampered at the

start by the fact that there exist no units in which to measure.

One may, of course, arbitrarily make up a list of ten or fifty or a

hundred words, and measure ability by the number spelled corn
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Hut amines such a 1 instance the one used by Dr.

ii his measurements of the spelling ability of some
-II thousand childr. ,, or should be, at once struck by

tin- inrqiialitx of tin- unit>. I> "to spell certainly correctly" equal
-

JM-II keame < f "f fart, I find that of a

about one hundred and i **<] the

formrr antl only onr thr lattrr. All of Dr. I (ice's results whirh

are based on ih- .JIM!.- of his fifty words with any
othrrof tin titty are necessarily inaccurate, as is abundantly shown

pap 8).

mists ha t agreed upon a system of units of meas-

urrn un.suuiing power. Is an adult man to be scored as

or t\\o and a half or three times as great a consumer as a

I oy? If an adult man's consuming power equals 1.00,

\\hat of that of an adult woman?
If we measure a school boy's in r a school system's daily

an. n.l.mre or a working man's daily productiveness or a fan

d.til . tun--. \\- tind in any case, not a single result, but a

: results. The force of gra\ it y. the ratio of the *

of oxygen to the \\right of h in water, the mass of ti

atom, the length of a p\ en \\ in these are, we say, constants; and

ii a series of measures we get varying resul- mations

an- \tTV >li^ht and can be attril* the process of measuring.

Hut with human affairs, not only do our measurements give vur

result-; the i same from tinu- to tinu-, and the

ulual things of a common group art* not idt-ntiral with each

otlur. I heO atom is sixteen times the mass

(f tlu- II atom, we mean that it always is that or \- y near it.

Hut if we -ay that the size < \inerican sibling-group i>

cliil.lr.-n. we do not mean that it is that alone; we mean that

sometimes zero, sometimes one, <

Even a very elaborate chemical analysis would need only a

score or so of t substances in terms of which to describe and

measure its object. I y simple mental trait say, arith-

metical ability or .superstition or respect for law is, compared with

ical things, exceedingly complex. The attraction of rhi

ird certain studies can be measured, but not with the ease

with \\hich we can measure the attraction of iron to the magnet.
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The rise and fall of stocks is due to law, but not to any so simple a

law as explains the rise and fall of mercury in a therm

The problem for a quantitative study of the mental sciences is

thus to devise means of measuring things, differences, changes and

relationships for which standard units of amount are often not at

hand; which are variable, and so unexpressible in any case by a

single figure; and which are so complex that, to represent any nnc

of them, a long statement in terms of different sorts of quant it

'

commonly needed. This last difficulty of mental measuremei

not, however, one which demands any form of statistical procedure

essentially different from that used in science in general.
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ITS AND SCALES

1. Common Defect* in Scale*for Measuring Menial and Social 1

Subjectivity.- v. uy scale of amount is used, one's natural

;.nt it us we have learned to interpret Un-

common scales for number, time, length, weight, area and the iik<

to regard every unit in tin- scale as equal to any other unit and

to regard the zero of the scale as measuring just barely not any of

in <|iie>tion. Hut in the case of many >f the scales

used in the mental and social sciences we cannot thus take it fnr

.,1 that -7=7-00-5 72- 71 - Jfi
- 39; or

V means twice as far from just not any of the quality in question

as 4t and 40 four times as far therefrom as 10 and half as far there-

from as 80. The first necessity in the scientific treatment of any
measure is to be aware of the meanings of the units which it repre-

sents and of th< zero point from which it is reckoned.

Let us therefore examine some samples of the units and scales

h have been used in the mental and social sciences. It is the

in to measure intellectual ability and achievement, as mani-

fested in school studies, by marks on an arbitrary scale; for instance,

from to 100 or from to 10. Suppose now that one boy in Latin

is scored 60 and another 90. Does this mean, as it would in ordinary

arithmetic, that the second boy has one and one half times as much
ahilitN or has done one and one half times as well? It ma-

dia nee in some cases, but the fact that the best one and the wont

one of thirty boys may be so marked l>y one teacher, and during

the next half year in the same study be marked 70 and 90 b;

next teacher, proves that it need not The same difference in

ability may. in faet. be denoted by the step from 60 to 90 by one

teacher. 1>\ the step from 40 to 95 by another, by the step from

75 to 92 by another, and y still another, by the step from

90 to 96. Obviously school marks are quite arbitrary and t

7



s MENTAL AND SOCIAL MEASUREMENTS

use at their face value as measures is entirely unjust ifial.lc. A
'ninety* boy may be four times or three times or six fifths as able

as an viu'hty* boy.

1 1 is the custom to measure the value of commodities and labor

1>\ their money price, but since a dollar in one year is evidently not

necessarily equal to a dollar twenty years before, systems of index

values have been established to give a better unit. Even these

index values, as arranged by different economists, differ somewhat.

TABLE 1

TH RELATIVE FREQUENCY or MISTAKES WITHIN THE SAME GROUP OF

CHILDREN FOR EACH OF 49 WORDS TAKEN BY DR. RICE TO BE OF

EQUAL AMOUNT AS MEASURES OF SPELLING ABILITY

Frightened

Baking
Peace 1

Laughter

Waiting
Chain

Thought
Weather

Light
Surface

Strange

Enough
Running
Distance

Getting

Feather

Rough
Covered

Always
Mixture

Driving
Because

Picture

For a unit of power of consumption Engel takes a child during

its first year. He then calls a year-old's power of consumption 1.1 ;

a two-year-old's, 1.2; and so on up to 3.0 for a woman 20 years or
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a man 25 years or over. In the I'nited States

investigu 1S90-91 tin- unit was taken as 100 for an adult

man, 00 for an adult \\mnan, ::. fur a child 7 to lo years old, 40

} 1 .". for a child 1 to ;{. The arbitrary nature

of the scale of measurement is apparent.

The inequalities of the spelling words, treated by Dr. Rice as

of equal difficult \
. are shown in Tahle 1.

accepting n . even in th>- cases where

it i- lea-t liahle to ,-rror. may be illustrate-*! fu: the variation

in ju.L-ii u among competent authorities, as to the relative

difficulty uf dinVrcnt parts of the following simple tests:

iii .1- > 97
.1. How much is~ X^X'xgt
B. How much is 5| + 1 J

-
7J -h 6}?

If a girl had two dollars, three five-cent pieces, two dimes

and three quarter-dollars, how much money would she

all?

D. How much is 37J + 87} + + 6 + + 6?

Twelve individuals assigned to examples B, C and D the amount

of credit due for the successful solution of each, on the basis that

uccessful solution of example A received a credit of 10. They
ited. that i-. the achievement ii n solving B, C and D
ms of the achievement in\<>l Iving^l. Their estimates

. from 5 to 20 for C, and from 14 to L
(

D. Their rating in detail \M re (Table 2):

TABLE 2

D
Df Nuubrr GlTinf It
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second, the variations in the opinion- of the difficulty of />. ('

D. We may, in part, eliminate the first factor and measure the

variation which would appear if the ditl'crent individuals comp
their opinions of Bt C and D with some ol> standard, 1>\

dividing their ratings for each single example by the average of their

ratings for all three. When this is done their estimates still i

from G.7 to 13.7 for B, from 3.0 to 10.9 for C, and from 10.0 to

for D. So, also, if we take four individuals whose rat in;:- were such

as to show that they were practically identical in their < -tin

of the difficulty of A, we find that even aiu<>nur just these four the

ranges are 10 to 20, 5 to 15 and 15 to 25 for B, C and D respectively.

Carelessness. In college registration statistics the unit tjiken

is commonly one student. The college with a score of 400 is

supposed to be twice as large as the college with 200. But some

students do four years' work in three, while some are present only

a part of the year or take only a fraction of the full course during

their time of enrollment. A university with 1,000 units, made up
in part of teachers taking a course or two a year, of casual student >

that drop out to take positions and of other irregulars, might really

have a smaller attendance in the true sense, a smaller influence on

students, than one with only 800 units. One person equals one

person as a name or physical unit, but one person studying all his

time with regular and continued attendance does not equal one

person taking university work as a secondary pursuit.

In measuring the fertility, or rather the reproductivity, of human

beings, it seems at first thought to be justifiable to use the number

of children in the family as a measure. But is not the number of

children who live a better measure? And may not the numl>

children who live through the reproductive period (say, fifty years)

be a still better measure? And is not, perhaps, the number of

children, each weighted in some way by the length of his life,

another measure to be considered? Surely a child who li<- in five

minutes is not equal as a measure of reproductivity to a child who

lives sixty years. Is a child who lives only thirty years?

In the case of the "college student" and the "child born'

are misled by what Professor Aikins has called the "jingle" fall

The word* are identical and we tend to accept all the difl'

things to which they may refer as of identical amount. A
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unthinking acceptance of verbal equality as a proof of real equality

makes one measure labor on the hypothesis that any one hour is

equal to any f.. TV-MI-- that the step from 7 to 8
hours ;*T diem may be different from the step from 8 to 9 and

' fn>in the step from 20 to 21 hours.

f.ill.i.-;. ma\ IK* emphasized by one final illustration. Dr. Swift, in

practise, measured motor skill l>y the number
of time two balls could be kept tossed in the air with one hand. I !

took as a unit of measurement one successful pair

regarded any one such pair as equal to any other. For him, that is,

the step from 0, or inability to rat, h and toss again at all, to 5, or

the ability to catch and toss 5 times with each ball, is equal to the

Tom 200, or al>ilit\ t<> keep the balls in the air 200 times with-

out failure, to Jn -.1 do so 205 times. But, of course,

if one can toss the balls 200 times, he can, so far as motor skill

goes, toss them 205 times almost as easily, the step being nearly

zero. On the other hand, the step from to 5 is a very con

al>le gap, one \\hi.-h some individuals can never pass. The result

M t hat he gets the appearance of

slow improvement in early hours of practise and very rapid improve-
ment in late hours, a state of affairs which contradicts what is found

by other investigators. Of course, "tossing two balls once" sounds

identical \v ith
"
tossing two balls once," but it is not

$2. The Essential* of a Valid Scale

Objectivity. What science means by a perfectly
"
obje<

scale is a scale in respect to whose meaning all competent thinkers

agree. A per scale is one in respect to whose

meaning all comix tent thinkers disagree (save by chance). These

are limit > Ket \\een \\hieh the actual scales known to science lie,

Near the former extreme is the scale of length, on*, two, tkree,

i ill imeters being understood by competent thinkers to be

certain multiples of a certain rod kept in Paris at a certain tempera-

ture, or multiple- of the \\a\e-lcngth of cadmium 1

Near the lar me is the following scale: possessing zero, or

just not any, beauty, wry beautiful, extremely beautiful. If a thousand

comp alents of esthetics should state just what each u:

stood "extremely beautiful" to mean in terms of a fact which they
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could all observe and identify, they would disagree widely. One

might say, for example "as beaut iful as Milton's sonnet on his

blindness; another, "as beautiful as Rembrandt > Mi II /'another,

"as beautiful as the Parthenon;" and so on. Only 1\ chance-would

any two hit upon the same observable fact to represent their

meaning.
In between these extremes are all degrees of objectivity that

is, expert agreement as to the meaning of the scale. Tim-, the

scale of cloudiness ranging from 0, or a perfectly clear sky, to 10, or as

cloudy a day as is experienced, would be more object i\< than the

scale for beauty given above, since expert meteorologists would

agree better in the observable facts which they would choose to

express their interpretations of 0, 1, 2, and the rest, than ft]

would in their choices for zero beauty and the rest. Thus the scale

of illuminating power is somewhat less objective than the scale of

length, but much more objective than the scale of cloudiness. A
thousand expert illuminating engineers thinking of "eight candle

power" would agree less than the physicists would about eight

millimeters, but more than the meteorologists would about eight

degrees of cloudiness.

Scales in respect to whose meaning competent thinkers could

agree rather closely were devised early in the case of number, time,

length and weight. Similar scales for temperature, heat, force and

"value in exchange" came later. Similar scales for measuring

intellectual maturity, the standard of living, ability in prose com-

position and other facts of intellect, character and social condition

are being devised now.

The gain for thought and practise that comes from the mere

definition of words that have been used vaguely and loosely as a

crude scale is extraordinary. Suppose, for example, that students

of esthetics made plates of twenty drawings ranging from very

inferior up to excellent ones, from which identical series of plates

and prints could be reproduced as we reproduce our millimeter,

centimeter and the like from the rods in Paris. Suppose that the

terms a, 6,c, d,e,f,g, h, i /, were used universally to refer

to the amounts of beauty possessed respectively by these twenty

prints. Artists, teachers of drawing, critics and dealers could. \>\

this very easy device, each know what any other meant when he
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an estimate of the general beauty of a drawing. Instead of

elaborate acarcli uroc comparison
to make his meaning clear, the speaker or \\riti r < .,ul<l define what

degree of beaut \ he meant a* </. , or a, a* he now defines the sue of

l, the age of the man who made it, or the price at which

it last sold. To replace the crude and vague comparatives and

latives and ti descrij- amounts of

;il and social facts 1 uces to scales of ace*

meaning in term > of niis, :ideed one of the first and

greatest duties of the mental sciences.

Consistency.- T s used as a scale must be var

amoi. -ame sort of tiling or quality. This req

needs no comm<

Definiteness of the Facts and Their Differences, One from

Another. An ideal scale. as that : t, is a series of

perfe amounts, tl,. ices bet \

^ also |>
" tint a series steps of

equal <1 iily he .selected.

It have a scale arranged in equal

step> Me. It n necessary to know
IT or not t are equal, though it is \t-ry desirable to

jiial, to know the exact degrees of

tin- i

A ;,!,- in the sense of a series of defined and accepted facts with

i other faet> may IH? compared is useful. If the inert' order

of mairn; known the scale i> >till eful.

are known to be equal or to be unequal,

are created. If the amount of inequality in each case

is roi Mown, so m\ f preeix-ly, so inuel

:. If the steps are approxin jual, so mueli the In-ttfr;

for them to be ex ;al is best of all.

e*e facts ma .eniently in algebraic form.

sc. in the case of <1 that \\e ha\e merely a series of

d<iin<d facts, so that say drawings to be mea>nn d in U-auty may
be called equal too or equal t.. '

. \\. . u .! tine the U-auty j- of a

dra\\in- as, X o. Similarly WC can know tliat r = dt r m,

X c, anl the like. If //
= n. we can infer that X y.
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Suppose now that the mere order of magnitude of the facts is

> that the order of the alphabet is the order I mm lea>t

to most beauty. We have then a<b<c<d<e... <*</.
If j = a, r = d, w =

TO, and 2 = c, we can infer that x < z or v or

PI that z < v or tr, that t < ?/, and the like; that >r :: > ?r
t>,

that ir j- > z x, and the like. Suppose that on r knmv> furthrr

that the steps are not equal. The possibility of wn.ndy a-nming

equality l>y analogy with other s< thereby prevented. We
know, for in-tanee, that v x need not be three times v 2, that

w x need not be twelve times v z or >i.\ times : ./, and the

like.

Suppose that the amount of inequality in each case is known.

We then have the values of a, 6, c, etc., all placed correctly on a

scale so far as concerns all the relations of the distances between

any two to the distance between any other two. That is we have,

letting A' stand for the difference b a and letting the letters a, 0,

7, d, etc., stand for known fractions or multiples of unity:

b - a = A',

c - b = aK,

d-c-ftK,
e-d= 7A'.

/ - e = dK, etc.

\V( may then know that, if x = a, v = d, z = c, as before,

2 - x = aK + A'.

v - x = /3A' + ccK + A",

v - 2 = 0A.

u x = a known multiple of v 2, or of 2 ar, etc., etc.

Suppose finally that the differences are all equal. The relations

just mentioned then all become convenient integral multiples of

the difference between any one drawing and the drawing next to it

in the scale series.

b- a = K, c-b= K, d - c = K, etc.,

6 - a = A, c - a = 2A, d - a = 3A, etc.,

so that

2 - x = 2A,

*-*= 3A.

c - 2 = A',

r x = 3( 2) or \\(z ar), etc., etc.
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Comparability with the Facts to be Measured. The time and
-kill rjuirr<l f.. r comparing or matching a fact with the scale by

o be measured varies greatly, according to the scale.

Other things being equal, it i- nun -h harder to measure the length of

a man's head with an ordinary foot-rule alone than with calipers

and a foot-rule. To measure the beauty of a drawing of an eagle by
comi> with th.- >Ti.-,;A'-.-rr.. ju>t described and observing

'

the v, vas nearest in respect to bt

would be much easier if the series consisted of drawings of the

same eagle, than if the series consisted of drawings of ships.'

The accuracy with which a fact can be matched proper
on a scale also varies greatly with the scale. If the observer

|ual i ins.- ami effort to the task in both cases he would make
a larger error in measuring head-length with the ordinary foot rule

ulipers also were used; and a larger error in defining the

beauty of the drawing of the eagle by the series of prints of ships
than series of drawings of eagles.

This fact of the .iilhYuIty. as to time, skill and precision,

in the use of different scales is often distorted into the false notion

scales are of two sharply separated sorts scales whose use

does not depend at all, and scales whose use does depend gn
on the obser\T u-ini: them. Really the diiTerences are contin-

uous gradations. Just as there is a continuous range from little

to much agreement in respect to the meaning f terms or j>

on a scale, so there is in respect to the time or skill required and

the precision obtained. In particular, to distinguish scales that

can be used for comparison with other facts
"
object i

the sense of "with perfect agreement amongst competent ob-

from scales that can be used only "sul>. the

sense of with a large disagreement or set of "personal equations"

is very misleading. No comparison of anything in nature with

anything else is errorless.
1 And ever}' comparison of anything in

nature wit It 4 else is subject to an error if the facts are

' Simple counting or comparing th8 Dumber of objects in a> given
i aeries of integral numbers to locate the number that fiu the number of

objcvta in the coUwtioninAy seem to be an exception, but it boot. Tbehundred
moat competent observers living would not always agree in their count* of a
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specimens of continuous quantities like length, time, permanence
in memory, beauty, and the like, With tin !.<-t inMnnm ;

measure the weight of a given cannon-hall the best hundred experts

would not agree within one hundred-thousandth of a milligram.

With the best thermometers they could not do so well for t<m-

perature. Personal equations always enter if the di>tinetions re-

quired are made fine enough. The process of matching stick- \\ it h

a scale for length is loyally and statistically the same as that of

matching drawings with a scale for beauty. The disagreements, the

lack of precision, would merely be a few thousand or mill inn time-

as great in the latter case.

Minima for the time, effort and skill required and the errors

made in matching a fact with a scale are then, though very desirable

features of a scale, in no sense necessary. Scales for mental and

social measurements can be of great service in spite of gros

feriority, in these respects, to the common scales for physical facts.

Reference to a Defined Zero Point. Finally one must know

what fact would, by the scale as used, be measured as zero or

barely above zero. The zero-point may be absolute, mean in-
"
ju-t

not any of" the thing, or arbitrary, meaning a point called

though actually designating some amount of the thing. Thus the

thing being temperature, 20 C. is 20 degrees above the arbitrary

zero the melting point of ice and 293 degrees above the supposed

absolute zero of just not any molecular motion in a gas.

This last requisite for a valid scale requires further comment.

In the physical sciences, we can find or infer the place where a

certain thing begins the least amount of length, or mass, or

velocity, or resistance and the like. Such absolute zero-points are

indeed often obvious to any one. But absolute zeros for goodness,

intellect, delicacy of discrimination, memory, quickness, courage,

itiveness, and the like are never obvious and, for the mo.-t part,

are undiscovered. When one ML;
- that four pounds is "two times

as heavy as," "or two times as much mass as," two pounds, he and

his hearers know that he means that the former is represented I

point on the scale for weiirht twice as far from
"
jn>t not any mass"

as is the latter. But a similar proof that A's delicacy of diM-rimina-

tion of length is twice B's, or that A has three times as much courage

as B, is at present impossible. What "just not any delicacy of
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ni nation" o not any courage" is, must first be dis-

\\ hen ah^.lute zero points arc not available, it is imperative to

consider what the arbitrary point is from which the scale in use

ta. Thu case of delicacy of discrimination of length,

what is an u. ill;, done is to measure on a scale of amount of error

made, zero m< nit of JM -rf< -t-t discrimination, or on a scale

nee requin-.l f.-r discrimination, zero meaning, as tx

tin- limit of /jrr/rd <li>criininati..n. In the case of courage, what
- eah-ulate from a vague notion of zero, either as

very little courage or as the courage of the average man.
\N hen the zero point has to be chosen arbitrarily it is well worth

\\hile to <t>n meaning and utility of each of the different

possible ones. Other things being equal, a point somewhere near

"jit-'
'

in question" has great advantages over

a point \\.-ll up on the scale, such as the condition of the average
man in the trait.

The influence of the zero point of a scale upon measurements

made by that scale will alter the interprets hut not the

method of making, measurements of things and conditions; but

things or conditions are compart, that is, \\hen measurer

are made <>f lii!Vn-n<ts, changes and relations, it becomes of the

inportance. For. in the case of differences, changes and

it ix usually desirable to be able to use the 'times as
'

comparison. But such comparisons are subject to momentous mis*

understandings unless the zero points are absolute. One of the

.<>i: f;illa< -i -s in the mental sciences is to compare directly the

amount> of measurements made from different zero points.

othr .- arbitrarily some point along the scale as if it

an al'-.-kt.- /.TO point. Silly as it may appear, we often with mental

measi b arithmetic as the follow

Mm. ul.o weighed 4 Ibs. more than 100 Ibs., has added 2 Ibs.

to hi- -A. i-lit; James, who weighed 100 Ibs. more than 10 Ibs,, has

added to Ibs. Both gained 50 per cent and so their

f equal."

lohn weighs 10 Ibs. more than 60 Ibs, James weighs 2 Ibs.

more than 60 Ibs. John is five times as heavy as James."

^hould be obvious that the discovery of even a rough approxi-

3
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mation to an absolute zero point for any scale is of great advantage
to thought and practise. For example, in the supposed case of a

scale for l>r;mt\ of drawings, as soon as we have found Midi a

point that is, a drawing of approximately just not any beauty
and have stated the difference between it and any one of the draw-

ings of the scale in terms of any unit of the scale, all the facts of

the scale become amenable to ordinary arithmetical procedure,

including tin- "times" judgment. Thus, suppose a drawing, ?/, to

be found of approximately zero beauty and six times as far below

a as a is below 6. Then the drawings a, 6, c, d, etc., of the previous

illustration can be renamed 6, 7, 8, 9, etc., and, with only a very

slight error, treated as we treat inches, dollars or pounds.

The scales in actual use in psychology, education, sociology,

history and the like are often inadequate in respect to one or more

of the essentials of a scale. The work of the student of mental and

social measurements is then, to replace them by better ones so far

as he can, to devise methods to make the most out of those which

he does not replace, and to avoid attributing to a measurement

properties which the scale by which it was obtained does not justify.

The last two tasks need no further mention at this point. Concern-

ing the first, it has already been suggested that in cases where quant i-

tative study of human nature and achievement is balked at the

very beginning by the lack of series of defined amounts, wlm-r

differences from each other and from defined zero points are known,

this lack is due rather to lack of study than to any essential in-

susceptibility of human behavior to rating in units of amount on

intelligible scales. The following foot-rule for merit in Enjrli.-h

composition may serve as an illustration of the principle that any

varying facts which can be estimated at all in terms of the amount

of some one thing, can be measured in terms of defined units whose

distances from a defined zero are known. I quote this scale without

any justification of its choice of a zero point, or of the facts taken

to represent differences of 18, 26, 37, 47 and so on from that zero

point. Such justification will he found in a full account of flu-

scale by its author, Professor M. B. Hillegas, sopn to be published.
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f 3. A Sample Seals

A Sr.m: n.u MI.KIT i\ KV.IIMI COMFOOTIOII nv V"' N PBOHJ

0. l>e -a;, that it .tint A square deal Schools

is I . red and gree green and brown
aim it int..

'

t knou incss not today nor

yeatt "ii know it and 1 want lennie to get me out.

18. tin- l>< r to read is Icbabod Crane, it is an grate
book and I 1

wrot, am- i like it because tin-

man call IKX! crane when I read it for it i- >u<h a great book.

26. Is are things and there are many
ntage e\ n tliey opress the people

rful I think His a terrible tiling wl >a\ that

IK? hanged dn\\n or trodden doun \\itln.ut iin-n-\ an.

uy does what they want tlu-re was tyrans in the revolutionary
wed off t

Sulla as a Tyrant

37. \Ylini Sulla came back from his conquest Manus had put
li the army lu- had \\ith him in hi> conquest
bom Marius and put himself in consul

and id the men whoea names were
on thi> list we beheaded.

De Qui

47. First: De Quim ys mother was a beautiful women and
thn.u-h lur I > (^nii vted much of his genius.

Hi- running away from school enfhirn<d him much as he roamed
throi; \voods, vallr\- and his mind became

greatest enfluen< ' life was the opium habit.

If it wa -his hal.it it is doubtful whether we would now be

reading hi> \\ritings.

His companions during his college course and even before that

.;* of De <
,

'

hal.it of opium but other habits

wh: peculiar to hi> life.

His marriage to the woman whi< h lie did not especially care for.

Tlu- many well educated and noteworthy friends of De Quim-y.

Flucllcn

58. The passages given show the following characteristic of

Un: lii> in< lination to brag, his professed knowledge of History,
>f his leader,

admind hoi < np'ful. love of fun and punishment of those

who deserve it.
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Crane

67. lehabod Crane was a schoolmaster in a place called Sl< < -py
Hollow. He was tall and slim with broad shoulder-. l.m- anus
that dandled far l>ehw his coat sleeves. His feet looked a> if they

might ea>ily have been used for shovels. His nose was long and
his entire frame was most loosely hung to-gether.

Going Down with Victory
77. As we road down Lombard Street, we saw flags waving fmm

near. window. I Mirely felt proud that day to be i :

of the gaily decorated coach. Apain and again we were cheered
a- \\e drove slowly to the postmasters, to await the coming of his

majestie's mail. There wasn't one of the gaily bedecked coaches

that could have compared with ours, in my estimation. So with

waxing flags and fluttering hearts we wilted for the coming of the

mail and the expected tidings of victory.
When at last it did arrive the postmaster began to quickly sort

the bundles, we waited anxiously. Immediately upon receiving
our bundles, I lashed the horses and they responded with a jump.
Out into the country we drove at reckless speed everywhere

spreading like wildfire the news, "Victory!" The exileration that

we all felt was shared with the horses. Up and down grade and
over bridges, we drove at breakneck speed and spreading the i

at every hamlet with that one cry "Victory!" When at last we
were back home again, it was with the hope that we should have
another ride some day with

"
Victory."

Venus of Melos
83. In looking at this statue we think, not of wisdom, or power,

or force, but just of beauty. She stands resting the weight of her

body on one foot, and advancing the other (left) with knee bent.

The posture causes the figure to sway slightly to one side, describing a

fine curved line. The lower limbs are draped but the upper part
of the body is uncovered. (The unfortunate loss of the statute's

arms prevents a positive knowledge of its original attitude.) The

eyes are partly closed, having something of a dreamy lanpuir. The
nose is perfectly cut, the mouth and chin are moulded in adorable

curves. Yet to say that every feature is of faultless perfeetiou is

but cold praise. No analysis can convey the sense of her peerless

beauty.
A Foreigner's Tribute to Joan of Arc

93. Joan of Are, worn out by the suffering that was thru.-t upon
her, nevertheless appeared with a brave mien before the BMx.p
of Beauvais. She knew, had always known that she must die when
her mission was fulfilled and death held no terror- for her. To all

the bishop's questions she answered firmly and without hesitation.
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The bishop failed to confuse her and at last condemned her to death
for hm^y, hiddi: ,he wou! She refuaed and
waa led to prison, from there to death.

\\hilr tin flames were writhing around her she bade the old

;> who stood by hrr t< IM<>\< aua. <>r he would be injured.
others ami *ys, that recant

was no more in IT mind than <>n hrr lij.-. >hr died as she I

\\ith a pra\rr on her lips and t< the voices that had
. T. .1 t.. hrr M o"

The her- Arc was wonderful. \\V do not know
form li- .-k or how far it really led hrr.

.< of hean <*s and of set ti>. \\f only know that

Mtry, knowing though she did 1
\\ould eo.t hrr IMT life.

>
> < was unedu-

cated save for the lemons taught I Vet she led armies
and ernuned the dauphin. khiL' of Fn ;

ie was only a girl,

she could silence a great bishop by words that came from her heart

and from IMT faith. She was on I she could die as

bravely as any martyr who had gone before.

4. Trchnirtil Drttiil* Concerning Scales

Discrete and Continuous Series. Quantities to be measured

may be i: r,t,- .r in a continuous series. A discrete series is

ith gaps. Tin: measure the number of children in a

class we can p-t only integral numbers. Sixth tenths of a man,
niiu iindrrdths of a man, do not <-\i-t. There are gaps,

i two, two men and thr \ ntinuouM

-. such as time i alth. i^ in theory

capable of any dr-ree of subdivision. Almost all mental t

oc-ial facts due to human action are quantities in contii

>rrir>.

An\ -i\t ii measure of a continuous series means not a single

the scale of measurement, hut the distance along that

scale between t\\o limits. Thus if w- mea-ure the time taken to

perceive and react to a signal in thousandths of a second and get

sec. as the measure, the .1 i.i means commonly that that was

the nearest p
* the time was m than to .142 or to

and this means. <>f course, that the time was between

and ild be, "A's react inn tir

measure a man's wealth in dollars

>,448, we do not mean that he has exactly that, but that that
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is the nearest dollar mark. At times a measure does not mean
that the individual to whom it is given is nearer to that measure

than to any other on the scale used, but that hr is above it and not

the next measure. For instance, it' a l.,\ in in minutes gets

the answers to 5 problems in arit linn-tic, we would commonly score

him 5, but our 5 would mean, "at least 5 and not The boy

might, for instance, have almost completed the sixth in his mind,

and really he, if we had a finer scale, 5.9. In mental measurements,

any figure say, 21 may mean between 20.5 and 21.5, or between

21 and 22. It might also mean between 20 and 21, if we measured

people by the point which they just did not reach, but this is almost

never a useful method. The second method of measuring by the

last point on the scale passed is in many mental traits the natural

one and often saves labor in all sorts of measurements.4

In later operations with figures denoting measurements the

method of obtaining them and their consequent meaning must be

kept in mind. If each one of a set of measures means "from this

number to the next on the scale," then the average calculated from

them will, to represent a point on the scale, need to be increased

5 the unit of the scale. A little experimentation and thought

will create the useful habits of thinking of any number for a mea>ure

on a continuous scale as representing the quantities between two

limits; of realizing that, for our ordinary arithmetic, it represents

the space from a point half-way het ween it and the number below to

a point half-way between it and the number above; and of under-

standing that if our method of measurement makes it rcpr

some other space, we must make proper allowance in calculation.

Undistributed Measures. In many continuous series the meas-

ure (zero), which should mean a definite distance on the scale,

either from .5 to +.5, or from to 1 on the scale, means only

an indefinite distance; namely, from a point above to an unknown

lower extreme. Thus, if, in measuring arithmetical ability by a test

of 20 examples, we should find out of fifty boys a dozen who did

none at all and should mark them zero, we could not assume that

4 It is easier to put a measure between two points on the scale than to tell to

whirh point it is nearest. Moreover, in dropping insienifir-ant figures it is easier

to drop absolutely than to add one unit to a given 'place' when the figure

dropped is over .5 the unit of the next place.
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were as a group the same distance below the
'

1 to 2' group as

1 i.. 2' group were below the '2 to 3' group. All that would

be known about the dozen boys would be that they belonged some-

uli.re below 1. One of them might be really as far below a boy
marked 1 as the latter was below a boy marked 20. In such cases

we call the zero marks undistributed or indefinite. The same holds

good, of course, for tin- upper as well as the lower extreme. If, in

the illustration in question, a dozen boys had done all the examples

perfectly and been marked 20, that score would mean, not that the

boys were between 20 ami -' 1 . hut that they were somewhere above

One should tfiard against undistributed measures at

ritluT extrein

The Interpretation of Measures. In using measures recorded

h< r>. it is necessan tn know by what method and to how fine

a degree the measurements were made. Thus, suppose one worker,

lining the scale for English composition to grade specimens to

t h< nearest point on the scale,
'

0, 18, 20, : . suppose another,

B, to grade them as nearest to the scale points, or to imagined

<l\uiHtic* halfway between that is, as 0, 9, 18, 22, 26, 31 J^, 37, 42,

>uppose a third, C, to grade the specimens as between the

limits, to 18, 18 to 26, 26 to ., using 0, 18, 2

in these meanings; suppose a fourth, I), to grade to a

unit, letting 0, 18, 26, 37, etc., stand for qualities indistinguishable

from the qualities shown on the scale and letting 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, 8, etc.. stand for qualities between and 18, et< .

The grade of 18 would then mean from 9 to '2'2 if given b\

from 13.5 to \ ; from 18 up to 26 if given by C; and

presumably from 17.5 to 18.5 if | D.

1 n the same way a measure of 50 centimeters may mean from 40

up to 60, from 49.5 up to 50.5, from 50 up to :. 1 .
. .r from 49.95 up to

50.05. A frequent * rn>r i- to put the measures 50.5, 50.6, 50.7, 50.8,

50.9, 51.3, ;:'! -"'1.4 (all in eenti meters), measures

4 taken to the nearest millimeter, when grouped, as equal to

tin- measure 51 cm., measures being taken to the nearest centimeter.

an u. >t, of course, since the;, he space from 50.45 up to

hiK tlu latter o.vrrs that from 50.5 up to 51.5.
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5. Measurement bij I \t-lu tire Position

Many mental phenomena elude altogether direct measurement

in terms of amount. How many thefts equal in \\iik,<ln<- a

murder? If the piety of John Wesley is 100, how much is the piety

t. Augustine? How much more ability as a dramatist lia<i

Shakespeare than Middleton? What per cent, must be added to

the political ability of the Jewish race to make it equal to that of

the Irish race? In these and similar cases the quality to be measured

manifests itself objectively in so complicated and subtle effects

that the task of expressing it in units of amount is almost hopeless.

Nevertheless, such phenomena can be measured and sul>j < t<d
to exact quantitative treatment. Though we can not equate crimes,

we can arrange them in a list according to their magnitude, and

measure any one by its position in the list. Similarly St. Augustine,

if placed in his proper rank amongst men for piety, is measured as

exactly as if given a numerical score. The step from Shakespeare
to Middleton in a series of dramatists ranked in order of ability is

a definite measure. If a boy moves in English composition t'rmn

the position of the 500th in a thousand to the position of the 7 1th

in a thousand his gain is measured as clearly and exactly as when

we measure the inches he has grown in height. Measurement by
relative position in a series gives as true, and may give as exact, a

means of measurement as that l>y units of amount. Measurement

by relative position in scientific studies is of course but an outgrowt h

of the common practise of mankind. The man in the street meas-

ures things not only as being so many times this, but also as being

"the biggest he ever saw" or "about average size."

Measures by amount of some unit have been the subject of great

development in the hands of physical science, while measures by
relative position have been comparatively neglected, though for the

mental sciences they are of the utmost importance. The use that

has been made of them already by Galton, Cattell and others gives

promise that the value of a measure to which the most subtle and

the most complex traits alike are amenable will in the future be

more appreciated.

In measuring any product or person by position in a series, the

chief desiderata are:

1. That the arrangement of the series should not be the result of
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d'a dunce bim*f i. r., that the arrangement should rep-

resent the general tendency of a number of observers.

Thai it -diould M<( U- intliieneed hy a constant error, by bias

common to all, /. < ., that there should be, on the whole, as much
bias in any one !. us in am > t

That it >hould be on a sufficiently minute scale, that is,

i IK hide a large enough number of
'

groups
'

or
'

grades
'
or

'
ranks.'

pposc, for instance, that we wish to find the position of a

certain drawing amongst a thousand made by first-year high-school

boys. No one person can, except by accident, be a perfect rater

of these, for his momt i pulse or his peculiar ideals or training

will overweight Main features. The combined opinion of ten

My good judges will always l>e truer than the opinion of any
f tlu-iii. If, however, all the t -emphasized color or

persp- -''H-ir romhim-d rating would be false. Such a constant

error in judgment '.led as far as possible if judges are chosen

at random from amongst those esteemed competent.
lii< of having the drawings arranged on a fine scale is:

that tin- tii.. T the scale the more precise the measure, and,

second, that if a drawing is then misplaced by chance it will not be

di -placed so far. For in>tanee. if drawings were rated simply Good

/</, one near the dividing line, if put on the wrong side, v.

be put -A ron i; -id,.. riz. 9 one fourth of the total

whereas if t

middle would, if put to the wrong side, be moved only one fortieth

ic total distance. As a practical rule one should divide the

into as many groups as one can distinguish

Amongst school abilities, achievement in handwriting, drawing,

painting, wri IMi, translation, knowledge of history, geog-

raph '< readily measured by serial rating and the agreement

of competent observers is such that great reliance can be put upon
th- results from the ratings of, s u h. In the case of

more general characteristics the s he method \\ ill be greater

>till, though the readiness and accuracy of the process are less.

Measures I one grave defect. Ordinary

arithmetic does not apply to them. It is not jM^xjhh. to add
4

17th

from .(MM) in wealth* to '92d from top of 1,000* as we can

add
'

fortune of $1,000,000
'

to
'

fortune of $790,000.' We cannot
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say that the 10th ability from the top in 100 plus the 20th ability

from the top in 100 is equal to the 14th plustlu' Kith. \\V can not

equate different positions in the series with each other as we can

liiVcrent amounts of the same thing.

We can not, that is, on the basis of what has been so far said

about measurement by relative position in a series. There arc. how-

two possibly valid ways of transmuting a measure in t.-nns of

relative position into terms of units of amount. Given a certain

condition of the series as a whole, and the statements of position

can be expressed in terms of amount and made amenable to ordinary

arithmetic. Given the truth of certain theories of the relation of

the amount of difference to the ease of observing it, and the same

result will hold. These possibilities will be discussed in a special

chapter on measurement by relative position.

PROBLEMS

1. Why would the number of men giving instruction in a uni-

versity not be a fair measure of the amount of teaching done?

2. What are the faults of the following proposed as a measure

Birth-rate
of civilization: ~ -r- - ?

Death-rate

3. How could you get commensurate units of amount of ability

in addition? In what sense could you, after obtaining such units,

say that A's ability in addition was twice or three times l?'s?

4. In giving examination marks, the custom is to measure down-

ward from a standard of perfection. Suggest a better starting point

to take.

5. Consider each of these ten sets of measures. Describe ca< -h

in respect to its (1) objectivity, (2) equality of units, and (3) zero

point.

MEASUREMENTS OF THREE INDIVIDUALS, A, B, AND CABC
I. Stntun 160cm. 140cm. 130 <rn.

1 1 . Simple reaction-time to sound 1 7"> sec. .125 sec. .150 sec.

III. Average error in drawing a line to equal

a 100 mm. line . . . .3.2 mm. 2.8 mm. 2.2 mm.
IV. Number of words (of a list of 12, heard

at a rate of 1 per second) remembered

long enough to write them immedi-

ately after the last word was read 6 words 9 words 7 words
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'uality, or merit, or fpodoem of hmnd-

perfe*
M School marks ioqMfflog 82 -

Ml. 1 :' :,:.. . '. ,-. ;
.

' :,-: :

A'i tuftHmi in 00 p**flfi*lf oo a ibeet

coouinint 100 A'i mtod with 400

otto rpital k-ttrn. w A'i 60 A 1

. 82 A'i

Mil. CriminaUty: number o( Unm ooovictd

orapoaloffDM. 1

IX. D*reeof murwt inimwic. . Utile moderate Afrntdfld
Age in day- 5,080 d. 6,150 d. 5^15 d.

6. Gruu|> tiu fnllnwing measures by whole numbers, first.

using the whole numbers 14, 15, etc., to represent 13.5-14.499,

14.5-15.499, etc., and second by using 14, 15, etc., to represent

1 \ 14.999, 15-15.999, et.

18.642, 17.39, 21.45, 14.81, 15.51, 17.23, 19.60, 18.42, 21.7,

15.861, 16.5, 17.92, 14.4, 19.38, 20.6, 20.5, 1839, 17.480.

:> inrtiicil v...'iM \.u expect to be the easier and least subject

nr if <>ne had equal amounts of practise with both? \\ ;

7. Name fi ^s or qualities or traits the different amounts

f which c steps. Name five which vary continu-

ou>l\ . Name five which are now ordinarily measured by relative

position.



CHAPTER III

THE MEASUREMENT OF A VAUIMU.E FACT

6. Tables and Surfaces of Frcqm-i.

iet in any human being or institution is a variable quan-

tity. If we measure it a number of times with a fine enough
of measurement we get, not one constant result, but many differing

results. The amount of addition John Smith can do in a minute,

the number of cubic feet of sand Tom Jones can di^ in an hour, the

food consumed by Richard Brown in a day, the weekly earnings of

a particular factory these and all facts depending on human nature

and behavior are variable.

The Total Distribution of a Fact. A constant can be measured

in a single number, but a variable for its complete measurement

requires as many different numbers as there are varieties of the

thing. Since John Smith can add now 20, now 21, now 22, now 23

dibits in a minute, his ability is not any one of these nor the average

of them all, but is described truly only as
"
20 such and such a per

cent, of the times, 21 such and such a per cent, of the times," etc.

Any single number would be but an extremely inadequate repre-

sentation of his ability in addition or of that of any variable trait.

The measure of a variable quantity implies a list of the different

quantities appearing, with a statement of the number of times that

each appeared. Such a list and statement together are called a

table of frequencies or a distribution of a trait. The measure of a

variable fact is thus its entire distribution or table of frequency.

Tables 3, 4 and 5 thus measure the three facts denoted by their

titles.

It is common to present a table of frequencies in a diagram in

which distances along a line represent the different quantities, and

the heights of columns erected along it their frequencies. Thus

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 represent at once to the eye the facts given !>y

Tables 3, 4 and 5. Such a figure is called a surface of frequency;

28
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TABLE 3

MEMORY STAN or B. F. A.

Of a eerie* of 12 letten read 1 WM correctly written and placed 2
2
3

A "

6

8 "

9 "

mm K>tefcfcfeal

;.:,
. If tk
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the compound line which, \\ith the horizontal base line, encloses it,

is called a ,li.ttribution curve. Another method of presenting graph-

ically a table of frequencies is to draw instead of the top lines of the

columns a line joining the middle points of these top lines. Figs.

1 \. JA and 3A repeat Figs. 1, 2 and 3 in this form.

2A

10

10

3

FIG. 1. Surface of frequency of the ability of B. F. A. in memory span.

Number of letters correctly written and correctly placed, after one hearing of a

series of 12. Number of measurements = 40.

Fio. 2. Surface of frequency of the ability of E. H. in discrimination of

length. Number of millimeters error made in drawing a line to equal a 100-mm.

line. Number of measurement* - 100.

FIG. 3. Surface of frequency of the opportunity for work in a trade. Num-
ber of members of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers lacking employment.

Number of measurements - 31 (years).

Fio. IA. Same as 1, but drawn by joining mid-points of columns.

FIG. 2A. Same as 2, but drawn by joining mid-points of columns.

FIG. SA. Same as 3, but drawn by joining mid-points of columns.
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ie ai

6

n n
160 iOO !

4 8

4 6 14

9

M 1? 91

10

J

6 10 14 tl

7 11

Flos. 4-11

For description! of Fiua. 4-11,
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Figures 4-11 give each the measurement of some trait in one

individual, the traits being as foil..

Fio. 4. Reaction time of H, in thousandths of a second
;
400 measurements

made.

FIG. 5. Quickness of movement of T, in seconds; 67 measurements made.
FIG. 6. Quickness in addition of S, in seconds; 74 measunm nts made.
Fio. 7. Number of letters of a certain sort marked on a sheet of mixed

letters, by E in a given tim< . 88 measurements made.
v !'. -r. village of men unemployed in the case of a certain trade; 32

years' results measured.*

FIG. 9. Attendance of school E (the number absent out of 139 enrolled) ;

74 measurements.

FIG. 10. Daily exchanges of a clearing-house, in 110,000,000s; 19 measure-
ments made.

FIG. 11. Radial pulse of B, in seconds required for 30 beats; 44 measure -

nirnts.

Distributions Vary in Their Geometrical Form. If it were neces-

sary to pick some one kind of distribution as the best representative

FIG. 12. Type of distribution to which variable traits in individuals often

roughly approximate. The three diagrams represent the same geometrical form

of surface, the only difference being in the variability.

of all these, one would choose that approached by Figs. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7.

In them we see the separate measures distributed somewhat

symmetrically about a single central measure, and decreasing in

'Friendly Society of Iron-founders' report, arranged from data given by

G. H. Wood, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Vol. 62, pp. 64O-642.
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frequency as we pass from the central measure toward <

-Jowly at fir>t, thru more rapidly mid then more sl<-

low rouj:hl;. the t\pe shown in -maly

it hat adequately represents all. The number of

pea need not be one, and tin variations from the central

may occur in all sorts of ways. Indeed, even in the same

there ma r among different individuals differ* * of

illustrates this in the caw of the accuracy

of a certain kind of pen .

individuals were chosen at random and so give an impartial repre-

sentation <>f the fact.

Skewness and Bimodality. Before discussing further the treat-

of a measure expressed in a table of frequencies, it will tx

ne some clearer cases of a hypothetical nature. Suppose,

for example, that measures were at hand: (1) of the daily consump-
tion h by an individual, (2a) of the hours worked dail

arnesl laborer, whose union did not permit more than an

hour da;. . _'/' <>f the rate of adding of a practised accountant,

(3a) of the amount of alcohol imbibed dail; by a dipsomaniac, and

(36) of the number of arrests daily for drunkenness in a city.

iividual who most frequently consumes two dollars' worth

in food eaten, doth,- \\nrn out, minor luxuries, etc., may consume

worth by an expensive dinner, ten dollar*
1

worth by
hurnini: up his coat, or a hundred dollars' worth by breaking a vase

or overdriving a horse. He can not consume less than zero. The

range of distribution, limited below, runs out above a long wa

t ically every one. Letting the scale run from low amounts at

the left to high amounts at the rik'ht. the form of distribution will

be like that of diagram A in Fig. 14, a form skeirtd toward the

nd.

The laborer can not work < t hours, but will less and less

readily MiiTer a greater and greater decrease from that amount due

r. employer'- ron\enienee, etc. The frequency of seven-

hour days \vill be mnrh below that of eight; that of six-hour days

below that of so I omit from consideration Sundays and

holidays. Letting the scale run from at the left up to high

amounts at the ripht. the form of distribution will be like that of

diagram I 14, being skewed toward the low end. So also

4
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118 61

118

J

_n
109

91 119

110

98 108 113

FIG. 13. The surface of frequency for the- length of line drawn by a person
attempting to equal a 100 mm. line. Eleven individuals arc represented each

by one surface of frequen ing one hundred measurements of his ability
in the trait in question. Thus, that for individual/?, in the lower riirht hand corner,
reads: "The line drawn was 93 (or 7mm. in error), once; 97 (or - .5 nun. in

error), three times; 98 (or 2mm. in error), twice; 99 (or 1 mm. in error),
three times; and so on.
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ractised accountant will work in moct cases near his best rate;

shil< nothing can raise him far above his customary rate,

y outside stimuli, fatigue or bewilderment

may drag him far b<

li

I'criodic dipsomaniac drink> cither a great deal, or lit

ug to the presence or absence of the fit of craving. The
f tin- daily amount of liquor drunk by him will there*

points of great f Alight frequencies

f>r i- .ite points, somewhat as shown in diagram C of Fit: 11.

The city's daily arrests for drunkenness will show a similar, though
not so pronounced, composition of great numbers due to Saturdays,

and holidays, and smaller numbers due to ordinary days.

The disthhution uill verge toward that of diagram I> in

These hypothetical cases emphasize types of dear depart u rr fn m
the common symmetrical, bell-shaped form, and illustrate the

importance < .to describe a variable fact, all the

i he Kale is, M before,

to UIKCT amouoU at the right.

nippoeed to run from v :, hfl
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of it that have been made, not simply some one mea>nrc that repre-

sents their central tendency.

These considerations lead to two simple rules for pr;i< ti < : (1)

Many repeated measurements are necessary to measure a variable

fact.
4

(2) Turn a series of measure into a <li>tril>nti<>n table or

surface of frequency and examine this before inferring anything

from the series.

7. Measures of Central Tendency

Nothing short of the entire di>trilmti<m table is a complete
measure of a variable fact, but two features of such a distribution

are of special importance: first, the central tendency or tijjiiml /r-

fnrmance or amount about which the separate measures cluster, it'

there is such; and, second, the variability or dispersion of the

separate measures around their central tendency.

Thus in Table 6, A and B differ in central tendency, but are

alike in variability; C and D differ in variability, but are alike in

central tendency.
TABLE 6

HOURLY EARNINGS OP FOUR MEN, A, B, C, AND D
Quantity: Frequency:

Cent* YorA For B For C ForD

21 2

22 4

23 3 38
24 7 70
25 20 3 20 15

26 28 7 28 18

27 22 20 22 15

28 7 28 7 11

29 1 22 1 7

30 7 5

31 1 1

Average, Median and Mode. The Average that is, the sum

of a set of measures divided by their number6
is the measure of

central tendency in most common use. The Median or 50 per-

l-measure is the place on the scale reached by counting

half of the measures, in the order.of their magnitude, or the place on

4 The number needed will be discussed in Chapter XII.
1
Average will be used throughout this book for the arithmetical mean or

average, unless special notice is given to the contrary.
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the scale above and below which are equal number* of the measures.

in the series 5, 6, 7, 20, 22 the median is 7. An amount v,

ars more frequently than the other amount* on either side

of it in tlu- .li -inl.iiiiMn of the measures of a variable fact may be

called a Mod. ids Mode. Thus in Table 4 (page 29)

or error, is the crude mode, and in Table 5, 1-2 and 6-7

modes. In Table (page 36) 26 cents is the moil

<l />, and also for. I

Tin- anthmetieal average is often unwisely used as the sole

measure .d tendency. But it U clear that the average of

the iiKin\ daily ronMimj.tion of wealth figured in Fig. 11 A not

does :i-h him from some one less given to extreme

ieral lives on a higher material plane, but also

gives no idea of his common daily expenses. So also the average
'iice of an accountant (set* Fi^. 14, B) may not tell what is

v. hat the man can do under proper conditions.

With a case like that of the dipsomaniac (see F - average

grossly misreprex facts to all readers who follow the common
hal.it uf expecting an average to be approximately the individual's

rmance. An average is mathematically sum
of a set of measures divided l>y their numlxT. It represent

al measure of the set only \\hen there is but one typical measure

and when the set of measures are symmetrically disposed about it.

There may l>e more than one type of measure prominent, and the

di-tril.ution may be, and often is, skewed instead of symmetrical.

Central Tendencies in Unimodal Distributions. When the

different measures of a variable fact cluster around one and only

notaMe frequency or typical amount of the fact

(as in Figs. 5, 6, 7 on pap ill . ,r lit:. U on page 32, or F

age 35), their distribution is called unimadal. When
show tw or m.re Mieh modes (as in Fi-. 14, C and D, on page

35), their di-trilutinn is called multimndal.

In a u ni modal distribution the ditTernit measures may be dis-

ited along the scale symnn tri< :tll\ uith respect to the mode or

place of greatest frequency, or approximately so, so that the two

portions of the surface of frequency <>n either side of a vertical

erected at the mode are appn or the difT

measures above the mode may be distributed differently from those
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below it, so that the two portions of the surface of frequency differ,

the distribution being skewed. Perfectly .symmetrical di>triln-

tions are shown in Ki^r. U (page 32) and in Figs. 17 and 18 (page

66). Fig. 7 (page 31) is approximately symmetrical. Figs. 4 and

8 (page 31), Fig. 14, A and B (page 35), and Figs. 19 and 20 (page

68) show clear >kewiiess.

In a distribution that is unimodal and symmetrical the average

is identical with the mode and represent > the typical performance of

the individual. The 50 percentile or median (that is, the point on the

scale or the amount of the trait above which and Mow which

are equal numbers of the different measures) will also be identical

with the average and the mode. In a distribution that is approxi-

mately unimodal and approximately symmetrical, the average or

the mode or the median will represent approximately the central

tendency about which all the varying measures cluster. Tim.-, in

the case of the eight y-eiirht hours' earnings of C, recorded in Table 6,

the average is a trifle under Jii. the median is 26 and the mode i- 26,

In a distribution that is unimodal and skewed the mode often gives

much more useful information than the median or average. In

the case of skewed distributions it is specially important to bear

in mind the meaning of whichever means of representing central

tendency is used. The average tells the general weight of the fact,

the mode tells its usual or "typical" amount and the median, or

50 percentile, gives a mongrel result, often useful just because it

pretends to be neither the type nor the general weight of the fact,

but only a certain unambiguous feature of it.

The following further characteristics of the different measures

of central tendency may help to decide which is the best to n

any given case:

The crude mode is the most easily and quickly determined. It

is not so reliable a measure as the others. That is the actual mode

obtained from a given number of cases will not be so near the

true mode as will the actual average to the true average. It is

hardly at all influenced by extreme measures or erroneous meas-

ures. It is unambiguous and does not mislead a reader into think-

ing that all the individual measures of a group are very closely

near it.

The median is more easily determined than the average. It is
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not BO precise as the average, tile influenced by extreme or

icous measurements and is unambiguous.

The average ia d -in-mined more precisely than the crude mode
or the median because the an measure plays a part

in determining it, hut i'.-r tt more influenced

<>us measures. The average is the measu

common use and has the advantage of being a familiar term, and

at the same time the <ii>;i<l .antage of leading untrained readers to

think that the ahilitu- of which it i> the average are closely clustered

rt it.

In the case of skewed distributions the crude mode has

us special advantage 4 closest to t ical
" am

Lit.

If the measures of an individual are not in terms of amount, hut

are simply a series ranked it position, the only measures

.1 ten<l< : lable are the mode and median.

Central Tendencies in Multimodal Distributions. A multi-

modal di>trihiition almost always means that two facts have been

measured that need to be kept separate in thought. So the dif-

modes should be kept separate, and, if possible, the total

di-t rihut ion should be analyzed into separate distributions, whose

.d tendencies are then treated separat

8. Measure* of \'(inability

Measures of the variability or dispersion of the individual

measures are of two sorts. There are measures obtained by averag-

es of the individual measures from their central

measure, and measures of the limits which include a certain pro-

I all the individual measures.

Measures by Averaging. Of the first sort we have the Arrrage

Dfriation or Mean Variation A.I>. .-r M.\. . \\hi.-h e.juaU tl.e

je of the de\ iations (all treated as positive quantities) of the

individual measures from th< 1 t -nd -n -y (average, median

or mode); and the Mean Square Dcriatwn* (S.D. or a) which equals

The mean square deviation is sometimes called the

"^"sj* its right to be oonstderwi a standard measure of variability is by no n
seeun >, or Mean Square Deviation will be used indiffemUy to

throughout this book.
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the square root of the average of the squares of the deviations of

the individual measures from their central tendency. Thus, calling

the series of measures mi, nif, . . .
, m* and their deviations from

the measure taken as central tendency x\ 9 xt t , , A.D. = 2x/n
and S.D. = 1/SxVn, S being a symbol for 'the sum of the' and n

equalling the number of measures. The m's beinir, for example,

8,9,10,10,11, IL\ 12, 1-'. 1-'. 13, 13, M. 15, 17, the ar's are -4 -:;,

- 2,- 1,0,0,0,0,+ !,+ !, + 2, + 3, + 5; theA D i J4/14

or 1.7; the **s are 16, 9, 4, 4, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 4, 9, 25; tin S.D. is

1/74/14 or 2.3.

Measures by Limits Required to Include a Specified Percentage

of the Cases. There are many possible measures of the second

sort. For example, in the case just used, all the measures are

between ?H and 1?H 86 per cent, are between 8^ and Hi. 71 per

cent, are between 9J/ and 14J/6, 50 per cent, are between 10J^ and

13H- Two measures of this sort are in common use. One is the

Q, or 'Semi-Interquartile-Range,' or 'half the distance between the

25 percentile measure (here 10) and the 75 percentile measure (here

13).' It is \y<i in the present case. The other is the Mcd. Dev.

or P.E.,
7 the median of the deviations from the central tendency (all

being considered as positive quantities). In the present case, this

is 1^ since there are four deviations of 0, three of 1, and seven of

2 or more.

Such measures by limits have the advantages of economy of time

in calculation and of being only slightly influenced by extreme or

erroneous measures. They are the only measures of variability

available when the measures are of relative position. They have

the disadvantage of being less precisely determined (the same data

being given) than the A.D. or S.D.

If the distribution is symmetrical, an A.D., S.D., Med. Dev.

or the like suffices to summarize the variability or dispersion of the

separate measures about their central tendency. If the distribution

is skewed the variability above and that below the central tendency

need to be measured separately.

Variability in Multimodal Distributions. If the distribution is

7 The P.E. stands for Probable Error, the traditional, but very misleading,

name for the median deviation, which is not specially probable and not an error

at all.
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imiliimodaJ it should be analyzed into separate <li mUitions and the

variability of each should be measured separately.

8. Express in tables of frequencies and surfaces of frequency the

following facts:

measured with respect to his memory span for letters

(lies, showed tin- following abilities, in terms of the number of

words remembeml in tin -ir < orrect positions: 7, 6, 7, 5, 8, 2, 10, 6, 7,

|), 6, 8, 6, 4, 9, 0, 10, 8, 6, 8, 5, 6, 4, 8, 1<

6,9, 1.11.1

D., being measured in the same trait 40 times, showed records of:

I, 5, 5, 5, 4, 6, 4, 4, 5, 7, 2, 5, 5, 6, 9,

9. Judge by inspection whir! iable, Ar. or D.?

10. In \\hirh .-.I-,- i- it most clearly a matter of indifference

general tendency b expressed by the average or by the

median or 1>\ the mode?

11. Fin.ltlM-Cni.lt- Mo,l<-. -linn. the Average, the Aver-

age 1
'

ii (A.D.) from the Median, the S.I), from the Median,
from i .in ami the (). in the

case of each of these two series of measures:

16,



CHAPTER IV

THE ARITHMETIC OF CALCULATING CENTRAL TENDENCIES \\i>

VARIABILITIES1

9. Calculations from Measures Taken at Their Face Value

Consistency in Units. The arithmetic of calculating averages,

medians, modes, quartiles, A.D.'s, S.D.'s, P.E.'sand other measures

of central tendency and of variability from a series of measures

taken at their face value is simple and straightforward, if one bears

in mind (1) that mental and social quantities are commonly con-

tinuous, so that any number given as a measure means not a point,

but a distance on the scale, and (2) that this distance is often that

from the given number to the next number, so that the real value

of the number is itself plus one half of the difference between it and

the next number.

Thus, in measurements of a quantity that varies continually,

8 will mean either from 7.5 to 8.5 or from 8.0 up to 9.0; 8.2 will

mean from 8.15 to 8.25 or from 8.20 up to 8.30; 8.27 will mean
from 8.265 to 8.275 or from 8.270 up to 8.280 in each case accord-

ing to the fineness of the scaling and according to whether the

persons obtaining the data measured 'to the nearest number of

the scale' or 'between two neighboring numbers of the scale.'

7, 8, etc., are sometimes used carelessly for 7.0 and 8.0 or 7.00

and 8.00. The real space on the scale meant by the number is

usually evident in such cases from inspection of the series as a whole.

Short Methods. Some of the calculations, though simple, are

very tedious unless short methods are used. Command of i

methods is indeed essential for anyone who is to use }\\> time intelli-

gently in quantitative work. Since they are in some respects

foreign to the mathematical habits of one's school days they re-

quire comment and illustration. It is also well to make acquaint-
1 This chapter concerns only unimodal distributions and multimodal dis-

tributions whose modes are not very pronounced distributions, that is, which

may fairly be considered in each case as varying around a typical condition.
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ance with certain justifiable methods of attaining approximate
results in cases whrr.- thr \\, une is worth m<

thanslighth inm-a-rd precision.

Definitions Restated and Illustrated. Before describing and

illu-* n- trrhii "u- Minplrr >lmrt methods and approri-
ii- 1 \\ill rrj-r.it tin- d.-tii.itiMM, <>f the measures to be calcu-

lated and illiMratr th.-m in the case of th' ng series of meas-

ures: 9, 1 . u. n. 1!. 16, 15, U 17, 17, !.

the quantity mra^; nuousvariaUr.

The scale runs from 9 to 18 by steps of 1 . \\ will suppose the

mea.surrm.-ht-. t<> ha\<- l.rrn takrn to thr nearest point on the scale.

mmix r of measures, n 18.

'null- M.'dr i> i he most frequent measure, IMP

r 50 permit ih- U the measure above and below

hare equal nuinl)T> nf the measures,
1 here 1".

T: um cf the measures divided by tlu-ir number,

T! !>.. i- the average of th.

(regardless of signs) between the separate measures and their cen-

m the mode is here 32/1 8, or 1.78.

m the n !u re the same, 1.78.

-e is here 33.1/18, or 1.84.

Thr Mean Square Deviation, S.D. or a, is the square root of the

igt if the squares of the ditf. n nces between the separate

measures and their central tendency.

T! /KM/IS
Thr S.I). from the median is here the same, IV

.S.D. fn. in
' f ^98.4/18,

The 25 prnviitilr i- tin- measure with thrrr times as many
measures above as belt >\\ it ,

a
i

The 75 pencntih- i- the measure leaving one third as many
measures above as bel<>\v it.* hm 16.

Or the nMMuro reached, M the ( + D/2U>, in

the older of their magnitude.
Or the measure reached by counting one fourth of the meMure* in the order

of their magnitude beginning with the lowest.

Or the meMiire reached by counting three fourths of the meatm m the

order of th.-ir in:iKnit,i,l- from
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. nr (/. i> lialf the difference between the 2~> pnvmtilr
and the 75 percentile, here 1.5.

Tlu Mrdian l>t -viation or 1 lie median of the differences

(regardless of signs) between the separate measures and their

central tendr

Tlu- Med. Dev. or P.E. from the Mode is here 1.5, four of tin

differences being 0; five, 1; and the other nine, 2 or more.

The Med. Dev. or P.E. from the median is likewise 1.5.

The Med. Dev. or P.E. from the average is 1.5 (between 1.44

and 1.56), three of the differences being .44; four, .56; two, 1.44;

and the other nine, 1.56 or more.

If the measure 9 meant 9.0 up to 10.0, the measure 10, 10.0 up
to 11.0, etc., the measures of central tendency, and also the 25

percentile and 75 percentile, would each be raised by .5. The

A.D., S.D., and Med. Dev. or P.E. would be unaltered.

Short Methods in General. To save eye-strain and reduce

errors, use paper, ruled into squares of about inch by light blue

lines for all computations. In all cases arrange the measures as a

table of frequency, scale values to the left. Treat one 'step*

of the scale as 1, no matter what its real value is, reducing answers

back to the real value. Thus suppose the distribution to be:

Quantity:
Dollars Frequency

110 to 118 .................................... 2

118 to 126 .................................... 4

126 to 134 .................................... 7

134 to 142 .................................... 9

142 to 150 .................................... 6

150 to 158 .................................... 3

158 to 166 .................................... 1

and the problem to be: To get the A.D. from the Crude Mode.

The Crude Mode is at the 134-142 step. There are then nine

deviations of steps, 13 (7 + 6) of 1 step, 7 (4 + 3) of 2 steps, and

3 (2 + 1) of 3 steps. The A.D. is then 36/32 steps, or 1.125 steps.

But each step is $8, so that the A.D. is $9.

Calculation of the Average. The labor of calculating averages

can be much reduced by adopting the method which most of us

would probably use in a case like this: To get the average of 54,

52, 64, 56 and 50. Remembering that the average is such a figure
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sum of differences between it and the measures at*

is equal to the sum of the differences between it and the measures

below it. ..ne takes 56 as a guess. The differences below are

md 0, that above is 8. If the average was altered by - .8, or

to 5: :f. renccs below would be 1.2, 3.2 and 5.2, and those

above would be 8.8 and .8. This common procedure const.--

guessing at an approximate average and then correcting it from

knowledge of the sums of the minus and plus deviations from it.

It lets us add small numbers instead of large and, as will be seen,

gives us at the same time as the average, an approximate measure

of the average d from it.

The ( -hi.ii < of an approximate average is commonly easy after

an in>i>r<-tion ,f the total lUtrilmti..n, and one soon acquires skill

in making a correct choi y case.

Suppose the measures to be as follows:

REACTION-TIMES or V. H.

QjMOUtjr:

.120 to .12499 or .122:, 2

.125 to .12999 or

.130 to .13499 or .132:. 11

:.,-,.

.140. 11

145,

.150.

.155.

.160.

.K..V

i :

I

1

.180 . 3

.185 .

.190 .

.195 to 19999. 1

In this and all following calculations from measures taken at

tlu-ir fact- valur. any unit i tunce on the scale (that is, tli-

'<> be represented by its mid-point That is,

of course, its face val

h< r .1450-.1499 or .1500-.1549 would do for a guess, I will

use .1450-.1499. We have thm to obtain tin- minus and plus

differences of all the separate measures from the ".1450-.14W"
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step. To save labor in multiplication and addition we measure

tlu -t in trrms, not of units of the scale, but of steps of the scale

t. c. t using five thousandths of a second as unity. We have tin -n

13 deviations of and, for minus and plus deviations:

2 deviations of -5 or -10 7 deviations of + 1 or + 7

3 deviations of -4 or -12 8 deviations of -f 2 or + 16

11 deviations of -3 or -33 13 deviations of + 3 or + 39

13 deviations of 2 or 26 8 deviations of -f 4 or

1 1 deviations of 1 or - 1 1 >ns of + 5 or -)- 5

40 3 deviations of -f 6 or + 18

3 deviations of + 7 or + 21

deviations of -f 8

deviations of + 9

1 deviations of +10 or + 10

44 +148

The approximate average is evidently too low. It can be cor-

rected by adding to it the algebraic sum of the deviations di\ il< d

by the number of cases. In the illustration this will be + %$ or

+ .58. .58 of a step = 2.9 thousandths of a second. The corrected

average is then the mid-point of the
'

.145 to .1499' step + .0029, or

.1 17.") -|- .0029, or .1504 sec. Calling the algebraic sum of the devia-

tions from the approximate average divided by the number of cases

dftct ar.-pprox. T., or simply d, and calling the approximate, or guessed,

average G.A., we may summarize this whole calculation in the

formulae:

Av. = G.A. + d,

d = (2 dev. (alg.) from G.A.)/n

Calculation of the Average Deviation from the Average. The

procedure here is to use the sum of the deviations of the separate

measures from the approximate average (G.A.), correcting it to

what it would be had the deviations been reckoned from the actual

average. The procedure is simple. In the illustration the sum of

the deviations (all treated as positive quantities) from the G.A. was

240 (i. e., 92 + 148), the unit being one step of the scale. Since

the actual average is .58 step higher than the approximate average,

53 of the separate deviations from the G.A. (13 zero and 40 minus

deviations) will be increased, each by .58, when measured from the

and 44 of them will be decreased, each by .58. The sum of the

deviations (regardless of signs) from the Av. will then be 240
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-f (53 X .58)
- (44 X .68), or 245.22. The A.I), from the Av. will

be 245.22/97 or 2.528 (still in units of a step), or .0128 second.

The procedure fur cases where d < 1 'step' .

tiit* separate measures the ro's.

.1 number of measures*.

Call the approximate or guessed average G.A., and the actual

Call Av. (I. A., </. Let d he given its algebraic value, -f- or .

Call tin- inn <>f ti . .ns of the separate measures, regard-

less of signs, from G
Call the sum of the deviations of the separate measures (again

regardless of signs) from Av., ij-.

Call the numl>< ire less than the A v., /.

il tin- number of w'> \\hich are greater than the Av., n /.

Thru, furt luT use of signs being algebra

-Z{ + [/.</] -[(-/)</],
and

The A.D. from the Median. The A.D. from the Mode.

procedure in calculating the average deviation from the mHmn
or from the crude mode is simply that used in calculating the

a inn from the general average, the median and crude

mode IK i :u> fu< c-valnc or mid-point method, always at the

iniii f some step of the scale.

Calculation of the Mean Square Deviation (S.D. or a) from

the Average. Find the sum of the squares of the deviations of the

separate measures from the approximate average. Call this sum,

Zf*. Infer the S. 1 >. from it as shown below. he deviations

i In -niseives have been computed in the calculation of the average,

the sum of tlu-ir squares is obtainable by easy multiplication.

I. with or+ signs as the case may be, etc. Thus in our

illustration we have already the tir^t column below.

I*rl.Uont Multiplier S|lMil

-5 50
-12 -4 I*

-3
-2

-11 -1 11

-yj
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Plus DtriaUoos
7 1 7
16 2 32
:w 3 117
:-' 4 l-js

5 26
18 6 los
21 7 147

10 10 100

148 004

, the sum of the square of the deviations of the m's from G.A.

260 + 664, or 924. The S.D. from the actual average =

<P ,

6 d equaling, as before, Av. G.A. S.D. from tli<

it

1924
actual average therefore =

-yl
-r=- - -

(.58)
2
, or 3.03 (in units of one

step), or .015 sec.

The Calculation of Percentile Values. The 25 percentile, 50

percentile or median, 75 percentile, and Q for a series of measures

taken at their face value can be obtained most conveniently by

writing down the necessary sums of the numbers of the measures

(not of their amounts) from the beginning. Thus, all that is

necessary in our illustration is to list sums beside the column of

frequencies and do the simple computations, as shown below.

Sums from the

Beginning

2

5

16

29

40

53

60

68

81

89

90

93

96

97

The student may take this formula on trust; or verify it empirically; or,

of the requisite knowledge of algebra, deduce it.

Quantity :
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97/4-24.25, 97/2-48.5, 3/4 of 97 -7-

The 25 percentile is obviously in step 155 up to 140 or, using

its mi'l-: .5 of the scmle, or .1375 sec.

The median pen <v in step 145 up to 160 Of,

using its mid-point, at 1 17.5 of the scmle, or .1475 sec.

The 75 percentile is obviously in step 160 up to 166 or, using its

mid-point, at 102.5 of the- *mlr. <>r .1025 sec,

.1025 sec. .1375 sec.
Tin- V i" < ! -7T-

- or .0125 sec.

The Calculation of the Median Deviation from the Average.

The Median Deviation or I '.!'.. from the average is obtained either

lining the measures in the order of their amount of deviation

rage, as shown below for our illustration, or by simple

ctinii.
ABM Of '

f VJHtr,, 7 7
- .58 step 13 20

+ 1.42
" 8

-1.58 II M
+2.42

" 13
-2.58 "

13 Ha
+3.42

" 8
-8.58 "

11

The median of the deviations is thus at 2.42 in units of a step), or

.n Ul sec.

The Median Deviation from the crude mode is got similarly,

more easily, since* tin ns are all in integral multiples of

;>. The Median Deviation fn>m the Median is the same as Q.

Approximations. Grouping. Time can be saved by grouping

measures in a <lUtril>uti<>n more coarsely than l>y th.-ir fa<v value.

Thus the series of our illustration may be di steps of

iiousandths of a second instead of by the steps of five in v

the measures at their face value appeared. We then have:

.120 up to .130 5

.130 140 Jl

.140 150 24
160

21

170 180 4

180 100 8
1
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In general, in mental and social measurement . in i IK- calculation

of averages, average deviations and mean square deviations, when

thr face value of the series gives a grouping of 40 to 60 steps, it is

allowable to group by double steps, and, when the face value of the

series gives a grouping of 60-80 steps, to group by triple steps.

But it should be observed that coarse grouping saves little time

except in the calculation of the average, average deviation and

mean square deviation. In the case of the calculation of the median,

25 percentile, 75 percentile, and median deviation, it is the author's

opinion that the gain in precision from the finer scale is greater

than the loss in time, if one economizes time in recording the

measures in the finer grouping by some such method as the follow i 1 1 ur :

Suppose the measures to be: 411, 432, 444, 451, 456, 4<i:;. 171,

I". 480, 484, 492, 495, 495, 501, 507, 512, 513, 516, 519, 525, 527,

532, 533, 544, 552, 566. The range of the distribution is 155 units.

All can, however, be recorded easily thus:

41
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10. Calculation* of I'alur* Jfort Probabtr than tkotf Got from
Taken at their F* Vaku

So far computation^ l,u\ .- been considered on the principle that

measure should be taken at iu face value, the face value of

a meaaurr in the case of a measure covering a certain distance

on a scale being the inicl-jM.mt .,f that space.

It i

j.,, ihi,- in the case of continuous quantities
4 to estimate

central tendencies and variabilities more precisely by considering

certain Mihrr |...
if.ilnir, fnr the trr. f a measure like 19.4

(men rom 10.35 up to 10.45) than to repla its mid-

'.40000 t : example, consider the calculation of the

50 pent-mile or median in our illustrative case whose data fnr

1

.120 up to .125 2

.125
"

.130 8
.130

'

.135 11

.135
"

.140 13

.140 .145 11

.145
"

.150 li

.150 155 7

s

.160 .165 13

8
.170 175 1

.175
"

.180 3

.180 185 3

.190 .195

jm 1

Inferences from Continuity. The number of measures being 97

we have to count in 48)4 measures. 40 measures reach to the end

of tl up to .1 .V step. 4&H measures will thru muh t.

th<- ninth measure of the i:; \\hich are in step "./# tip to .150."

What b abst)lutcl\ known i> that the median is somewhere from

that the principles in Section* 10 and 1 1 apply aotonfr
to Miriam of frequency of tnily continuous variable* urh at time, trgftnlity of

handwriting, value in inrhansy, amount of ami. stature, knowleufy of German
and the Eke, but abo to lurfacei of frequency of dfacrete variable*, ** At

Am* aJrpt by leai than which the actual fact cannot vary. Calalaoch
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.145 up to .150. By the face-value methods we locate it at the

point .1475, which >tands for the measure
"
.145 up to .150" But

suppose that the measures had been reported to a ten-thousandth

of a second. It is not likely that 8 of the thirteen would have been

below .1475 and only 4 above it. The median would, with fine

enough scaling of the data, probably have been nearer .!."() than

.145, since it should be the point on the scale between .145 and . 1 ."()

leaving 8H of the 13 measures below it. If, instead of merely

accepting the mid-value for all the
'

.145 nj> in .1~>0' measures, we
use probabilities to estimate how the thirteen measures would l>e

spread from .145 to .150 we may make a probable estimate of tin

median for the distribution more precisely than as "somewhere in

the .145-.150 space, call it at the mid-point." For example, an

estimate of the median as .145 + 8j^/13 of the step that is, as

.1483 sec. is probably truer than .1475 sec.

Consider further the calculation of the median in this same

distribution, but arranged with a coarser grouping, as follows:

Quantity Frequency Sums from Beginning

.120 up to.130 5 5

.130
"

.140 24 29

.140
"

.150 24 63

.150
"

.160 15 68

.160
"

.170 21

.170
"

.180 4

.180
"

.190 3

.190
"

.200 1

pseudo-continuous variables. For example, if the enrollment of a school is

measured as:
Quantity : Frequency :

Number of Pupils Enrolled Number of Daily Registers

410-419 1

420-429 3

430-439 7

440-449 12

450-459 16

460-169 22

470-479 27

480-489 33

490-499 28

500-509 22

510-519 17

520-529 2

The fact, as reported, is pseudo-continuous and the treatment will be that of a

continuous variable.
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18H measures, we locate the median in the
"
.14&-.160"

mil, if \N' replaced this step i*oint, should call the

median .145. Hut if we used probabilities in placing the point to

be reach. n t ing 19H of the 24 cases in the ISO"

irranged in order of magnitulr, putting it at 19j^/24 of the dis-

tant fn.m .140 to .1 -l , we should obviously come

nearer the truth as shown by the finer grouping.

Inferences from the Form of the Distribution. Consider finally

;T<ftitile from this coarser grouping. It

is required to count in 72Ji cases from the low extreme. This

u^ into ilu- "./'" nj. t.170" step, 68 cases being below. 160.

", the nii<!-|N.int .f tin- './'/O-./70' group, would be an

inferior estimate f>r the 75 percentile not only because only 4j
t - 1 cases need to be taken hut also because the general slope

.f the ,li-trihuti..n thereaboi. - shows that

probahly the cases would be much more frequent, if reported with a

grouping, toward .160 than toward .1

Then are sorts of facts that may help in estimating
il tendencies and variabilities with a greater probable exacti-

than is secured by treating each step of the scale arithmetically

mid-point. I i ases located within that step ma
.-lit of as spread over it, and, second, the general form of the

eli-trihutinn may be used as a means of judging kow they will

probably be spread. We may, that is, calculate central tendencies

ai-.i \ariuhilitic, \\ith the aid of estimates of how the separate

measures within each step would be spread over it if the scaling

had bwi: imieh finer.

The value of using these probabilities to refine our estimate of

al tendencies and variabilities depends evidently on the fi"??
of the grouping of the measurements as they are. The coarser the

grouping, the more desirable it becomes to consider these two lines

of facts.

The following notes give the technical procedure desirable in

calculating probable central tendencies and variabilities with the

aid of an estimated spread of the cases over the distance denoted

by a i

The Average. No change from the face value or mid-point
method is neeess
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The Median. The cases within the step where the median lies

may be considered as spread evenly
7 over the whole distance of the

step, and the median point placed accordingly. Thus in our illustra-

tions, since 48H cases reach to the end of the 8^ cases of the 13

between .145 and .150 the median point may be placed at .145 +

The Mode. The question here is troublesome. By the defini-

tion of the crude mode as given,
"
the most frequent measure," the

crude mode in the case of a continuous quantity is not a point but a

distance. To replace this distance by any point, whether the mid-

point or one more suitable, is not so necessary as with the average

or median, since the mode is used oftener to describe a type than as

a single number to compute with. It may, however, be necessary

for the calculation of variabilities from the mode and for exact

comparison with other facts.

The student may use common sense in picking a point to repre-

sent the mode or he may follow certain fixed rules, which are however

valid only for certain sorts of distributions, so that in the end

common sense must decide whether to follow them, or he may make

elaborate calculations of the location, on the scale, of the probable

point of greatest frequency of the fact.

The use of common sense consists chiefly in observing the neigh-

boring frequencies, so as to pick a point which they make probable.

The best fixed rule for general practise is :

Mode = Av. 3(Av. Med.) (calculation being algebraic).

The A.D. The average deviation calculated by the mid-point

method tends to be too large since, with fine grouping, more than

half the cases within any step would as a rule be within the half

of that step toward the central tendency. This may be corrected

for as follows:

7 This is not exactly true for any distribution, save by chance, but the dif-

ficulties of estimating just how the cases would, for any given distribution, be

spread, would be very great and the resulting greater precision t rifling.

' Let dis. stand for distribution here and later.
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APPROXIMATE Coaaacnoif roa Co*aaa Gaocrixo A.D.

To estimate the probable A.D. from a very,

Ifthedfa. rai^ from 15 to 20 | Mbttart .006 atop
If the die. rangea over 14 rtrp. eubtrart .006 atap

,e die. rangea over 13 atepa autrtract .006 etep
If the die. ranges over 12etepa eubtrart 01 cp
If the dfa. ranges over 11 etepa subtract 4)1 alep
If ibedie. rangea over 10 atepa nibtrart .01 cp
If ihc dw. range* over itrf mbtrmrt .015 *cp
Ifthedk. ranfoioircr 8 itcpt pubtrmrt .015 rtrp
Ifthedfe. ranfnover 70Upt fubtraet XB 0Ccp
Ifthedfe. rmnfMover 6Hp0 ubtrmct XK2 rtrp

I f t his correction is to be made, it is still easier to get an approximate
Ah. fnun whatevt r n I

j
mt of a step is nearest the actual average,

"in measures within that step as all deviating hy zero,

tln-ii to add, according to the coarseness of grouping, as

follows:

If the dia. rangea from 20 to 50 atepa add to A.D. app. .01 atep
If the dfa. rangea from 15 to 10 atepa add to A.D. app. .015 atep
If the dia. rangea from 10 to 14 atepa add to A.D. app. .02 atep

dfa. rangea over atepa add to A.D. app. .025 atep
If the dia. rangea over 8 atepa add to A.D. app. .03 atep

dfa. rangea over 7 atepa add to A.D. app. .035 step
If the dfa. rangea over 6 atepa add to A.D. app. .04 atep
If the dfa. rangea over ft atepa add to A.D. app. .06 atep

The S.D. The mean square deviation a^ obtained l.\ the face-

value or mid-point method may be given a probably more accurate

value by correction as follows:

APPROXIMATE CORRECTION FOR COARSE Gaorpcco 8.D.

the probable 8.D. that would be got from a very,

over 40 atepe or more the correction fa <.001 *trp

from 30 to 89 atepa subtract from the obUmed&D. Ml *p
from 25 to 29 atepa aubtraet from the obtained 8J>. JOO2 ep
born 20 to 25 atepa aubtraet from the obUmed&D. JfBstcp
from 15 to 20 stepa eubirmrt from the obtained 8J>. .006 Hep
over 14 atepa subtract from the obtained 8JX J007atep
over 13 atepa aubtraet from the obtained 8JX .008 step
over 12 atepa aubtraet from the obtained 8.D. JOl atep
over 11 atepa aubtraet from the obtained 8J>. JOl alep
over 10 atepa aubtraet from the obtained 8.D. JOl atep

atepi aubtraet from the obuined8.D. jQ2 atep
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If the dis. ranges over 8 steps subtract from the obtained 3.D. .025 step

If the dis. ranges over 7 steps subtract from the obtained S.D. .03 step

If the dis. ranges over 6 steps subtract from the obtained 8.D. .04 step

It will be observed that with a fairly fine scaling, resulting in 20 or

more steps in the distribution's range, the S.D. is, to the sen. ml

decimal, the same as it would be, with very fine grouping. It is

customary to make a less complete correction by the formula9

S.D. = -vl (S.D.mld.)
2 -

-i

v 1J

in which S.D.mid.
= S.D. calculated by the face-value or mid-point

method.

The 25 Percentile, 75 Percentile and Other Percentile Values.

In such unimodal distributions as are in question, the cases within

the scale-intiTval or step wherein the 25 percentile lies will probably

be fewer toward the extreme of the distribution than toward the

median. Similarly for the cases within the step wherein the 75

percentile lies.

If the student does not take account of the slope of the fre-

quency curve but simply treats the cases within each step or interval

as spread evenly over that step, he will probably improve his

estimates over what they would be by the face-value or mid-point

method. If he does wish to take account of the slope, the most

convenient way to do so is by spreading the n* cases over the

interval,
"
a to a + k,

"
putting for each successive tenth of k the

fraction of n* which is appropriate in view of the general slope.

As practical rules the following will lead to adequate precision

for any work which the student is likely to have to do.

If the cases are so grouped as to have a range of thirty or more

intervals or steps of the scale, treat the cases within one interval

as spread evenly over it.

If the grouping is coarser, consider the w* cases of the interval,

'a to a + k
9

within which the 25 percentile lies, as if they were

distributed as follows:

a to a + .Ifc or to .1 step 9 per cent, of n*.

a + .Ik to a + 2k or .1 to .2 step 9 per cent, of nk.

a -f J2k to a -f .3fc or .2 to .3 step 9 per cent, of n*.

etc. .3 to .4 step 10 per cent, of n*.

9
Sheppard's formula.
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.4 to A aUp 10 par cent, of n*.

A to A 0Up 10 par caou of n*.

10 par cant, of n*
.7 to 4fUp llpareaolof .

A to .9 flap 1 1 (>cr cent, of **.

Oitap 11 ix* eent. of n*.

Or, more exactly, in dependence on the coarseness of grouping,

consider the cases within the step where the 25 percentile lies, as

if tlu-y were distributed as follows:

If lhai AAABTA ftf If lfea> RAABTA <tf If L&ta) RAABW a^f If fl^aft ftAAaitt a^f If A

MSiap^rw siaup^pw isp*.rw IIMU^.PW

Ou. 9.5 8^
M 9JJ u

0.5 9^ 9
; i 10 10 10 00

.4 to .5 10 10 10 10

.5to .6 10 10 10 10 10

.6to .7 10 10 10.5 10 11

.7 to A 10.5 10.5 11 11 11

.8 to .9 10.5 10.5 11 11 12

.9 to 1.0 10.5 11 11 12 12

the cases within the step where the 75 percentile lies

as distributed as follows:

Oto 1 11

.1 to J2 11

.2to A 11

A lo .4 10

.4 to US 10

.5 to A 10

.flto .7 10

.7 to A 9

.8 to .9 9

.9 to 1.0 9

Or, more exactly, in dependence on the coarseness of grouping,

consult r tin- cases, within the step where the 75 percentile lies,

as distributed as follows:
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IftheRangeof IfthelUngeof If the Rang* of If the Range of If the lUngeof
theDlftribu- the DUtrihu- the Dlslribu- the DUtnl u DM- Diotrit.u-

Uon Coven tion Covert lion COTCN tion CoTtn tion Covers
IS Stop*. Per 20 Stope, Per 15 Stepe, Per 12 Stepe, lr 8 Ste|v

>< P <<:.: Cent. Cnt. Cent. Cent.

OtO .1 10.5 11 11 12 12

.1 to 10.5 10.5 11 11 12

.2 to .3 10.5 10.5 11 11 11

.3 to .4 10 10 10.5 10 11

.4 to .5 10 10 10 10 10

.5to .6 10 10 10 10 10

.6 to .7 10 10 10 99

.7 to .8 9.5 9.5 9 9 9

.8 to .9 9.5 9.5 9 98

.9 to 1.0 9.5 9 8.5 9 8

11. folimali tig the Central Ttndoici/ and Variability of the Entire

Surface of Frequency',
on the Basis of n Samples Takrn <it

Random from its Total Numbers of Measures, N
Besides getting what will probably be more accurate estimates of

central tendency and of variability in view of what the mea

within any one scale-interval would have been with a finer grouping,

it is often desirable to estimate the central tendency and variability

of the fact, supposing that many more cases of it had been taken.

Thus suppose that a record includes 100 reaction-times of individual

A. We are less interested in these 100 cases per se, than in them

as a random sampling of the fact, A's reaction time. It is desirable

to estimate the probable central tendency, variability and form of

distribution of the indefinite group of reaction times of which these

are a limited sample.

Consider then the problem of estimating the central tendency,

variability and form of distribution of the surface of frequency of all

possible cases (N) of a fact of which n cases only are actually

reported. In the case of the average, median, A.D., S.D., and

percentile measures there need be no change from the procedures

of Sections 9 and 10.

In the case of the mode, the issue changes from finding the

measure of greatest frequency and choosing a point within it to

best represent it. It is now to estimate that point on the seal* at

which the curve of frequency bounding the surface for the entire N
cases is highest. This is too difficult a problem for exact solution

by any save expert students of mathematics. A rough approxima-
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toward such a solution may be got by drawing a smooth curve

to fit the observed bounding-line of the surface of frequency and

notm k
' ih.- lor.it > highest point.

In the case of the Med. Dev. or P.E., if the distribution is

approximately of the form shown in 1 i>agc 32), the formula

i Dev. (or IT. - .6745 S.D. may be used to give the probable

median devia . their eentral tendt -IK- entire .V esses

of which the n cases observed are a random sample.

| 12. Summary uf Procedures for Ordinary Statistical Work

I

'

is more important for the worker \\ ith measurements to know

just what he is don ^ in any case and why he does it than to follow

rigid con Hut for the student who has mastered the

reasons \\h\ . \\ith a quantity varying continually or, if discrete,

reported more coarsely than by its ultimate steps, it is profitable

to take account of the probable spreading of the cases with finer

grouping, the following recommendations as to general usages will

be serviceable.

1. for truly discrete measures, so reported, use face-value

method*.*

_ / nuous or pseudo-continuous measures:

For -Treat the m's of each step as at its mid-point.

A.D. Treat the m's of each step as at its mid-point, cor-

rc< coarse grouping by the table on page 55 if necessary/
1

r he S.D. Treat the m's of each step as at its mid-point, cor-

rect! <>arse grouping by the table on page 55. 11

For the Median Treat the m'sof each step as spread even 1

tilt Treat the m's of each step as noted on page
57.

i he 75 percentile Treat the m's of each step as noted on page
58.

orrected values of the 25 and 75 percentile as

Beside the actual distribution and its crude mode, the most probable dis-

um for all cases of the fact (Dis..v ) and the most probable point-mode for

Dia.* may be added. Such an addition is, however, inadvisable for such workers

as an use this book, because of the great difficulty of ****tf*t the

most probable DW..V from the actual Dia...

bviously the correction for coarse grouping need not be made, if it does

not affect the significant figures in the result
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obtained above, in the formula Q = (75 percentile 25 per-

centile)^; or, in the same formula, use the values of the 25 per-

centile and 75 percentile obtained by taking the m's of each

step as spread evenly over i

For the Median Deviation or P.E. Use Q as an approximation,

stating the fact, or, in distributions of approximately the form

of Fig. 12, use .6745 S.D.

For the Mode Use Mode = Av. - 3 (Av. -Median).

3(Av. Median)
For the Skewness Use Skewness = -

g ~o.U.

3. For continuous or pseudo-continuous measures it is entirely

justifiable to neglect all corrections for the form of distribution. One

may claim that facts outside a measure itself should not be allowed

to influence our interpretation of it, and that consequently in con-

tinuous and pseudo-continuous measures, the measures within any
one step should be treated as spread evenly over it. On this

basis:

For the Av. A.D. and S.D. Treat the ra's of each step as at its

mid-point.

For the Median, all Percentiles, Q and the Median Deviation-

Treat the ra's of each step as spread evenly over it.

Correct the S.D. by the formula:

S.D. =

PROBLEMS

13. Calculate the 25 percentile, Median, 75 percentile, Q,

Average, A.D. from Av., and a (S.D.) from Av., for each of the

following series of measures, assuming that the measures are discrete,

and supposing that step 1 = 21; step 2 = 22; step 3 = 23, etc.

(See the instructions following problem 22.)

u Since the error due to the form of the distribution acts in opposite directions

upon the 25 percentile and the 75 percentile, this much quicker procedure is

precise enough in the case of distributions which are approximately symmetric^.
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n 8nn III

Stop 1 i Step 1 2 8lp 1 1

3 n 21
1 2 4

3 2 7

4 ii 6 13

4 3 6 20

7 10 7 10 7 22

H 12 8 15

9 13 9 17 95
10 18 10 28 10 2

11 10 11 16 11 2

12 -'30
13 15 13 25

14 30

15 10 15 22

16 6 16 23
17 7 17 23

18 3

19 i ID 11 tent IV
2 jo n

-1 2 "
21 11 Step 1 2

8 22 2 1

" LM n 23 1 34
- ; 1

" 24 4 9

25 5 5 21

11 20 11

27 1 76
Js "81
29 1 91

"
31

33 1

11. < hange the values obtained above for Series I. to fit the

supposition that steps 1, 2, 3, etc., of Series I. have the values 10,

U. 11.

anp- the values obtained above for Series I. to fit the

supposition that the steps 1, 2, 3, etc., of the scale ha\ tlu values

60, M, 72, etc.,

16. Change the values obtained above for Series I. to fit the

supposition that the steps 1, :' the scale have the values,
-

8,
-

6,
-
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17. Calculate' the -~> percentile, median, 7.~> perccntile and ()

for each of the four series, assuming (1) that the measures arc

continuous, (2) that the m's within any step are spread evenly over

it, and (3) that the steps, 1, 2, 3, etc., have the values 20.5 to 21.5,

2L5 to 22 to 23.5, etc.

18. Change the values obtained in problem 17 for Series I to fit

these suppositions: (1) and (2) of 17, and (3) that the steps 1, 2, 3,

have the values 21.0 to 22.0, 22.0 to 23.0, 23.0 to 24.0,

etc.

19. Change the values obtained in problem 17 for Series I. to fit

these suppositions: (1) and (2) of 17, and (3) that the steps, 1, 2, 3,

etc., have the values 30.0 to 35.0, 35.0 to 40.0, 40.0 to 45.0, etc.

20. Record any necessary changes in the values obtained in 13

for the Av., A.D. from Av. and a from Av. for each series, to fit

the suppositions stated in 17.

21. Record any necessary changes in the values obtained in l.'l

for the Av., A.D. from Av. and a from Av. to fit these suppositions:

(1) and (2) of 17, and (3) of 18.

22. Same as 21, save that the suppositions concerning the steps

of the scale are to be as follows:

In I., let steps 1, 2, 3, etc., be 17.9 to 18.1, 18.1 to 18.3, 18.3 to 18.5, etc.
"

II.,
" " " " "

40.0 to 46.0, 46.0 to 52.0, 52.0 to 58.0, etc.
"

III.,
" " " " "

8J to 8J, 8| to 9, 9 to 9J, etc.
"

IV.,
" " " " "

atoo+fc, a+fctoa+2*, a+2* toa+3*.

In problems 13 to 22, inclusive, be sure to work according to the

short methods described in this chapter. Otherwise the computa-
tions will be very long. In choosing an approximate average, use

the information gained in calculating the median. In recording

results, follow a systematic arrangement, such as that reproduced in

part on page 63. Make all answers to 13 and 17 accurate to the

second decimal place. Accuracy to the first decimal place is all

that is required for the others.

In the work of computation a table of products and a table of

squares are aids to speed and precision. Crelle's Rechentafeln and

Barlow's Tables are standard works. Shorter tables will be found

in Appendix II of this volume.
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1

75 pcrcenlilc

Approx. Av. (G.A.)

d

AT.

I

i

A.D. from Av.

2?
from Av.

?, Ij |
? I !; j g ?
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CHAPTER V

Tr.< HNH AL AIDS IN I)KsrKimx<; AND C'oxsTurcTixc. THE FORM
OF A SURFACE OF FREQUENCY

13. Graph* and Equations of the Bounding Line

THE form of a surface of frequency is defined most easily by

presenting it graphically, as has so far been done in this volume

and as is done in Figs. 15 to 23 in this chapter. Such a graphic

description is often the only measurement of the geometrical form of

a surface of frequency that is practicable, especially for the non-

mathematical student.

The form of the surface of frequency is also definable by a geo-

metrical or algebraical description of the line, which, together with

6-
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ug 6, and B being 14, the equation
of the bounding line of the surface of frequency is:

y 5 for valuer* of x from 6 to 11,

y for all other value* of jr.

.nlarl;. the equation of the line l>oundmg the surface of fre-

<ju. IM . >f a i .J- \\ith base coinciding with the scale, and
uith its highest point nearest to the iero-i><.int -f the x scale, is:

y- K (B - j\ uithin tin- limits of x- A and x - Bt

y - for all other values of jr.

in \vlm -h A is a constant the altitude of the triangle, divided by
its base,

A is the distance from of the x scale to the vertex of the

B is the distance from of the x scale to the other end of

the base of the triangle.

12-

10-

O-
6-
4 -

2-01*3454
Fio. 16.

Thus, in Fi-. ir,. thr altitude IM _> and B being 6,

and A" consequent I \ -.">. the equation of the bounding line of the

surface of frequency is:

y - 2.5 (6 x) for values of x from 2 to 6, and

y for all other values of x.

Similarly the equation .f the linr hounding the surface of fre-

quency of an isosceles triangle with base coincident \\ith the x scale is:

y A" I for values of x from . 1 t

y - A' (B J-) for values of x from T to B,

y for all other values of J-.

in \\hich A* is a constant the altitude d y one half of the

base,
6
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A is the distance from of the x scale to the end of tlu>

base nearest the zero-point of the x scale,

B is the distance from of the x scale to the other end

of the base, and

C is the distance from of the x scale to the middle of tin

base.

3-

5 6 7 O 9 10 II 12 13

FIG. 17.

Fio. 18. Surface of Frequency of Form A.

Thus, in Fig. 17, the altitude being 3, A being 3, B being 13, C being

8, and K consequently being 3/5, the equation is:

y = 3/5 (x 3) for values of x from 3 to 8,

y = 3/5 (13
-

x) for values of x from 8 to 13,

y = for all other values of x.

The equation of the line bounding the surface of frequency of

the form shown in Fig. 18 (see also Fig. 12 on page 32) is, the zero-

point of the x scale being taken in this case, not at its absolute zero,

but at the point where y is greatest:

"
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This curve is called the curve of error or the probability cur

and the surface of frequency which it encloses (with the base line)

is called the "normal .li-trihm. normal" surface of fre-

r the surface of frequency <f the normal probability

integral. This last case is one of special importance to the theory
of measurements for several reasons. One of these, which has

already been noted, is that the distribution* actually found for

variable facts often approximate more closely to it than to a reo

-, an isosceles triangle, or any <th< r simple geometrical form.

Otlur reasons will appear later in tl OM I shall refer to

this form of distribution tbat defined by the equation

.1'

In thi> form of (1 it ril.ut ion the Average, Median and Mode coin-

the same for any given s as for the same + x, and

is greatest when x 0. Constant relations hold between the differ-

ineasuresof varial.ili-

a - 1.25331 A.D.

<r- 1.4825 T I

A.D. - .7'.',

A.D. - Us
P.E. - .6745 <r

P.E. - .8453 A.D.

Between Av. <r and Av + 9 are 68.26 per cent, of the cases.

- A.D. and Av. + A. IX are 57.5 per cent, of the cases.

IT "
Av. + !

-. 19 shows a distribution mu< h skewed, which we may call

.;. 20 shows a distribution -till more skewed, which we
Form D. The bounding lines Of Fig. 19 and Fi. 20 can

?e represented by any simple equations.

(14. Table* of Frequency

Tlie form of a surface of frequency is definable also by tables

lv. the relative frequencies of different

The ftndait need not comm hfaMetf wfch tbb ntioo totter UM* to

fiu-t that it bthequAdooor thcbouMfingHneof FVfurelS. No use of

the eqvUioD Hnlf wffl be required.
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amounts of the trait. Thus Tables 7 and s tell in different ways
the fact that tin* form of distribution is a rectangle. They do

not, it should be observed, tell whether the average is at 1, 10,

- 60 or 0.492, or anything else about the average, save, of course,

that it is at the mid-point of the base. They do not tell anything

FIG. 19. Surface of Frequency of Form C.

FIG. 20. Surface of Frequency of Form D.

about the amount of variability or dispersion. The rectangle

may stretch from 99 to 101 or from 60 to 6,000 or from .92 to .925.

They tell only its geometrical form.

These tables for >ho\\inir the form of distribution of a rectangle

are of no utility, since anyone could quickly construct any one of

them; l>ut the tables which follow (Tables 9, 10 and 11) are useful.

They tell approximately in figures the facts represented graphically

in Figs. 18, 19 and 20, and so give tabular representations of the

normal probability surface, a surface much skewed, and a surface
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very much skewed, all three being forms to some one of which

an actual di.itrilmti- mate. They repeat

exactly Figs, 21, 22 and 23, wl,. i approxima

'ctangles, Figs. 18, 10 and 20, in older. In each of these last

three diagrams, the total area of the surface of frequency is 10

square inches* and each small division of the 1..^.- line i* .1 a (one

"f iii< mean square deviation of the distribution in question).

TA TABLE 8
RELATIVE FEBQUBNCIM (IK Pam RELATIVE Foauavcni (w PEE
CEJTO.) OVEE EACH TENTH or Q CENT*.) OVEE EACH TENTH
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TABLE 9 TABLE 10 TABLE 11

-4.2 9 to -4.1 *
-4.1 <r to -4.0 9

-4.0<r to -3.9*
-3.9 9 to -3.8*
3.8* to -3.7 a

-Z.I 9 to -3.6 9
3.6* to 3.5*

-3.5* to -3.4*
-3.4* to -3.3*
-3.3* to -3.2*
-3.2* to -3.1*
-3.1 to -3.0*

-3.0* to -2.9*
-2.9* to -2.8*
-2.8* to -2.7*
-2.7 * to -2.6 *
-2.6* to -2.5*

-2.5 * to -2.4 *
-2.4* to -2.3*
-2.3* to -2.2*
-2.2* to -2.1*
-2.1* to -2.0*

-2.0* to -1.9*
-1.9* to -1.8*
-1.8* to -1.7*
-1.7* to -1.6*
-1.6* to -1.5*

-1.5* to -1.4*
1.4* to 1.3*

-1.3* to -1.2*
1.2* to 1.1 *
1.1 a to 1.0*

-1.0* to - .9*
- .9* to - A 9
- .8 * to - .7 *
- .7 * to - .6 *

.6 * to .5 *

.5 * to - .4 *

.4* to - .3*

.3* to - .2*

.2 <r to .1 *

.1* to 0*

Relative Frequen- Relative Frequen- Relative Frequen-
cies (In Percent- ciee (in Percent- cie.-

afee) Over Each ages) Over Each ates) Over Kach
Tenth of 9. in a Tenth of a in a Tenth of
Surface of Fre- Surface of Fre- Surface -

quencjr of Format quencjof Form C queucyofForm/>
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TABLE TABLE 10 TABLE 11

0, to + 1

+ .1* to + .2*
+ J* to 4* J
4- .3 to + .4 *

+ .4* to + .5*

+ .5* to + .6*

+ .6 * to + .7 *

+ .7* to + A*
+ .8* to + .9*
+ .9r to + 1.0*

+ 1.0* to +1.1 *
I* to +1.2*
J* to +1

+ 1.3 9 to +1.4*
+ 1.4* to +1.5*

+ 1.5* to +1.6*
+ 1.6* to +1.7 r

+ 1.7* to +1.8*
+ 1.8* to +1.9*
+ 1.9* to +2.0*

+2.0* to +2. IT
1 * to +2.2 *
2 * to +2
I * to +2.4 a

1 * to + 2

+2.5 * to +2.6 *
+2.6* to +2.7*
+2.7* to +2.8*
+2.8* to +2.9*

J* to +3.0*

+3.0* to +3.1 *

+3.1 * to +3.2*
2 * to +3.3 *

+3.3 * to +3.4 *
+3.4* to +3.5*

:> * to +3.6 *
+3.6* to +3.7*

<> +3.8*
s r to +3.9 *

+3.9* to +4.0*

+4.0* to +4.1*
I * to +4.2*

+4.2 * to + '.

343
:< 23

MM
8.78
2.54

230
168
LSI
160
139

120
102

:?2

.60

.49

.40

.32

68
JO

.15

.12

60
.07

68

.04

68
6fl

618
.010

JOB?

608
.004

608
608

.001

601

MQ
U8
U8
j -.n

273
J is

460
:t -..4

:i ,-.

BJI

160

LOO
l.sl

1.V2

L4|
U8
1.12

.96

XI

m
.58

.44

J25

.18

.16

.14

.12

.10

.os

.07

68
68

.015

608

241
2 I'.i

1.95

U8
Lt7
1.19

1.05

.03

60
60
60
.52

.46

68
68
.27

J8

.19

.15

.10 .

.OSM
68

.03

.01:,

J006
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The form of certain obtained distribution^ ma \ then be defined

roughly by means of graphic comparison with Figs. 18-20 or 21-23,

. means of a comparison of the table of frequencies in question

\sitli Tables 0, 10 and 11. comparison by drawing tin-

surface in question, so scaled that its total area equals 10 sq. inches

ami the a approx. 1.225 inch, over one of the surfaces shown in

Figs. -1. -'-' an.l - is perhaps the more con for ordinary

practise. The mode of the surface in question should be made to

nately with tin mode of lit: -'1. 22,
< -r 23 as the

case may be, In the case of comparison uith 1 i^. .'1 the median

"ill serve better than the mode.) Tabular comparison requires

that the <lMril>uti<n in pi.--ti,,n !> put in [XTcentages (to a first

I that a table be constructed from Table 9, 10 or 11,

as the case may be, with approximately the same fraction of the

variability as the step as is the case in the distribution in quc-

may involve a tedious, though straightforward, set of com-

putations.

As an illustration of graphic comparison we may take the fol-

lowing: Required to describe the form of distribution of the fact

shown in Table 12.

TABLE 12

RATIO OP ATTENDANCE TO ENROLLMENT REPORTED m AMERICAN CITIES DC

1903

-: Frequency In

Qutnl.tj Frequency 1-r : -ir,

43 to 47 1 .18

47 to 51 1 .18

51 to 55 2 .:::

55 to 50 5 .92

, |Q *< 6 1.10

63 to 67 :; 0.61

67 to 71 78
> 75 85 15.6

75 to 79 154 MJ
7 t,, 107 19.6

83 to 87 44 MB
87 to 91 20 - <>:

91 to 95 :* ^5
96 to 99 3 ^6

n -545

The distribution of Table 12, being drawn to the same area as

Jl and \\ith its S.D. approximately equal on the base line to
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the S.D. of Fig. 21, we have the dotted line of Fig. J 1 \Ylim it is

similarly fitted to >t being reversed to get the U-ttrr fit)

\\e have tlu dotted line of Fig. 25. For convenience, the gross di-

mensions are reduced in both cases. The form of di>trilmtion of

Table 12 is ol>\ iu>ly not a close fit to either Form A or Form C.

r i

FIG. 24. The form of distribution of Table 12 compared with Form A.

Fio. 25. The form of distribution of Table 12 compared with Form C.

Nor would it be to a form intermediate between the two. It is so

irregular as to be best left to stand as its own description.

15. The Reconstruction of a Surface of Frequency from Knowl-

edge of its Central Tendency, Variability and Form

In certain cases two or three figures with a statement of the

geometrical form of the surface of frequency enable one to recon-

struct the entire surface of frequency or distribution table. Thus,
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Tin of distribution, a rectaii^' tells us that

ndosed by the continuous in..- -: 1 .^. 26.

of frequency of the normal probat tells the

\\ho is acquit th eertain faeN that tin- d;

enclosed by the dotted line of
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These measures are all arbitrary, and any measure of the varia-

bility or dispersion of the measures night be used in any of the

denominators. Some such >ii\t ntion has to be adopted if one

is to compare different surfaces of frequency with respect to skew-

ness numerically. The last is the approved one.

Multimodality. Multimndal distributions may be merely

graphed or may be analyzed into the separate unimodal di>tri-

butions out of which the investigator has reason to think they are

compounded. No fixed rules for such analysis can be given here.

PROBLEMS

In Problem 23, use paper ruled horizontally and vertically

with lines one tenth of an inch apart. Let one tenth of an inch

linear equal always 1 unit of the scale for the quantity; and let the

area of one square (.01 sq. in.) equal always one tenth of 1 per cent,

of the frequencies.

I sing Table 13, construct in the shape of a series of rec-

tangles each on a base of .25<r approximations to
'

normal
'

surfaces

of frequency (that is, surfaces of Form A) to fit each of the following:

I. Central tendency = 40; a = 8

II. Central tendency = 40; <r = 16

III. Central tendency = 40; <r = 4

TABLE 13

ONB OF THE SYMMETRICAL HALVES OF THE SURFACE OF FREQUENCY OF FORM A,
GIVING THE PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL AREA FOR EACH INTERVAL

OF 25 9, STARTING AT THE CENTRAL TENDENCY
Quantity Frequency

to .25 ff 9.87

.25 a to .50 ff 9.28

.50<r to .75 a 8.19

.75 a to 1.00 a 6.80

1.00 a to 1.25 a 5.30

1.25 a to 1.50 a 3.88

1.50 9 to 1.75 <r 2.68

1.75 a to 2.00 a 1.73

2.00 a to 2.2o a 1.05

2.25 9 to 2.50 a .60

2.50 9 to 2.75 9 .32

2.75 9 to 3.00 9 .17

3.00 9 to 3.25 9 .07

3.25 9 to 3.50 9 .04

3.50 9 to 3.75 9 .02
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24. Draw, all on the tame scale as bane, the following surfaces of

colors or kinds of lines to distinguish them.

all surfaces have the same area by letting 10 square inches

equal always 100 per cent of the measures.

1 A = 6; Q 2; form of distribution; a rectangle.

II. A. 5; Q '{; form of distributionj
a rectangle.

Ill Av. - 8; Q - 2.5; form of distribution; a rectangle.

25(o). Assign amounts to 100 measures so that their surface of

y will show about + .5 skcwness by the formula:

25(6). Assign amounts to 100 measures so that their surface of

ill show about .25 skewness.

c and </). Arrange similarly a distribution of about -f

skewness and one of about + 1.00 skewness.



CHAPTER VI

THE CAUSES OF VAKI ABILITY

THIS chapter aims to introduce the reader to an understanding

of the nature of the causes which make a trait vary, which determine

the extent and relative frequency of its variations, and which >n-

sequently determine the form of its distribution.

1 1 has been shown in Chapter III . that the measures of a variable

fact are often distributed approximately after the fashion of the

surface of frequency enclosed by the probability curve and its

abscissa. Brief mention has also been made of the properties of 1 1 1 i .-

form of distribution, acquaintance with which is a p rancc

to convenient handling of mental measurements. The recognition

of this type of frequency surface, the appreciation of its meaning
and that of certain common departures from it, and the use of

tables derived from it are all possible, at least to the moderate

degree required for ordinary statistical work, without any knowledge
of the abstract principles involved. But such knowledge is well

worth obtaining for the sake of the additional insight into the

meaning of concrete facts thereby given, and even merely for tin-

sake of the additional facility in the use and construction of tables

and the common formulae. The present chapter will therefore

consider especially the causes of variability in the case of distribu-

tions of Form A.

jM 7. The Effect of Chance Combinations from Equally Potent Causes

Let us begin with the consideration of a quantity which is

dependent on the action of one cause which is as likely to occur

as not, and call the cause a. For example, a may be the action

of John's father in giving him a Christmas gift of a dollar.

The condition of affairs resulting will be, of course, no action or

a. The quantity in question, John's Christmas money, will be or

$1.00. Its distribution will be

Quantity: Frequency:
Dollars Per Cent.

50

1 60

SO
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surface of frequency will be a rectangle, composed of two

rectangle* of equal baae and altitude.

ippose now that two causes con tribute to determine the quan-
ible actions of John's father and mother, and

ill . ..i:.l.i!'.itiMM . ,,f these causes are equally lik.-K . The con-

lit inn ,if affairs resulting ill f noartio r ab, all being

equally likely, if now a a gift of $1.00 and b likewise, the quan-
i <{ur>ti<>M. .1. .hi.' ( hristmas money, will be 0, $1.00, $1.00

or $2.00. Tiliutinn will be

I'cr ,M.

26
50

Its surface of frequ- h\vn in Fi^'. '27. If the condi-

tions are kept the same but the number of causes increased to three,

I 2

FIG. 27. FIG. 28.

the condition <>f affairs will be, no action, a, 6, r, 06, or, be, or abc.

If as before a 6 c in magnitude, John will get $2.00 as often as

.in. I thn-r times as often as nothing or $3.00.

The surface of <f tiu-
<| John's Christmas

money. \\ ill !> four rectangles, as shown in Fig. 28.

1\. .

-;.ini: all th<- conditions the samtv number of causes be
> 5, and then to 6. The condition of affairs in

each case and the resulting distribution-schemes and surfaces of fre-

quency are given in Tables 14, 15 and 16, and Figs. 29, 30 and 31.

7
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In these tables 06, bde, abed, and tlu- like mean (a -f 6), (b + d -f e),

(a + b + c + d), etc., not (a X 6), (6 X d X e), etc.

Jl

01234
Fia. 29.

\
012 345

Fio. 30.

TABLE 14

0123456
Fia. 31.

COMBINATIONS OF 4 CAUSES, a, 6, c AND d

b,

ac,

c,

ad,ob,

abc, abd, acd,

BOOB

d

be,

bed

bd, cd

Value in

Dollars

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

Probable

TABLE 15

COMBINATIONS OF 5 CAUSES, a, 6, c, d AND e
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1 1 is apparent that the surface of frequency of a quantity depend-

IJKJII the action of causes equal in magnitude, any combination

of \\lii.h is equally probable, tends, as the number of these causes

becomes great, to approach Form A, the probability type. This

is emphasised by Table 17 and Figs. 32, 33 and 34, which give the

results in our illustration if the number of causes is increased to 10,

15 and 20 respect When the number of causes is infinite the

result is exactly Form A.

TABLE 17

or 10, 15 AND 20 CAOSBB

ItolUr. OtM of 11 OfOil 1

1 10 15 ~i>

2 45 1 100

3 120 455 1,140

4 210 1

5 -'--' 3,003

6 210 5,005 18,760
7 r.n 6,435 T1JUA
8 45 0,435 125,070

10 5,005 167,960

10 1 3,003 184,756
11 1365

12 455

K'.-. 77.WO
M 15

15 1

i" 4^45
17 1,140

18 190

19 JM

*' 1

The probability tyjn- of distribution may therefore be expected
in the case of the different performances or measures of an individual

in the same trait, if any . ii i*Tformances in the trait is due

to the action of some one combination from a large number of

causes of equal magnitude \\ hi-h are independent of each other, so

that any comliir. as likely t occur as an may be

expected in the case of the different measures of individuals in a

group, if the tendency of any individual in the trait is due to the
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11 of some one combination, characteristic of his make-up, from

such a large number of causes. It, that is, we think of any .single

act of a person as a result of a chance combination from amongst a

number of causes which <1< -tcrmine acts of that sort character! ii<

of him, we shall expert \\\< ditlVrcnt manifestations of the trait of

which that act is a sample to follow Form A\ so also, if we think of

the quantity of a trait in any single individual of a group as a result

23456789 10

FIG. 32.

01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14- 15

I 23456 78 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

FIG. 34.

of a chance combination from amongst a number of causes char-

acteristic of the group as a whole which determine that trait. we

shall expect the manifestations of that trait by the group of which

he is a sample to be distributed in Form A.

The clause 'so that any combination is as likely to occur as

another* and its mous phrase 'a chance combination from

amongst' need some explanation. They refer to the fact that the

causes must be independent of each other if the distribution of the

trait is to be of Form A. The need of this condition will be apparent

from the facts of the next section.
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1 18. The Effect of Depend*** and Unequal Potency

Suppose that in our previous CMC of John's Christmas money the

luses a, < ami / were as before, except that no a

was barred out, ami t
: acted 6 and c must also, and d, e and /

hilt- if </ acted e ami/ run t. hut a, 6 ami uM not.

fur that it was agreed to take turns in pr

niless Christmas; that tin fat her agreed to give his dollar if the

mot her ami sister would ulwn\ -
join uith him and the grandfather,

grandmother and brother would keep their money to

1

o i 23436
Flo. 85.

I 2345*
FIG. 85.

I 2345*
FIG. 87.

\\hih- the grandfather agreed to give his dollar upon the condition

that he be joined by grand mot! hmther and that father.

mother and sister n-fr. : . Tin- condition of affairs then could only
be abc or drf instead of the range of possibility of the illustrati

its first form. Although there are six causes, the result is as if

there were only one, and that always operati

Suppose the presence of a or I ause that of the

tuo of the three, and similarly for the presence of d, e or/.
never cause a appears it adds to itself 6 a;

ever 6 appears it adds to itself a and c, and so on. Even- con-

ilition in Table 16 with a or 6 or r in it must then become abc;
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every condition with d or e or / must become def; every condition

with one from the abc and one from the def group must become

abcdef. Thus the condition of affairs would be, instead of that in

Table 16, the following: no action, 1; abc, 7; def, 7; uMtf, 49.

The distribution would then be (as shown in Fig. 35):

Quantity :

Dollar* Frequency

1

3 14

6 49

Suppose the presence of a to imply always that of c, d, e and /,

the presence of 6 to imply always that of d,
e and /, the presence of

c to imply that of e and/, and the presence of d that of/. The dis-

tribution would be (as shown in Fig. 36) :

Quantity :

Dollars Frequency

1

1 2

2 3

3 6

4 12

5 24

6 16

Suppose the presence of a or 6 or c implies the other two of the

three, and that the presence of e implies that of /, and vice versa.

The distribution will be (as shown in Fig. 37) :

Quantity :

Dollars Frequency

1

1 1

2 3

3 10

4 7

5 19

6 23

It is clear then that the interdependence of the causes determin-

ing the quantity of a trait may cause all sorts of departures from the

normal type of distribution, skewnesses and multimodal conditions,

etc.; may, in less technical terms, cause the amounts of it appearing

in an individual's different records or in the different individuals of

a group to vary in all sorts of ways. In the illustration only simple

and total dependencies were considered. Complex and partial
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dependencies would complicate the results to a well-nigh

extent.

huuM, however, be noted that if the causes are numerous and
tli-ir interdependences of a random, hit-..r-miss character, their

may be practically identical with that of totally

iii.lrjM-mi.-i.t causes. Thus, to continue with thr same illu>tr.

if there were five hundred relatives th. \ mi^ht plan together in

groups on various ways to give or withhold, and yet the final

resultant, the probable total of John's Christmas income, might
show no considerable differences from the total in case they had all

;

indrjHMl.lrntK .

The same :
- ty in tin- form of distribution may be

brought about by inequality in thr magnitude of the causes. Of
this the reader may best convince himself by so varying the magni-
tu.lmf ,/./,,,-.,/., an.!/ in Tal.l. r instance let a- 10, 6-5,and
let r, </, e and / each equal 1. Then we have, as shown in Fig. 38,

Qt.Dtity
Dollar*

1

2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9

10

11

13

14

15

10
17

IS
10 1

a^ain.
l uith many causes and with a not too great

variation in thrir amounts, the resulting distribution may approxi-

mate closely to Form . !

should be remembered that tlu- illustration taken is

untrnr to the common conditions of life in one respect. For these
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show us, not a group of causes, a chance combination from which

determines the event, but such a group acting together with some

constant cause or set of causes. Stature, strength, m< in<>r\ , wage-

earning capacity, are due to certain constant causes which always

act on all, plus a group, the action of which may be regarded in the

mathematical fashion of this chapter. The addition of such a

constant set of causes does not, of course, alter the form of (list ri tui-

tion in the least, but simply adds the same amount to all its quan-

tities, pushes them all ahead on the scale. In our illustration the

a's, 6's, c's, etc., might more properly be the amounts which dif-

ferent friends might or might not give in addition to minimum sums,

/;, ki, l:-2, etc., which they always give, or be the gifts of some friend-,

who could not be counted on, superadded to a set of inevitable

gifts x, y, z, etc., from a few.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II li ft 14 15 16 17 18 19

Fia. 38.

The commoner method of describing the type of causation n -

suiting in the probability surface of frequency of the amount of a

trait starts with the presupposition that a certain amount tends to

be and considers the causes as increasing or decreasing this. It is

also common to use the frequencies, not of amounts of some con-

tinuous quantity, but of different proportions of black and white,

or the like, in a chance draw of balls. The principles involved are

precisely the same as those which have appeared in the more readily

understood cases used here.

I have so far tried especially to show how the cooperation of a

number of causes, each of which has a given likelihood of acting,

may produce in the trait due to them a distribution of Form A.

Incidentally, it has been noted that in general the form of distribu-

tion of any variable trait is due to the number of causes that

influence its amount, their magnitude and their interrelations.

The form of distribution then is purely a secondary result of a

trait's causation. There is no typical form or true form. There is

nothing arbitrary or mysterious about variability which makes the
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normal t }" of d. u a necessity, or any
nal than any other sort or even any more to be expected on

N at ure does not abhor irregular distribution*.

/'itori grounds, indrrd. thr pmlmbilit distribution

d be exactly she ny actual trait only by chance. For

liance would t !. neceasary conditions as to causation be ful-

tilh-d. Ai>d in {H.int of fact, n* the reader will frequently be told

lir adj. : latr." the exact probability rum-
'.in i.. ii dors not appear in the facts or give signs of being at

the bottom of the facts of inrntal hiV. The common occurrence of

distribution approaching itisdu- any wonderful tendency
of a group of cooperating causes to act so as to m ombina-

ih.il |uanthirs equal and equally probable, but

to thr fa<t that i: Q human lift- are due to certain causes

plus many < occasional causes largely unrelated, small in amount in

comparison with thr constant causes and of the same order of

magnitude among themsd

thr ignoramus in statistics to neglect the applica-
tion of the algebraic laws of combinations to variable phenomena; it

would be the foil pedant to try to bend all thr \ an.

-r into conformity \\ it h the one particular ca,* requency
of combinations which result.s in Form .1 for the total distribut

I'liMlU } MS

26. Suppose that, in Table 16,a - 6,6 - 5,c - 4,d - 3,* - 2,

and / 1. Draw the resulting form of distribution for a chance

from thr conciliations possible.
1

1 It is a question whetber students of mental mimiiuumit ebould not from
the beginning be taught to put the normal probability distribution in its proper

nn.l :ill -in.- t" :iiM rxpl.nnuM.- ,% ).- aatON ol It* QMSHI dstsnsUs| Ifa -..':-

atiocw in the trait. The frequency of the occurrence of distributions somewhat
could then be explained by a ssm CSKM, the frequency of certain sorts of

causation. On general principles this seems desirable, but in order to make for

the student connections with the common discussions of statfattiral theory and
HC and with the concrete work that bar been done with mental measure.

nl, f thr form ..f (fistribotkM ftQ HM OpSMmioi Bj '!.- prob Mfty < .:-.- -.;-

Remember that 06, orfr , and the other entries of Table 16 mean that the

effect of a and that of 6 are added; that the effects of , d and are added, and

similarly for every combination.
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27. Suppose that, in Table 16, a = 10, b = 10, c = 10, d = 1,

e = 1, and/ = 1. Draw the distribution as in

28. Suppose that, in Table 16, the presence of a and b together

implied that of c and that the presence of d and e together implied

that of/. Draw the resulting distribution, if a, 6. c, d, e and / are,

in each case, equal to 1.



CHAPTI K VII

THE MEASUREMENT or A GROUP

5 10. The U** of Muurt9 of IndiriduaU to Obtain Measure! of

Grouj*

Tm - imres of human nature often use measures of uals

rder to get measures of groups.
v

D Smith's >|M-lliu^

al.iliu , l.ut that of all fifth grade boys taught by a certain method;

1's delicacy of discrimination of weight, but that of all men;

not 's wage, but that of all railroad engineers during a certain

perio- the number of C's children, hut the product! vir

th- I race as a whole; not individuals, hut groups, arc often

the facts to be measured, compared and argued about.

Variations amongst the Individuals of a Group. The customary

expression of a trait or ability in a group is its average, and the

use of an average here, as before, points to the variability of the

fact. We do not seek the average law of gr; r the average

ratio of amount of oxygen to amount of hydrogen in an atom of

water, or the average of sound. It is because of the unlike-

ness, the variabili he most similar individuals in even the

most constant <jiialiti > that we are forced to use averages at all.

An average no more represents the different members of a group
than it .lid the different measures of a trait in a single individual.

The thing, fact A in the individuals of group A', is a variable quantity

and is measured * t of the different degrees of the trait

found in all the individuals of the group, with a statement of the

number of times each appears. A table of frequencies or surface of

frequency will be the adequate measure here, as before. The

measure of a fact in a group is its total distribution, nnd this total

tuition is simply all the separate measures of the individuals

making up the group.

The measure taken for each individual may be his average, or his

most frequent ability, or highest ability shown, or lowest ability

shown, or ability exceeded in 50 per cent, of his trials, or ability
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exceeded in 70 per cent, of his trials, or variability or any <>tluT

characteristic of "individual in group X."

Means of Measuring the Central Tendency and the Variability

of a Group. The determinations of the cent nil tendency and

variability of a measure of a group are made in just the same way
as in the case of a measure of an individual, and the different

measures of them have here the same characteristics. The tWmal

and mathematical problem is identical whether we have varying

records of one individual or varying individuals of one group.

Instead of "central tendency of the different measures of one

individual in respect to some trait" we have "central tendency of

the different individuals of one group in respect to some trait."

Instead of
"
variability of the different measures of one individual

in respect to some trait" we have "variability of the different

individuals of one group in respect to some trait."

As in the case of individual measures, it is a safe rule never to

replace the total distribution by any partial expressions of it until

it is necessary. As in the case of an individual measured, the

distributions may conceivably take all sorts of forms and be quite

unrepresentable by any simple arithmetical constants.

The Effect of Inadequate Measures of the Individuals. An
accurate representation of the central tendency of a group may be

had from very inadequate measurements of the individuals in it

for instance, from records of only one or two of the varying scores

of each individual. The reason is, of course, that, the errors being

chance errors, the too high rating of individual A is counterbalanced

by the too low rating of B, and so on; so that the central tendency

for the group as a whole is substantially as it would have been had

each individual in it been measured a hundred or more times. Thus,

the first column of frequencies in Table 18 gives the distribution

of the abilities of a hundred individuals, in a test of sensory acuity,

twenty records from each individual being used. The second

column of frequencies gives the distribution when only four records

taken at random from the twenty, were used. The central tendency

computed from the second column differs from that computed from

the first by only one fourth of one unit of the scale, or about one

per cent, of the total range.
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ItLE IB

Aruuoa Eftfton IN DBAV ix TO EQCAL A IOO-MM. Lure
A -*YitMo^eulUdfitMn 90 trik for e^fa individual.

B - AYtnfltt calculated from 4 trial*.

-100 to -120 1 1

- 80 to -100 4

7

- 40 to - 60
- 20 to - 40 17 18

to - 20 18 24
o + 20 13 17

+ 20 to + 40 17 15

+ 40 to + 60 5 6
+ 60 to + 80 4 1

+ 80 to +100 3 3
+100 to +120
+120 to +140 1

.72 mm. .46

_ <*Q*> mm *
x 1^oov inin. 9QV

The efTect of inadequac measures of tin- individuals in it

upon tin- variahility <>f the group, U, on tin- other hand, to produce
an error \\hich act- in the long run to make the A.I>.. > .!>.. Q, or

any other measure of the <1 of the individual members

about their central t- too lar<j r this i> the case can

be easily seen by comparing the <li-;>ersion of the measures of the

jrruup a-j got .r each individual in Tahle 111 the average
of hi> ten scores, with the dispersion got by taking for each individual

r two scores at random. That it must be the case can be

inferred from the following: Let .1. ll. 0, />. etc., U- tin- adequate
measures of certain individual* in a certain respect. Let Z h

around their central tendency. Let

>c the separate scores from which the adequate
measure Let b\, fr|, 6*, etc., have the sam

to B\ lei iiavr the >aine relation t> T; and SO on.

(in around .1; let i^ be the

: of J,, . . . f^ unmnd /: and M
Tlu-n I', the dispersion individuals around their central

n niea .tdequately ly say a\ and a-, 61 and

6j, ri and r^, etc., may l>e considered as t! -ho combina-

tion of the causes producing Z and those producing IT,, *, ic^,
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Since vi. ?/?, ;r>, etc., are mutually uncorrelated and are

uncorrdatcd with Z, the result of the combination of causes

make J" greater than Z.

TABLE 19

Tm SCORES or TEN INDIVIDUALS EACH IN TWELVE INDEPENDENT TESTS or

THE TRAIT IN QUESTION, AND THE AVERAGE or THE TWELVE FOR KAMI
INDIVIDUAL

i i i i i i i i i |1 1
I a * I I * t * 2 I 5 *

a 22 9 31 18 19 21 20 20 24 27 13 16 20

b 18 20 24 21 33 15 23 11 22 29 22 26 22

e 26 14 24 18 23 36 25 32 27 25 21 29 25

d 19 37 34 28 23 30 30 41 26 32 29 31 30

e 31 27 20 31 29 42 38 30 32 35 24 33 31

/ 33 29 25 43 31 36 21 32 30 28 32 34 32

g 35 34 36 39 24 35 46 42 31 33 28 37 35

h 36 26 39 44 48 37 35 38 30 33 41 37 37

i 37 40 49 38 36 45 39 42 31 38 27 34 38

; 41 47 29 38 33 51 42 36 39 40 40 44 40

20. The Extent to Which the Surface of Frequency of
"
Fact T in the

Case of the Different Individuals in Group a ... n,"Approxi-
mates Form A, the So-called "Normal" Form

The differences amongst individuals in certain groups, with which

students of mental science have to deal, in the case of most ana-

tomical traits, of very many physiological traits, of many mental

traits and of at least some institutional and social traits, are such

as to produce in the measurement of the group an approximation

toward a unimodal distribution the variability of which is of such

a nature as to justify one in regarding the members of the group

as representatives clustering about a type, departures from which

show a certain regularity. In other words, distribution is often

unimodal, the statistical average or mode very often represents a

real central tendency or type, and, the departures from it occurring

in an orderly way, one or two figures can often represent the real

clustering of individuals about a type.

In particular there is found often a form of distribution (1)

approximating the symmetrical, with its mode approximately at the

average, so that both are nearly coincident with the median, and

(2) characterized approximately by a slow decrease in frequency
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for a certain distance above and below the mode, a more rapid
ast* from then on for a way, and finally a slower decrease until

tin- liinit!i are reached. This description the reader will f^^gr^m
as the description of a di.Mrilmtion ( approximately Form A, that

of a quantity detern. the action of a large number of inde-

auses equal in amount . in other words, that of the surface

.nded l.\ tin- j.n.huhilit;. . -ur

I n so far as this particular uniformity in distributions does exist,

we are freed from the nece> ing a separate means of

.juantir.it:'.
.- expression for each group measurement studied, and

1 to express it at least approximately in two figures, one

telling the general tende- ..ther the variabilit;

form being assumed to be approximately Porn

I have represented graphical I;,
in tin following pages distribu-

l nu ml XT of anatomical, physiological, mental, social and

in-ti- facts, drawing them so that a rough comparison with

the surface of frequei he probability integral can be made
in each case.1 The examination of these \sill jive a concrete and

reasonably accurate notion of the fnqut n< \ with which the measure-

ment of a group is again and again approximately the same statistical

proM
In these diagrams (Figs. 39 to 65) the continuous lines enclose

iirface of frequei be fa t in question. The dotted lines

approximately the surface which would be found if the distribu-

tion >it followed Form A, the probability surface. Where
the actual di-trilmtion obviously is not even approximately of this

form, the dotted lines are omitted. The exact nature of the trait,

the number of individuals and the source of the data in each case

in the li>t that follow-,. \\ !
, n no source is stated the

author is responsible for the original data. Unfortunately, the

equal ie steps taken as equal in the scales by which the facts

43. 49, 50 an re measured, is far from certain. Conse-

quently the diagrams may not represent the true form of distribution

in these

'In the eifht yean afooe the fint edition of thb book app
recommended in it of reporting the entire dwtribution of any variable fad
instead of merely iu average or averageand variability ha become the rartomary
one with many worker*, and a very great number of further QhntimtioM could

turn
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FIG. 39. Height of American adult men. In inches. N (number of cases)
- 25,878. Drawn from the table given by Karl Pearson on page 385 of Vol. 186A
of the Philosophical Transaction* of the Royal Society of London. He quotes f i

H. Baxter, Medical Statistics of the Provost Marshal's General Hun -m.

Fia. 40. Weight of English adult mm. In pounds. N - 5,552. Drawn
from the table given in C. Roberts' "Manual of Anthropometry "; appendix.

Fio. 41. Cephalic Index (ratio of width to 1mm h of head) of modrrn Alt-

Bayerische skulls. N - 900. Drawn from the table given by Karl Pearson in
' The Chances of Death."

Fio. 42. Length of male infante at birth. In inches. N - 451. Source

the same as for Fig. 40.

Fio. 43. Girth of chest, empty, of English army recruits. In inches, N -
675. Source the same as for Fig. 40.

FIG. 44. Strength of arm pull. English adult men. Pull exerted as in

drawing a bow. In pounds. N - 1,497. Source the same as for Fig. 40.

Fio. 45. Body temperature at the mouth in American women. AT 158.

I am indebted for the original measures to Professor T. D. Wood, of TV..

College.

FIG. 46. Heart rate (after vigorous exercise) in American students, young
men 16 to 20. Number of beats per 60 seconds. N - 312. I am indebted for

the original measures to Dr. G. L. Meylan, of Columbia University.

FIG. 47. Reaction time of American college freshmen. Thousandths of a

second. N = 252. I am indebted for the original measures to Dr. Clark Wissler,

of the American Museum of Natural History.

FIG. 48. Memory span for digits in American women students. Number
of digits correctly written and correctly placed. N * 123.

FIG. 49. Efficiency in perception of 12.5-year-old boys. Number of A's

marked in 60 seconds on a sheet of 13 lines of capital letters (see sample below).

N - 312.

( )VKFIUDBHTAGDAACDIXAMRPAGQZTAACVAOWLYXWABBTHJ.IAN
EEFAAMEAACBSVSKALLPHANRNPKAZFYRQAQEAXJUDFOI M v

UCGVAOABMAYDYAAZJDALJACINEVBGAOFHARPVEJCTQZAPJLEIQ
WNAHRBUIAS

FIG. 50 Efficiency in controlled association of 12.5-year-olds. Number of

correct minus number of incorrect opposites of the following words written in 60

seconds: Good, outside, quick, tall, big, loud, white, light, happy, false, like, rich,

sick, glad, thin, empty, war, many, above, friend. N = 239.

FIG. 51 Accuracy of estimation of length in girls 13 to 15 years old.4 A

age variable error, in millimeters, in 30 attempts to draw a line equal to a 100-mm.
line seen. N = 153.

FIG. 52. Efficiency in complex perception of 12.5-year-old boys. Number
of words containing a and t marked in 120 seconds in a sheet of words (see sample
below). N - 312.

Dire tengo antipatia senores; esto seria necedad, porque hombrc vale siempre
tanto como otro hombre. Todas clases hombres merito; resumidas cuentas, sulpa

suya vizxonde; pero dire sobrina puede contar dote viente cinco duros menos, tengo

apartado; pardiez tamado trabajo atesorar-los para enriquecer-estrano.

FIG. 53. Ratio of attendance to enrollment in public schools of cities and
towns of over 8,000 inhabitants in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa. N = 115.

4 The 13-, 14-, and 15-year old girls did not differ as groups.
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Flo. 54. WACMolcottiQopenitiv(ioiliUUnfipercck). A' larfe, but

not given. The <Uu are taken from Bowley's "Elements of Buitftics," p. tt.

'5. Age of graduation frum

AT - Ui3.
Kio.56. O^ per |HjpU o( pubUc icbool edueUoo to America dtk erf

8,000 inhabitant*. IV co*t * her* uU^ per

the year. That ia, the cost par pupil equal* amount *pent divided by
attendance. In dollar*. .V - 4<kV The amount and average

those given in the Report of the U. 8. Cnmmtsskwr of Education for 1001.

.7. Wages erf American woridngmen per day . In onto. A' - 6,123.

The daU are taken from Bowler's "Element* of Statistic*,'' p. 130. He quotes

them from a U. 8. Senate report.

Flo. 80* Ratio of attendance to enrollment ID THiMH sohools of Afpficff*

dtk of over 8,000 inhabitant*. N - 64ft.

O. Iiicom of An>erican college* for iw and for botha^ Thefire

per cent, who in the year taken had income* of over $150,000 are omitted. In

thousand* of dollar*. N - 438.

<U. Age at marriage of gifted American men. N - 744.

.2. Frequency of divorces in different year* after marriage. The cases

after twenty year* are undistributed by the compiler and are her* given a probable

distribution. N - 100,060. The data were taken from Karl Pearson's table,

/'rafu.0/!fcfoyrf5oaefy,Vol. 18oA,p.3M. He in turn quotes them from

Wilcox, "The Divorce Problem."

3. 8be of New England families, 1735-1800. The number of children

born to women tiurinjc twenty year* or over of married life. N - 163.

v|. Infant mortal) 10* and towns of England and Wales,

'.erof deaths per 1,000 births. A' - 112. Arranged from data given by
Miss Clara Collet in the Journal o/ (** Royal StatHical Society, June, 1808.

Flo. 66. Frequer. Uh at different age*. After Karl

"Chance* of Death is very large.

In figures 30 to 65, the limit* to which the surface of frequency

shown by short vertical line* in those cases where the length of the column* of

whfchHbcompoeedb*m*Jl**tobeunno<tceabie See, for instance, I, and /,

fa l * N
It appears fnun tin- illu>trations pvni here and from the larger

p fnin which they are a selection, that when the distribution of

ufivi.luaU in a K'mup U amuixl !. lie form of the duster*

s more often like tlu- nurinal f.-rm titan like any other oft* form.

Consequent! -f the actual form, some form has

to be assumed, form A or a modification of it is the best one to

assume. On the other hand, the approximations are so imp*

that the assumption, though tlu> best single one, is essentially unsafe.

It is, of cours* irahlr to ha\< to make any assumption

about the form of a surface of frequency. Whoever reported the

ral tendency and variability should have reported the entire

8
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FIG. 39. Height of men.

FIG. 40. Weight of men.

FIG. 41. Cephalic index.

FIG. 42. Length of infanta.

FIG. 43. Girth of chest.

FIG. 44. Strength of arm pull.

FIG. 45. Body temperature.
FIG. 46. Heart rate after exercise.
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47

Flo. 47. Ruction

Flo. 48. Memory fptn for difita.

Fio. 4ft. EDcMBcy in perception of A
Flo. 50* Efficiency ID

51. Aeeuney of UmAtion of length.

Kio. 52.
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FIG. 53. Ratio of school attendance to enrollment.

Fio. 54. Wages of cotton operatives.

Fio. 55. Age of graduation from college.

Fio. 56. Cost per pupil of education.

FIG. 57. Wages of American workingmen.

FIG.. 58. Wages of American workingmen.

FIG. 59. Ratio of school attendance to enrollment.

FIG. 60. Incomes of colleges.
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table of frequencies or a graphic represent ;it id i of them or a clear

Matement of their geometric a 1 form. But until about 1900 such lull

reports of variaMe fart- were rare in the literature of psychology,

sociology, education, or the other mental and social >< iences, and

they an- >till far from universal. Hence many of the measurement

that exist have to he interpreted by some more or less speculative

supposition about the form of the surface of frequency if they are

to be used in detail at all. It is also often necessary to make an

assumption concerning the form of distribution in the case of

traits where equality in the units of the scale is dubious.

J 1 . The Interpretation of Divergences from Form A in the Distribu-

tion of a (iroup

Such Divergences May Be Significant. The form of distribution

for any group deserves careful >tndy.

For instance, if in a measure of the scholarship of men one

obtained a distribution like that represented in the upper diagram
of Fig. 66, it might appear reasonable to say that intellect \\a>

distributed in a very irregular manner and in such a way that there

were no grades very far below the commonest condition, hut that

grades above it existed over such a range that the highest ranking

person was ten times as far above the mode as the lowest ranking

person was below it, and that the grades up near the highest \\ere

more common than those a little nearer the mode. Further con-

sideration, however, might show that the infrequency of low grades

was due to the fact that in our measurements we had tested only the

better classes had selected against the idiots, illiterates and incom-

petents; and that the apparently greater frequency of very high

grades than of moderately high grades was due to our having

measured some thousands of individuals from the better classes

together with a few hundred expert scholars. Scholarship in

general might really be distributed normally as shown in the lower

diagram of Fig. 66, and our result be due to the influence of select ion

and of mixing two species, untrained and trained men. On the

other hand, if one obtained for scholarship a normal distribution,

one could not be sure that in the natural group, men, scholarship

was normally distributed, unless these same factors of elimination

and mixture were excluded. For example, if one got a normal dis-
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measuring 13-year-old boy* in the next to the last

grammar-school grade, he could be practically sure that for all

ar-old boy* Union would not be normal. The dull*-r

ar-old boys would not have reached that grade and

passed it The actual distribution

may be in part the result >f
'

regular distribution (upper diagram) potbly due to artificial

tttmtnallno ami m the rourar of the raeaMiranenta, the true tart being

that ahown by the lower diagram.

Homogeneous and Mixed Groups. Homogeneity is in general

.in absolute, l.ut a quality. A group of animals is

homogeneous compared with a group of animals and plants mixed.

A group of human beings is homogeneous compared with a group
of men, dogs, worms and fishes. A group of college graduates is

homogeneous compared with a group of college graduates, illiter-

ates and Mi :...iiinm-urity would equal identity. NW

commonly mean homogeneity of any group with respect

to at uch likeness amongst its members, with respect to the

> producing the trait, that there is no reason for separ.

thnii int.. s>\rral groups rather than lea' n in one. Thus

.; 'a species' of the zoologist or hot homogeneous
with respect to its anatomy. Thus the group

'

children of the same

race, sex and age* is probably homogeneous with respect to the

'maturitx.' Thus the group 'wages of unskilled laborers

r the same conditions of work and cost of 1

t<> the economist
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The effect on the distribution of a trait <>f putting together

groups different as groups \\ith respect to the trait can he seen from

the diagrams of Fig.
*

It is obvious, in general, that given any form of distribution, it

might be accounted for, so far as the bare fact of its exist< -n< went,

by any one of a practically infinite number of different compound-

ings of groups. The mere form of distribution does not it -elf nil.

Recourse must be had to a study of the real facts about the group.

I shall consider further only the case of the compounding of two

or more groups, each of which by it>df shows approximately normal

distribution, whi< -h differ in respect to the amount of the trait. It

i- (1 car from the diagrams that the result on the form of di>tril>ution

of the total group will be multimodality or a flattening of the top of

the surface of frequency at some point. If one has reason to believe

that the trait he is studying would in a homogeneous group show

normal distribution, the existence of such multimodality or flatten-

ing may properly lead him to suspect the mixture of two groups or

species and to examine the cases with a view to separating them

into more homogeneous groups.

One special case of importance is that where the total group is a

compound of a very large number of groups so differing that their

central tendencies form approximately an arithmetical series.

Such total groups would be, for instance, measurements of children

eight to twelve years of age in some physical or mental trait subject

to growth, or of teachers' salaries over a period of years during

which there was a steady rise in values.

The Effect of Selection and Elimination. Only very infre-

quently does the measurement of any trait in a group include all

the members of a group. It is, on the contrary, the result of

measurements of relatively few sample individuals. These repre-

sent the group as a whole justly only in so far as they include the

same percentage of each grade of ability in the group.

In general, it can easily be shown that by the right combina-

tions of selections from a group, a group with any form of di-tri-

bution can be derived, no matter what the form of distribution of

the trait in the original group was.

Selection may occur (1) as a result of natural forces upon a

group, or (2) as the result of unproportional sampling by the meas-
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The group, I;.:;..- huuiAO bcfafs 40 yean old, is thus the

select ini . s from the group, all human beings born

cars ago, a selection, to some a least, of the physically

roon us, morally less murderous, and so on. The group,
ir-o!l Ixiys measured in school, b a selection from

all boys seventeen years old, due to the measurer's willingness to

take boys not absolutely at random, but as f.i. rim-nth .

The self to some extent at least, of the more ambitious and

1 intrllrrtuallv.

Consequently an examination of the form of distribution \\ith

rofitable. The influ-

ence* "nging the distribution of a trait in a group

by .s :>r >ur\ ival on the basis of the trait's amount is one

of the most important topics for science, and the influence

u instances in providing the st ith a x-t of selected

samples Union of \\hirh is unlike that of the total group
'i.l. nt tak-> tlirin to rrpn i,t. i> un important cause of fallacies

in thr mental and social sciences.

.VI tl 10 1. form of frequency surface may be derived from

th- proper method of selection of cases, and although,

consequently, from the actual form of a surface of frequency nothing

can be conclude* i ing the group from which it p present* a

selection unless the method of selection is known, yet certain appear-

ances may well serve to awaken M. and lead the student to

investigate the measurements. In particular, skewness b so often

.<-trl \\ith picking for >t reme cases of a group, v

as a whole \\oul.i D approximately normal distribution, that

certainly advisable always, when confronted by a group

measure showing skew distribution, to ascertain \\ h.-th.-r the group
ot a partial pi. king from a normally distribute! total group.

On the \\hole it may IK- said that t! relation of the form

of dUt rilmt ion of a group b a most valuable element in statistical

. murh from it. To the student

who is acqi; 'ith the nature and meaning of the trait

measured and with many of the characteristics of the group in

\\ hi. h it is measured, the form of the distribution may
other characteristics of the group in particular, the

of being a mixture requiring analysis into separate groups, or a
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selection not representative of the total which it pretends to sample

fairly. These suggestions can then be tested.

The form of distribution, taken alone, does not, however.

demonstrate anything concerning individual differences in general,

or the mixed or selected composition of the group, or anything else

beyond the mere fact that such and such individuals gave such and

such measures >howing such and such differences in respect to the

trait in question. The form of distribution should then In- examined

with intelligent consideration of all the facts known about the

units of measure, the trait and the group.



CHAP ill

THE TRANSMUTATION or MEASURES BY RELATIVE POSITION INTO

Ml.\M !!!.- l\ I'M I* ' .\\lnl VI

22. Transmutation by Means of Knowledge cf the Form of ike

Distribution

it the sake of simpli* it\ . only th- ,-a^- of individuals measured

<ir rrl.it i \- position in a group will be discussed in this chapter.

The theory and technique described apply equally to any series of

<. ranked in onlrr for their amounts -of any one tr;

If a group of individuals are ranged in order according to the

amounts whirli tlu y severally possess of a trait, we can, even when

ignorant of what the amounts are for each and all of the individuals,

assign to each the amount of hi> deviation from the average, pro-

1 the form of the group's distribution is known 1 or instance,

00 boys rank with respect to scholarship as shown below, and

I form of distribution be tha . 68.

100 Bora a, b, c, arc. RAJOCKO BT RKLATIYB

a the hi*bet ranking boy.
arc next in rank and are rated equal
arr nrxt in rank and are rated equal

a, t are next in rank and are rated equal.

', ./ a. *. rt in rank and are rated equal
", , o, p, 7, r, , I, M, f, IT, x, y, t are next in rank and are rated equal.

C
t

^D,
E, F, O, B, I, J, K, L, M, M, O,

J
^ ^^ fa ^^ ^^^ ^^j^^

.
. w, x, T, f , a, 0, t, I, , f , i are next in rank and are rated equal.

9, , ,
x ( M, r, .

are next in rank and are rated equal
*, r are next in rank and are

, +, x an next in ra

< Imild up approximately the surface of Fig. 68 by a series

mgles of equal base, the result is Fig. 69. This, the

reader should observe, b done gmpln dividing the base line

arUtrurily i: equal parts, and I). i s rectangle on

each division of the base line of such height that the mid-point

100
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of its top is at tin- intersection of its top with the bounding line of

the distribution of Fig. 68. There is no reason for the division of

the base into forty rather than 60, or 70, or 120, equal parts.

Fio. 68.

Call the distance of the low extreme from the absolute zero, A;
and call the length of base of each of the rectangles, K. Then the.

upper extreme is at A + 4QK, and the relative frequencies for the

fortieths of the range that is, the relative heights of the forty

rectangles are as noted in Table 20, the total area being taken to

be 1,680. These relative frequencies can, of course, be reckoned

on the basis of any arbitrary value for the total area. There is no

reason, save convenience, for assuming the area to be 1,680 rather

than 2, 16,000, 1,820, or any other number. The 1,680 was an

A+6K A-40K
FIG. 69.

accident of the particular scale used to measure the area of Fig. 69.

If the reader will construct an approximation made up of 60, or 80,

<r 100, rectangles, and call the total area 1, 2, 500, 10,000 or any

other number, he will still get the same final values for the distances

of a, 6, c, d, etc., from any defined point along the base-line, within
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the rang* .t..n, in terms of any defined feature of

TABLE 30

QuAiuj riMiMij

r A 7

A 4- A to .1

A -t H
A + 3A- to X + 44

X + 4A' to X +

/t t + 6A' 00.5

X t H 7A 7.5

X -H 7A to .4 -T 7.; :>

.4 + SA' to .4 + 77^
^i + 9K to A + in A" ^

X -f 10A' to A -f 11 A 80
A + HA' to A -f 7 .

X -I- 12JC to X -h 78^
X 4- 13A' to X + 77

X + 14/C to A + 74.5

X -f 15A* to A -f IfiK 7J :,

A + 16A' to X + 17A 70
A + 17* lo X -h 18ff 6SJ
X + ISA' to X -H OU
X -f 1QIC to X -- 60

X -f 20A' to X -f IMA

A -I- 21JC to A 4
X -|- 22JC to A -f 23A'

A .- I -h 24X 42

^ +24X to A +2&JC H
X -f 25A" to X +26A- 34

A+26KtoX+ K)

X -f 27A" to X -f 28JC

A -I- 28A' to A + 29K
.4 -H 29K to .4 -f 30A' W.5

.4 +30A' to .4 +31A 10.5

.4 +31 A' to .4 4 11

A 4-S2K to A 4
.t - BJ -,. t I4JC

.4 4 34A to .4 4 3&IC 7^

.4 4 35A to .4 4 36A* &5
A + 36A to .4 4 4

.4 4 37 A' to .4 4 38K 2^
X 4- 88A' to A + MJC
.4 4 39A to X 4 40K 0^
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This table of frequencies is like tlue hitherto de>eril>ed in this

volume, save that two as yet unknown quantities, .1 and A", appeur
in the scale for quantity. This difference makes no difference in

any formal respect. The table can be treated like any other.

Thus its median is in the step "A + HA" to. I | l.'.A'," at approxi-

mately A + 11.1 -A. The mode may be taken as just between tin-

steps, "A + 9K to A + 10A'"and"X+ K'A to .1 ! II A'. "or at

.i + 10A'. The 25 percentile is at A + S.SK. The 75 percentile

is at A + 20.4A'. 75 percentile
- mode = 10.4K. Mode - 25

i
r-

centile = 1.2 A'. Q = S.sA".

Fio. 70.

The highest-ranking boy, a, will then be represented by the

16.8 of the 1,680 frequency-units at the top, that is, toward A + 4< ) A .

His ability ranges from A + 40A to A + 34.7A (16.8 = 0.5 + 2.0

+ 2.5 + 4 + 5.5 + 2.3; and 2.3 = .3 of 7.5).

The next three b, c and d will occupy the next 50.4 of the

1,680 frequency-units, and be included between the limits, A
+ 34.7A and A + 30.4A (7.5

- 2.3 = 5.2; 50.4 = 5.2 + 9.5 + 11.5

+ 14.0+ 10.2; 10.2= .6 of 16.5).

Similar calculations can be made for the next six e, f, g, h, i

and j and so on. The results are shown graphically in Fig. 70.
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The average ability of each division may be calculated roughly
> obtained in ihi> *>-. Thus the highest boy, a, being

tented by 0.5 (A + 39..
f
>/ I + 38.5A'). 2.5

: (A + 34.5JT),
1 has as an

ige .4 + 36. 1

table cmn thus be formed as follows:

Boy a haa as his approximate ability .1 + 36.4 A';

i have a* their approximate al.il it;. .1 -f :.

:i. i, j have a* their approximate .. I -f- 28.0A* ;

Boys k, I, m, n, o, p. q, r, s, t have as their approximate ability

A -I

So far we have defined or measured the scholarship of each boy
^ distance al low limit .1) of the whole group in terms

<>f A us n unit. All of these measures can be turned into ^fffftn^t

minus from the upper limit <>r plus and minus from the mode,

igr, median, or any other percentile point on the scale. They
can be put in terms of any measure of the variability of the ftrhftn?,

or of any part of it. i-, r.-.i-l of A 1 . r instance, the best t

+ 36.4A' or + 4.6? from the mode.

The scholarship <> tithe group can thus be represented

in definite quantities of some unit of amount of difference A* from

some point of reference. This unit itself is definable as
"
the <iif-

rtween <-n person and that given person." The
standard is similarly definable as the scholarship of such and such

a given individual.

A probably man met Tmto* coold be tennrt to tbb XS, wfakb b U
thn* tmtho( tbr rrrtancW-oo U ^ + S4K to .4 + 35A'. but ibe mid-

OA4 + 1

+ W.7SJC
f 14UO JT

4U

If. s.l -M

dhriikd by ao.4, frm A+&:
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By this method the obscurest and most complex traits, such as

morality, enthusiasm, eminence, efficiency, courage, legal ability,

inventiveness, etc., can be made material for ordinary statistical

procedure, the one condition being that the general form of <li

tribution of the trait in question be approximately known.

If now one has a group of individuals ranked by their relative

position in the group, his first task before he can transmute the

I of relative positions into a series of units of amount is to ascer-

tain the form of distribution. This may be done (1) by measurim:

enough sample individuals objectively in units of amount, or (2) if

the trait can not be measured in units of amount, by inferring the

form of distribution from that of similar traits which can be.

1. Suppose one had 2,000 ten-year-old boys measured with

respect to intellect by relative position.
4

If now one measured 200

of them objectively with tests scorable in units of amount, he could

properly transmute the 2,000 on the basis of the type of distribution

found for the 200.

_'. Suppose one had 1,000 individuals measured \\ ith respect to

delicacy of discrimination of sound by relative position. (It is well-

nigh impossible to measure sensitiveness to sound in objective units

which another observer can duplicate, because of the influence of >i/c

of room, resonance, etc.) It is fairly certain from studies of the

delicacy of discrimination of length, weight, etc., that delicacy of

discrimination of sound is distributed in something approximating

sufficiently to a probability surface, with raqge of from + 3<r to

3<r, to prevent calculations on that basis from being more than a

little wrong on the average. We may, therefore, transmute the

1,000 measures by relative position into units of amount, on the

hypothesis that such is the form of distribution.

The labor of transmutation for cases which follow the probability

.1' distribution may be rendered almost nil by the use of tables.

If the probability surface of range + 3<7 to 3<r is divided up into

100 equal areas representing the 100 successive per cents, from the

highest to the lowest of the total group, and the average distance

from the average in terms of a is calculated for each per cent., the

result is Table 21.

4 Such measures, at least approximately correct, would in fact be easy to

obtain through school marks, teachers' opinions, personal conferences, etc.
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TABLE 21

VALUW, IM TBBMS or TVS MEAN SQCABB Dsvunox, 0, or BACK SOMLB Pn
CENT., THB DumuacnoN BEIXO or FOE* A. BMOOOMO wrw TVS

or from LoM Valu.

lUak toward UM ID T.rm.

Owtml T4toc7 of*

1ft 2.7

2d 2.18

:M 1.06

4th 1.81

;,th UQB

0th 1.MW
1.514

8th 1.439

th l.:J7-J

10th

1J60

13th 1150
1.103

15th

16th 1.015

17th .'.'71

isth

19th

21it

j:M .755

J-lth .7-J-J

If now we ask,
" What will be the average aMlity of tin- highest

6 per we have mil v to al.l thr figures for tin- first 6 per cents.

ami divi.lc hy (\ (the result being 1.99). Similarly to get the

iirr ability of any consecutive series of unit percentages. Table

[vefl the results of such computation fr every consecutive

ipjM-r half of the total group. If the signs are changed
to miiui H for the lower half.

The figures along the top stand each for the IH rerntage already

made up in < in from the extreme. The figures down the

side stand for the percentage in the group for which a measure in
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terms of amount is to be found. Tin* cntric- in tin- Ix.dy of tin*

table stand for the average amount, in terms of a, of any percentage
countfd in from any point toward the average. \Yhcn a percentage

passes the average (e. g. t 30 per cent, after 40 per cent, have been

iiM'd up in counting in from the top it i^ necessary to take from t la-

table two entries, one for the plus cases down to the average, tlic

otlu-r for the minus cases, up to the average, of which the percentage

is made up, and from these two entries to compute the average for

the given percentage. Thus, 40 per cent, from the upper extreme

having been used up, the next 30 per cent, will average

(+ .13 X 10) + (- .26 X 20)

~~30~ -,or--.13.

Illustrations of the simpler usage in cases not passing the average

are as follov

The first 1 per cent, of a group averages + -.7

The "
8

" "
average +1.86

The 9th and 10th per cents, of a
" + 1.34

Per cents. 6, 7 and 8 from the bottom
" -

1 .:>2.

With the aid of Table 22 one can turn measurements by relative

position into measurements in units of + or a almost as fast

as one can read.

For instance, of 800 schoolboys,

8 per cent, received a mark of E
20 per cent . received a mark of VO
38 per cent, received a mark of G
24 per cent, received a mark of F
8 per cent, received a mark of P
2 per cent, received a mark of U

The table tells us at once that, in so far as the distribution of the

ability in the group in question follows the form described above

(Form A),
E - + 1.86<r

VG - + .94*

G - + .08<r

F - - .80*

P - - 1.59*

U - - 2.44*
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1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

10

11

12
13

14

IS

16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36

38
39
40

41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

'J7o

Jll

888
ji.i

810
199
198

180
18]

171

l.V,

188

148

r.M)

us

in

no
ins

lirj

100
88
89

05
88
91
80
ss

88
85
88
81

80

i

818
889
188

178

108
161

188

117

in
in

m
DO

ui
110
117

ii.;

in

107
105

mi
99
09
88
M
88
91

88
s7

88
M
sj
81
99
78
70

TABLE 22 (a)
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TABLE 22 (6)
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TABLE 22 (c)
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TABLE 22 (d)
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tween that group and others and saying, "This much <litlVren< i

A", this much -I A", this much I'MA and so on," K being the least

noticeable difference.

The hypothesis that the least noticeable difference in a trait is

for the same observer a constant quantity has not been tested

sufficiently to decide how far its use is justifiable, but there can

be no doubt that some modification of the principle involved will

some time be a valuable resource of the theory of mental measure-

ments.

The Equality of Equally Often Noticed Differences. Suppose

specimens a, 6, c, dt e, f, etc., to be ranked in order for trait A a

hundred times. The hundred rankings may comprise a hundred

judgments by one judge, or one judgment by each of a lnunln <1

judges, or ten judgments by each of ten judges, etc., etc., without

alteration in the general procedure. Suppose that a is placed below

6 74 times, and above 6 26 times; suppose that 6 is placed below r

71 times, and above c 26 times; suppose that c is placed below d

71 times, and above d 26 times. Then if "equally often noticed"

can be assumed to mean "equal," the differences, b a, c b, and

d c, are equal. Let A = the difference between the amount of

trait X possessed by a and the absolute zero for X. Let A' = the

amount of difference which the observer in question notices 71 times

out of a hundred. Then the measure of a is A
;
that of 6 is A -f A'

;

that of c is A + 2K, etc. The measures are now identical in form

with those by ordinary units of amount. For this method to be

applicable, the percentage of observations of a difference must be

less than 100, since if two differences are always noticed, one may he

very small and one very great. The method as a whole presupposes

that the observations are made by judges of some competence.

Its precision depends upon how competent they are.

24. Transmutation by Means of the Amount of Agreement of Dif-

ferent Judges in Respect to the Relative Positions

Suppose that, in the case quoted in Section 23, the percentages

of judgments of difference had been:

a below b, 74

6 below c, 74

c below d, 74
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tt below *, 70

below/, 80

/below g, 00
fbrlowA, M

iie same reasons u Imh make it allowable, the judges

being compel infer e<ji tin- <li!Terences 6 o, c - 6

anil tl
-

r, \\e can infrr that r - d and g / are less than 6 a,

r - b and </ .1 ran infer that / e and h y are greater

than 6 - a. c - 6, and d c . We can infrr, that i>, that (A g)

>(f-e)> (6- a)- (c-6)- (<f-r)> (*-</)> (f-/).
It is possible. l\ making a further assumption, to infer how much

greater g h is than* /, and so n f> r the other differences in the

serir .ivMimption to be made concerns the rehr ween
the amount < an<l the percentage of times that it will

be noticed. The theories at the basis of any such assumptions are

beyond the scope of this book, hut the probably best relation to

assume is that shown in Table 23. In this tall< , 1.00 b taken

arbitrarily to equal such a difference between two facts, a and 6,

11 he judged > a in 75 pe f the judgments and < a

the judgments. That b, 1.00, or 6 a, Ls po>

and is the amount <>t nee whose direction b noted correctly

per cent, of the judgments. If tlu -n tin- fact q b judged

greater than
/*

in "! per IM jinliriiinits, q J>.
table

.-judged greater than r in :.-' per . the judg-

. ir r = .07; and so on through the tal>le.

BLE 23

THE AMOUNTS or DIFFERENCE (x - y) CORRESPOKDINQ TO GIVEN PERCENTAGE*
OF JUDGMENTS THAT x > y.

'

t
r - THE PERCENTAGE OF JUDGMENTS

THAT x > y. A/P.E. - x -
y, IN MULTIPLES OF

THE DIFFERENCE SUCH THAT % r n 7V
r J. r A/P.E, r A/P.B, r A/P.B. fr A/P.E.

50
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In our illustrative case, we have, from Table

b - a - .95

c - 6 - .95

d - e - .95

e - d - .78

/ - e - 1.25

y-/- .38

H - g - 1.90

and, letting A equal the difference between a and the absolute

in question,
a -A
6 - A + .95

c - A + 1.90
d - A + 2.85
e - A + 3.63

/ - A 4- 4.88
a = A + 5.20
h - A + 7.16

\\ herein 1.00 equals a difference a trifle greater than b a, c b, or

d e, or such a difference as 75 per cent, of the judgment- in

question would note correctly.

For reasons not to be stated here it is best to avoid relying on

this table outside the limits of 65 and 85 for the percentages of

judgments that one fact is greater or less than another (per cent. r).

PROBLEMS

29. Using Table 21, calculate the measure in terms of units of

amount: (1) of the highest four per cent, of a group normally

distributed; (2) of the six per cent, just above the mode; (3) of the

three per cent, from the end of the seventeenth down that is,

of the 18th, 19th and 20th per cents. Verify the results from the

entries for these groups in Table 22.

30. Construct the beginning of a table like Table 22 for the form

of distribution (Form D) shown in Fig. 23 and Table 11, putting in

the entries for percentages 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, for each of the three cases

of 0, 1 %, and 2 % already used. Begin at the extreme of greater

skewness. Be accurate to the first decimal (tenths of <r).

31. Suppose 100 individuals to be ranked in order as follows:

a is the beat

6, c, d, e are the next, and arc indistinguishable in imrit.

/, a, h, j are the next, and are indistinguishable in merit.

k, /, m, n, o
| are tjie ncxt ^ Bre indistinguishable in merit.

Pi V '
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Supply the approxinmt. \ a!u > in tin following:

a if + JQ from the median if the distribution b A rectangle.

6 + _Q from the median if the distribution b * reetoogte.

/b + -4 from the median if the distribution is A rectangle.

+ _</ from the median if the distribution is a rectangle.

o is + -<r from the median or Av. if the distribution is of Form X.

6 b + _ from the median or Av. if the distribution b of Form A.

/ b + _ , from the median or Av. if the distribution is of Form A .

is + _* from the median or Av. if the distribution b of Form A.

a b + _ from the mode if the distribution b of Form D.

b b + _ from the mode if the distribution b of Form D.

On thr h\ |.othr>U that -f ditrknrss of ryes IS

ran-inn!. rms of unita of

amount the foll<>\\ ing measures I e position:

M,< r PWOOU. Of EflUkA
2.9 caU 3

Dark blue J0.3 rail 29

Blue RTCWJ . . :tO^ call 30

Dark ur:iv. I!:,/rl !.'.; CtJ I-
1

Light brown. Brown 1 1.0 call 11

Dark brown 10.8 rail 11

Very dark brown. Black 3.6 raU 4

;...-il,l,-. l.\ mi. the table for a finer scale than

to a single per ct* nt. Hut it i^ lianlly \\nrth \\hilr.

33. Suppose a group of individuals to receive grades as follow

a trait in which variation i> continuing: 'J JMT <t-nt. n-rt-'iNt-d A;
\ B; 44 per cent, recrivrd C\ i'.^ per cent, re-

<I D\ 6 percent. ret- 1 IHT ct-nt. n-rt-i\rl /'. Suppose
that thi> i:rouj)ini: i^ l>\ ccjually . i difTerences and that

s can be assumed equal. Calculate the approximate
-s to complett- thr f..llo\\

a grade of A -_<? from the Median,

a grade of B - JQ from the Median,

a grade of C - .Q from thr Median.

a grade of D - JQ from the Median,

a grade of E - _Q from the Median.

agradeof P - .Q from he Median.

L Suppose that a rtain man. /. whose life was fully known,

was, l>y thr a\ rra-r opinion of a hundred statesmen, scientists and
mm of i.M nrral wisdom, rated as having just har- ributed a

From Gallon's "Natural Inheritance."
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balance of one trivial satisfaction to a balance of one person in the

world, past, present and future. Suppose that l.y the same hundred

expert judges of the services performed l>\ human individuals, we

have t,. lives of twenty-five men, Y, X, W, V, etc., up to A, A
being Pasteur, rated as having performed services such that A B,

B - Ct C D, D -
, etc., are all equal.

Suppose that you knew the lives of two men <\ and I. How
would you answer the question: How many times as great was a's

service to the world as b'sf Under what conditions would your answer

be true? What factors would work to make it depart from the

truth?
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Tin: MKAsriiKMj.vr > 1 >IM i.m.v i.* AMI <

THE chief questions that concern the measurement of differ-

ences in tl>< mrntal . :. Mces arise in the case of (1) comparisons of

n respect .unount of some trait ul display,

<>mparist)ii <>f ihli\ i'luals or groups in respect to variability,

3) measun IM, t.t . ..f rhangrs. Instead of any general abstract

the measurement of differences, therefore, I shall

present the special applit -atinns <.f it to these three problems. Only
a vrry brief outline of the problem as a whole will be given as an
introduction.

25. The Varieties of Differences to be Measured

between any two amounts of the same kind of

fact may be measured. The amounts may be:

1. Two single figures, each standing for a central tendency, e. g. t

ages, medians or modes.

ide figures, each standing for a i t \
, e . g., A.D.'s,

<r'sor IM

figures, each standing for a difference itself.

I. Two single figures, each standing for a relationship.

5. Two total distributions, each standing for a general tend*

plu- -MS from it.

The central t< M<1. be to the possession of a certain

amount -ility. of tlinYrrmv or of relationship, as well as of a

thini: or quality. It will. h. ommonly be the latr

Tin- rlu-^inYation above c< rse, be extended ad tn-

fi nit urn with such complexities as: "The measurement of the dif-

<>en two var . a . h being of the amounts of

!:.- amount of difference between (1) 10-year-
ol.l, and 1 1-\ -ar-o!,!, in motor ability and (2) 10- and 11-year-olds

Tiinina'

The difference between two single figures will be measured (a)

he gross difference, or (6) by the percentage which the
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difference is of the amount of one of them, or (r) by the percentage
\\hich it is of some other feature of one of them. The difference

between two total ili>tril>utions will be measured fully by comparini;

them item by item; the difference may be summarized in various

wa\

The difference between two facts, each of which is measured by
its relative position in a series, may be measured most satisfactorily

a lemming the series into measures in units of amount and

then using regular methods.

26. The Comparison of Groups

The Importance of Measuring the Amount of Overlapping.

The common custom of comparing groups by stating only their

central tendencies is inadequate because, for both practical and

theoretical purposes, the meaning of a difference between the two

central tendencies depends upon the variabilities of the groups.
The mere fact, for example, that, in a test in cancelling the A'sona

page of mixed capital letters, the averages for 12-year-old hoys
and for 12-year-old girls respectively were 41 and 46, might
mean (1) that the lowest ranking girl was above the highest boy

. that boys and girls were in this trait totally distinct species

or (2) that only 5 per cent, of girls were better than the highest

ranking hoy, or even (3) that no girl was equal to the highest ranking

boy. It might mean,in fact, all sorts of conditions, some of which

are pictured in Figs. 71 to 76.

It is of no great advantage to estimate the difference as a per-

centage rather than a gross amount. One group may, in ten

different tests, have always an average twenty per cent, higher than

the other, and yet the differences in ability may really be equal in

no two of the ten cases. Since, in mental and social traits, there are

rarely absolute zero points at which to start the scale, the meaning
of each percentage will depend upon the number chosen as the

starting-point in measuring. We can always make a difference so

expressed seem less by starting the scale at 10 or 40 or 100 instead

of at or 4 or 10. For instance, if the A test is scored by the num-
ber of A's marked, the percentage superiority of girls to boys is 12.2;

if by the number marked more than the lowest 12-year-old record,

it is 18.5; if by the number of A's omitted, it is 8.5. Clearly the



of l>mHit. A < A.S

figure depends on an entirely arbitrary factor. Abo, a given per-

centage in a case where the variability of the trait is great will

always mean for practical purposes a less difference than it does

in a case where the variability is small.

71

75

its.

,1,

76

Fio*. 71-76.

between the a
Graphic comparison* of abc pair* of group*, the

being in all CAM the tame.

In addition t the difference between the two central

we need some measure whi -h will inform us of the extent to v

the two groups overlap the extent, therefore, to which treatment

applicable to one group will or will not be applicable to the other.

i measure is got by comparii <> total distributions

or, approxini the case of traits similar in their form of

ili>trilution. !>. he variabilities of the two groups as well

a> their mitral t- -. Thus, to use our previous illustration.

!istrilutim f TJ-\ -ar-<ll IM f IJ-year-old girls in the

A test as given in Table 24 and Fig. 77, tells us at once that the

10
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difference between the averages is .VJ. that over !'.i per cent, of the

i:irl> are contained between the same limits of ability as the boys,

that only 31 per cent, of boys reach the median mark t'm- girls,

that the sex difference is far less important practical 1\ than indi-

vidual differences within either sex, that between 28 and 62 are

89 per cent, of the boys and 87 per cent, of the girls. T
same measures could be obtained approximately from the theoret-

ical properties of the surface of frequency of Form A, if the vari-

abilities of the groups were given instead of the total distributions.

14 18 SO 46 62 78

FIG. 77. The continuous line gives the distribution of ability in perception

(A test) in 12-year-old boys; the dotted line that for girls. The cases are grouped
more coarsely than in Table 24.

The Importance of Obtaining Commensurate Measures of

Difference. The comparison of groups is often made in order

to answer such questions as: Does group A differ from group B
more in trait I. than in trait II.? How much more? Does group
A differ from group B in trait I. more than group C differs from

group D in trait I.? How much more? There is also the very

important special case where groups A and B are compared in

the same general trait, I., but with different tests, la, 16, Ic,

used as symptoms of it. The measure of the difference between

A and B should be, so far as is possible, commensurate with any

measures of the differences between A and B in other traits and

with any measure of the difference between C and D in the same

trait. The best approximation to such commensurahility is

secured by measuring the difference in terms of the percentage of

one group reaching or exceeding the median mark for the other

group (or some other set measure). If in Latin, Greek, algebra

and history one group of students always show 30 per cent, reach-

ing the median of another group, then it is fair to say that the
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second group is equally sujx 11 f.. ur of these studies. At

least there can be no better evidence than this of equality in amount
n inrnta

TABLE 34

MAMUCD IK 00

For l*rftr*U 807.

14 up to 16 1

16 up to 18 -'

18 up to 90 1 1

20 up to 22
_'J uj. .. Jl 4 2

24 up to 26 4 1

3 2

28 upto 30 1

10 2

32 up to 34 8 4

34 up to 36 10 11

15 ft

38 up to 40 15 9
40 up to 42 10 11

42 up to 44 13 9
44 up to 46 14

46 up to 48 13 10

48 up to 50 s 7

50 up to 52 4 6

52 up to 54 6 7

54 up to 56 3

56 up to 58 2 4

58 up to 60 1 8
4 4

1 4

1 3

1

68 up to 70 1

72

72 up t< 1

> 76 1

76 up to 78

78 upto 80 1

the present conditions of thoughtless measurements of

im-ntiil traits it fn*<jiuMitly hapjx'ii* that groups will be compared
with respect to the same trait by different tests, and no one will be

al>lr to trll how far results agree. If the mere averages were re-

placed by the measure per cent of group A nocking median cf group
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B, results by all sorts of methods could be put together. It is,

of course, true that when one group so far exceeds another that its

lowest score is above the highest score of the other, the method

suggested here fails. Such cases are, however, extremely rare in

the comparisons of groups characterized by differences of sex,

training, age, social conditions, l>irth, occupation, locality, etc.,

such as psychology, education and sociology are studying. In the

rare cases of no overlapping of the t\\<> distributions, the results

from different tests may be made commensurate, so far as is possible,

by expressing the differences in terms of the variability of one of

the two groups.

Comparison by the percentage of one group that reaches or

exceeds the median measure of some other group has the further

advantage of being applicable to groups measured by relative

position only. For instance, if one knew that the crimes in one

town were as listed below in column 1, and those of a second town

as listed in column 2, he could state that almost 59 per cent, of the

first town's crimes were greater than the median crime of the second,

could thus have a quantitative comparison of the two without

having to adopt speculative equivalents of one crime in terms of

others.

l 2

Frequency in Frequency in

Offense First Town Second Town

Peddling without a license 2 3

Failure in jury duty 4 5

Disturbing the pcan* 9 11

Drunkenness 23 28

Robbery 30 27

Awault and robber .17 11

Areon 8 10

Murder in second degree 5 4

Murder in first degree 1 1

Patricide 1

27. Differences in Variability

In comparing individuals or groups with respect to variability,

allowance may have to be made for the fact that the amount of

the central tendency influences the size of the <r or A.D. or P.E.

or Q that is obtained. For instance, 22 individuals added for 40

seconds, and gave a group-score of Median, 9.0; A.D., 2.18.. The
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same 22 indhiduaK then added for 80 seconds and gave a group
score of J/, i /' ;. ;/. In a final test for 120 seconds,

results were Median, 23.5; .!./>. / \. These figures do not

mean that the real the group doubled within a few

minutes, it altered at all, hut the gross amou
tlu- \ariahil >ds upon the gross amount of the measures

iselves as well as upon the real variability. The gross amount

inability in tin- length of the line drawn by a group of

;U tning to equal a 100-mm. line will !, far less than the gross

variatiot r attempts to equal a 1,000-mm the real

presumably about the same.

Karl Pearson has proposed, as a measure of variability by
\\l.i.!i individuals or groups may be fairly compared, the gross

varialulit .1 1\ the average. By this figure, which we may
call the Pearson CoeHi< i .inability, we should, in the case

r-old boys and girls in the A test (Boys, Av. 40.7,

\1>. vl <.iil AD. ^ r . verse the gross difference,

.-iris becoming only 93 per cent, as variable as the boys. It

seems to the author more in accord with both theory and facts

to use the gross variability divided by the square root of the

Further, it can be shown that no one coef variability

MI Mires for all comparisons. In some cases the factors which make
the central tendency larger seem to work to make the variability

dly smaller. Thus, if, from the same race living under the

same conditions a group of tall men and a group of short men are

<i (at random so far as variability is concerned) by picking

men with very long fingers and men with very short fingers, the

tall men show a gross variability that is less than that of the short

men. On the other hand. long arm-span show a gross

variability in arm-span greater than that of men of short arm-span
to such nn extent ax to require the full allowance of the Pearson

coefficient of variability. Correct allowance for the magnitude
;idencies when comparing their variabilities has, then,

to be a product of special consideration of the particular facts in

hand. In the case of mental and social measurements whose

'Samples of mch fact* will be found in the author's

the Theory of Measurement," 1 4.
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absolute zero points are undetermined, the allowance is particularly

liable to error.

Comparisons of groups in variability are of two sorts: (1) Of

different groups with respect to their variabilities in the same trait.

(2) Of the same group \\ith respect to its variability- in different

traits.

In the first case the differences between the averages in the cases

\\liieh interest the student are commonly not very great, and the

zero points, though arbitrary, are subject to not very great fluctu-

ations; consequently the comparison by any method is commonly
surh as to reveal any marked difference in variability that r

In practise one can do no more than present the two total distribu-

tions the variabilities of which are to be compared, explain what

zero points were taken and why, and calculate for the reader the

relation of the group's variabilities by all three methods.

The second case will only rarely be an important object of study.

This is fortunate, since here the differences between central ten-

dencies may run to any amount, and the zero points for some of the

traits may be subject to extreme variations. For instance, suppose

that one wished to compare the variabilities of adult men in salary

and intellect that is, to answer the questions:
" Do men vary more

in the amount of salary received than in the amount of intellect

possessed? If so, how much more?" In practise one can do no

more with such cases than to present the total distributions, explain

what zero points were taken and why, and use proper logic in

inferring anything about the relations of the variabilities found.

28. The Measurement of Changes

By a change in anything is meant the difference between two

conditions of it. It might seem that the problem of the measmo-

ment of changes was identical with that of measuring differences, and

that this section was superfluous. In a certain sense this is true.

The general principles of previous sections do answer the special

questions of this section. But it will be clearer, and in the end

save the student's time, to study these special questions separately,

especially since in studies of change one is commonly concerned

with a number of successive steps of difference, and 5- trying to meas-

ure, not a single alteration, but a continuous process of alteration.
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The Measurement of a Change in an Individual. A mere aeries

.t ml tendencies does not give the data for a complete measure-

hange. The averages might be the same and yet the

constancy of performance of lual might have altered.

rage values of a stock from 1800 to 1000 might be

alikr .,!,.! \-t it might have changed from a fluctuating uncertainty

in 1VM), with, say, an average de >f 40, to a steady assured

in I'.MMI. with an average deviation of only :t. The stock in

1800 would be more desirable property than the stock in 1000 from

view of one moved by the gambler'- the re-

\vould hold for a steady-going man with a family or for a

cons* lunik. To measure change fully one needs a series of

total di>tril)iitinns. I re not at hand one must be sure not to

pretend to measure something other than that represented by the

I of quantities he does ha

Inrquulitirs in units are mon likely to escape attention in meas-

urein change than anywhere else, "i in such

measurements that thry may do the most harm. For instance, all

tics \\ith \\hi.-h I am acquainted measure the change in the

death-rates from various diseases by series of figures, each giving the

proportion of deaths to cases, or to total population, or to some other

standard, as in the following:
8

In 1891, 22.5 per cent, of those having diphtheria

In 1802, 22.2 per cent, of those having diphtheria died.

In 1803, 23.3 per cent, of thoae harhig diphtheria died.

In 1804, 23.0 per cent, of those having diphtheria died.

In 1895, 20.4 per cent, of those having diphtheria died.

In 1896, 19.3 per cent, of those having diphtheria died.

In 1897, 17.0 per cent, of those having diphtheria died.

In 1808, 14.8 per cent, of those having diphtheria died.

In 1899, 14.2 per cent, of those having diphtheria died.

In 1900, 12.8 per cent, of those having diphtheria died.

Such figures can not be taken at their face value; for to cure

one case of dipht 1
- 1 t he same quantity of progress as to cure

; u T. The progress of nu-dirine and hygiene which reduces the

death-rate from 40 to 30 does so presun iring the

easiest quarter of those previously uncured. The next cases will be

harder, and possibly to cure the last one of the forty would mean

more advamv in mli< ine and hygiene that was needed for the

' Ixmdon Statistio," Vol. X 1 1 ., P . 97 of the Medical Officer's Report.'
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curing of all the other thirty-nine. Wlu-n the ehanp> i.s in number

of individuals affected or number of errors made or number of ta>ks

done, there is then special danger in neglecting the inequalities

among the units; for the change will commonly single out t In-

easiest first.

The common absence of zero points in the case of mental meas-

urements often makes it unwise to express changes in percent il<

increments, and definitely unjustifiable so to express them it the

gross amounts whence the percentages are derived are not a No

i:iven. If, for instance, I am informed that A's reaction time

improved 10 per cent, per year over a given period, I am at a l<

to tell what is meant.

In comparing two (or more) individuals with respect to change
one may use gross change, percentile change or change in terms of

the variabilities of the individuals, provided that he makes it clear

which he is using and, of course, treats both individuals alike. No
one method is the correct one; all are correct, but measure different

things. 4 to 5 equals 8 to 9 if by change is meant amount added
;

4 to 5 equals 8 to 10 if one means proportion added; 4 to 5 (the

A.D. of 4 being 2) equals 8 to 9.5 (the A.D. of 8 being 3) if one.

means distance traversed toward the extreme ability of the previous

condition. This is all that can be said in general. Each special

case may offer reasons for preferring one method. The beginner in

statistical work may well use all three.

The Measurement of a Change in a Group. This heading is

ambiguous in that it may be taken to refer: (1) to the measurement

of the changes undergone by a series of individuals, or (2) to the

change undergone by some measure of a group. It should be need-

less to say that the two questions are radically different, but they

are often confused. The changes in stature of 100 boys from the

age 15 to the age 16 are not the change from the average stature of

the group 100 boys at 15 to the average stature of the same group at

16 years. The first fact, the total fact of all the individual changes,

is calculated from 100 individual measures of change, is a distribution

with an ascertainable variability, and in all respects stands in the

same relation to individual changes as does the distribution of an

ability in a group to the abilities of its members. The second fact

is calculated as the difference of two averages, has no known varia-
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hilit act, simply a partial measure of difference between two

LTMUp-. If "<ir argument is ever to rt-turn t. in<ii\i(iual changes,
the first sort of measure must be used. This will commonly be

For an example take tin- case of the change in stature of 25

6 -

4

U 13 18 14 14-16 16-18 18-17

FIQ. 78. The bright* of the line above the baac line at the point* 12-13,

14-15, 15-16, 16-17, five the difference* between the avenge height at 12

and that at 13^he difference between the average height at 13 and that at 14, etr.,

l..r -'." tH.%-, in.M.Mirr,i :ninii:ill\ i.-r

s-

12 13 13 14 14-16 16 16

FIG. 79. The height* of the five |bta, above 12-13, rtr.,o( each fine in

the yearly difference* for one indiridual a* did the fine of Fig. 78 the yearly
encea for the average suture of the group. The figure, that it,

eaOy the fact* of Table 25.
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boys from thr twelfth to the seventeenth \ear.'
J

If ue lr\ to inter

anything ahont growth from the change in average stature, we have

only the following facts: Average stature for 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 1 7

20 -20

18

412+14 J.16

Fio. 80. The height of any one of the lines at its left-hand extreme measures

the change in stature of one boy from 12 to 14; its height at the right-hand ex-

treme measures the change from 14 to 16.

year old boys, 142.6, 148.12, 154.92, 161.60, 167.64 and 170.76

centimeters respectively. Yearly differences, + 5.52, + 6.8, + 6.68,

+ 6.04 and + 3.12 centimeters. These differences are shown in

Fig. 78.

If, on the other hand, we preserve the individual changes in our

statement, we have the facts of Table 25. These show the great

variability in growth and the law of compensation that "boys who

For these measurements I am indebted to the kindness of Professor Franz

Boas and Dr. Clark Wiaslcr.
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were tall at 12 years grow the faster during th< int. rval u to 13

ami I.; t.. 1 t; hut durin- tl,.- intaml

growsloul ; \\ith tin- U\^,f ,h,.rt future at 12 the rates of growth
are exactly the reverse/' 10 How the single yearly differences above

fail to represent the real complexity and correlation of the facts

can be seen by compa Tsuiti which shows the real

changes of the IT* individual-, l-'i^. so brings nut more dearly
th- in\TM nlation between the change from 12 t<. 1 1 and that from

TABLE 25

GROWTH or 25 BOTS raou
U"\ STATt'RKAT

1-.' 11-U

a 132 5

6

135
d i.v,

t i:.;

139

140

142
ItJ

Ml
in

Ml
146
146

L47

L47

149

152m

UlM
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For the measurement of change from one condition of a group to

another the statistical treatment is simply that descnU -<1 in the case

of the measurement of differences.

PROBLEMS

35. If we take (1) men (criminals) who are all 74 inches tall

and measure the finger-length of each of them, they will vary around

their central tendency for finger-length. It we take (2) men (of tin

same general group, criminals) who are all 62 inches tall and

measure the finger-length of each of them, they will vary about

their central tendency for finger-length. Their central tendency
will he to a much shorter finger length than that of group (1).

What do you infer from the following data, giving the gross vari-

bilities of certain groups obtained in this way?

A group with a C.T. of 107 in finger length had a variability of 35.7

A group with a C.T. of 108 in finger length had a variability of 40.4

A group with a C.T. of 109 in finger length had a variability of 30.9

A group with a C.T. of 111 in finger length had a variability of 32.5

A group with a C.T. of 112 in finger length had a variability of 34.7

A group with a C.T. of 1 19 in finger length had a variability of 34.5

A group with a C.T. of 120 in finger length had a variability of 33.4

A group with a C.T. of 122 in finger length had a variability of 32.2

A group with a C.T. of 124 in finger length had a variability of 33.3

A group with a C.T. of 126 in finger length had a variability of 31.8
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THE MEASUBBMKNT or RELATIONS

f 29. COM 7. The Relation of B to A, B and A Being Referable to

Absolute Zero 1 nd the Amounts of B Corresponding

to a Given Value of A Being Closely Similar

The fnllu\\ ing case may serve as an illustration:

n the index of refraction of air.

d the dri air.

p (a quantity subject to the control of the experimenter) = '

N (a quantity measurable by the experimenter) Cj(n 1).

C\ and Cj are consta

The experiments consisted in varying p and measuring the

related changes in N. The results are as follows:

When pie 9.089 N b 310.7

When p b 10.146 Af b 321.2

When p b 10.163 A' b 321.6

When p b 18.281 AT it 579.2

When p b 18.365 AT b 582.7

When p b 26.932 AT b 852.6

When p b 35.990 N b 1 1

When p b 48.780 AT b 1545.1

If each of these pairs of related values is turned into an equation

of the form A the results are:

AT - 31.70p N - 31.73*
AT - 31.66p N - 31.66>
AT - 31.64p AT - 31.60p
AT - 31.68p N -

Obviously, a single equation N - 31.68p expresses very closely

the rrhitiuii-hip" found for ditTm-nt values of p.

The measurements of rrlution.hip h re are, of course, not abso-

lutely free from variability. For instance, the AT - 31.70p

really from several measurements with an appreciable

But the dispersion was very small and presumably due mtirvly

to variations in the instruments or process of observation.

141
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If the pairs of values are plotted as in Fig. 81, the slope of the

line shows the relationship. The equation N = 31.68p expresses

very rl.iM'ly tin- slope- of this line referred to its coordinates. A'
/;

1006

300

WO

100

Amounts

10 30

FIG. 81.

SO

is thus constant, (n l)/d equals N/p times some constant.

Therefore, (n l)/d itself equals a constant. The relation between

the index of refraction of air and its density is then such that

(n
-

l)/d = k or n = kd + 1.
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(30. Case 11. 1 Relation of 1 Heing Referable to

Absolute Zfr Amounts of B Corresponding

to a Girt Aspersed

ConsM < 26 and Fig. 82, u a the percentages of

iscnse syllables after

arronli: .\p-riiiM-nt , of r.hlmighaus. The
n form with Case L, save that 1

'

tin-

percentage of time saved corresp to any val com-

prftta wide range of values in ! rent tests. Insteadofgi

60

40

30

20

10

\
*-*

20 100 600
1 :.

in .1: almost e\a< tly the same saving of tinu- in n-learn-

:

per

eragesa -S.2 per
-. \\n-\\ inorr than roiil.l ha\- IM-,-I: lie watch

e ITOCCSS of observation me of beginning and

eiuli: ilarly for tl D aroumi T cent, (the

age percentage saved after 1.05 hrs.), and so on.
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In such cases, it is customary to replace the list of values of B
corre>ponding to any given value of A by their central tendency.

This procedure should be accompanied by an adequate account of

the dispersion around each of these central tendencies.

TABLE 26

RELATION BETWEEN LAPSE or TIME AND MEMORY 1

The entries in the table give each the percentage of time saved (from the original

time for learning) when a series was re-learned, after the interval, under which the

entry stands.

o.:).rv 1.05 hr*. 8.75 bra. 24 bra. 48 bra. 144 bra. 744 bra.

I'M; :w.o 26.4 17.4 21.0 i>r,.o 20.0
37.4 29.0 39.6 32.7 31.1 31.6 19.4

:>(\.(\ 47.4 28.0 35.4 12.3 32.7 34.7 22.9
62.5 46.8 30.4 39.9 28.9 24.4 31.6 6.7

60.7 5M 39.8 34.9 30.6 17.7 30.3 <i ..

63.1 49.1 35.6 38.9 46.0 5.9 20.5 25.9
59.1 44.5 48.2 46.7 23.5 M 1 10.1 18.9
:\.() 54.5 31.6 16.7 25.4 33.3 6.8 20.5
64.4 42.3 35.5 21.3 18.4 28.7 (.f> 11.4

44.7 100 40.1 38.6 23.4 23.2 13.3 17.3

53.6 34.2 37.9 29.0 41.0 40.3 17.7 17.1

57.7 45.4 38.0 37.8 29.5 37.9 17.1 32.8
35.8 36.5 33.9 26.5 15.9 31.4
35.9 29.7 "44.9 20.1 27.6 16.4

51.3 37.0 17.5 39.7 13.2 36.2
50.0 14.9 42.4 2.5 27.6 13.4

45.6 6.4 36.2 23.6 SIX)
30.1 22.8 5.3 20.9 7.9

24.6 31.6 27.9 24.8 36.9
37.0 30.2 19.0 25.0 14.1

44.4 19.7 21.0 25.2 6.7

45.8 31.9 31.4 43.7 16.7

30.6 14.8 19.7 23.7
42.5 32.3 20.9
19.8 37.6 24.4
32.1 26.7 34.8

Averages,
'

58.2 44.2 35.8 33.7 27.8 25.4 21.1

31. Case III. The Relation of B to A, When Neither is Referable

to an Absolute Zero Point, but When Amounts of B Corre-

sponding to Any Given Value of A Are Closely Similar

Suppose it to be true that, in two respects (A and B}, scored from

w and 2 as arbitrary zero points, the score a person obtained in B

was always 3/10 of the score which he obtained in A. That is,

calling x the score in A reckoned from the absolute zero of A,

and calling y the score in B, reckoned from the absolute zero of B,

1 From Herm. Ebbinghaus, "tJber daa Gedachtniss," pp. 93-103.
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20
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30

20

-10 10 20 30 40 60 60

FIG. 83. The relation of B to A scored from arbitrary aero points, and
t, as it would be if referred to absolute aero point*. In all three diagram* the

vrrtirul Hn,. L< thr *-ji)r for /< ; th.- horizontal linr Ls thr mfa l.-r .1; Th-ir pbH
of meeting is the absolute aero for 4 and for B The slant fine represents the

relation in the top diagram for 10 - 10 and t - 20; in the middle diagram, for

IT - 30 and i - 10; in the bottom diagram, for w 20 and i - 10.

we have y i - .3 (.r
- u), so that in a series of related pain we

would find such a relation as:

jo

J-J

I

6.6

9
is.:., etc.

11
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Then the relation uf />' to A, for values of B from to 50, can l>c

rxpn r<l ;i> any oiu- of the diagrams of V\. s:{, according to the

values of the unknown quantities, w and z, \\hich n-pn-> -nt tin-

distances of the arbitrary zeros of the A scale and the B scale from

their absolute zeros.

32. Case IV. The Relation of Bio A, When Neither /.v Referable 1<>

an Absolute Zero Point and When the Amounts of tt Corre-

sponding to A nij (iin u \ 'dine of A A re Widely Dispersed

TABLE 27

THE RELATION BETWEEN (1) TDE SCORE MADE BY AN INDIVIDUAL IN CANCELJ.INO

WORDS CONTAINING a AND t AND (2) His SCORE IN CANCELLING ,4's.

Each individual is represented in the table by a pair of values. Thus the first

individual scored 10 in the a-t test and 36 in the A test; the second individual scored

10 in the a-t test and 51 in the A test, etc., etc.

a-t Words
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Consider Table 27, which shows the relation between (1) the

number of words containing both a and / which an individual

marked in a givrn time and (2) the number of capital A's whii-h the

same individual marked in a given time, the same pair of blanks

being always used. The table reads:

To mark 10 o-l word, implied a awe of 36 or 61 to the X Urt,
To mark 1 1 << words implied a score of 48, 47, or M to the A tot, *e.

The cast- i> identieal with Case II., save that the quantities may or

may not be on scales with equal units1 and are not referable to any
absolute zero points. Suppose that the units were equal within

FIG. 84.

each scales that "to mark any one aW word"

equal to "to mark any other." and that "to mark any one A "
was

equal to "to mark an;, nther." but leave the case as it is with

regard to the zero points. The relations within the data themselves

are then intelliL'i'' -ap- the 'M and '^\ (getting 43.5),

ng 48.7), and so on; we car the

ion graphically as in Fig. 84. But. the zero points being un-

known, we can imt refer T pair of axes,

orcaleulati- its equation without a ir and a z to represent the diftYr-

of the arbitrary from the absolute zero points. So the in-

Ten a-f words means ten words marked on a certain blank. We can

nee between 10 and 12 o-4

at that between 12 and 14.
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definiteness of the vertical and horizontal axes through the absolute

zero for both scales have to be represented by leaving such axes out

of the graph, or by putting in an indefinite number of them, as is

done in Fig. 84.
TABLE 28

+4 +4 o-4 a-t a-t

Word* A'* Word* A' Words A'n Words J's Words A'*

-10 -19 -3 -16 0-7 +1+10 +7+6
-10 - 4 -3 -13 0-5 +2-8 +7+9
-9-12 -3-11 0-4 +2-7 +7 +10
- 9 - 8 -3 -10 0-3 +2-2 +7 +12
-9+1 -3-8 0+1 +2+4 +7+19
- 8 -10 -3-6 0+1 +2+7 +7 +23
-8-9 -3+2 0+1 +2+7 +8-1
- 7 - 3 -2 -14 0+2 +2+8 +8 +10
- 7 -2 -12 0+3 +2 +22 + 8 +10
-6-7 -2-9 0+5 +3 -10 + 9 +14
-6+3 -2-8 0+0 +3-7 +10-6
- 5 -18 -2-8 0+7 +3+3 +10 + 4
- 5 -17 -2-4 0+9 +3+7 +10 +26
- 5 -13 -2-4 +21 +3 +10 +14 +18
- 5 -12 -2-2 +1 -10 +3 +15
_ 5 _ 8 _2+7 +1-9 +4
- 5 - 5 -2+7 +1-8 +4
-5-3 -2+8 +1-7 +4+4
-5+9 -2+11 +1-6 +4 +23
- 5 +17 -1+2 +1-5 +5-6
- 4 -12 -1+5 +1-1 +5-1
-4-9 -1+6 +1-1 +5+4
- 4 - 9 -1+9 +1+2 +5+15
- 4 -17 +1+4 +5 +23
-4+1 0-12 +1+4 +5 +26
- 4 +12 -10 +1+6 +6+2
-4+13 0-9 +1+8 +6+5

Absolute zero points being unknown, arbitrary ones may be

chosen. Thus, each individual may be recorded in the a-t test

as so much above or below the central tendency of the group

(20 a t words marked) ; and in the A test, similarly, as -f or

from 55 A's marked. The original pairs of values of Table 27

when thus referred to the central tendencies of the two traits as

points of reference, become the facts of Table 28 and Fig. 85.

When, in place of the varying correspondents of any given value

in the a-t test,
1 we put their central tendency, we have the

The varying correspondents in B for any given value of A are called an

Array.
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facts of Table 20 and Fig. 86. That is, we have evaded the diffi

in respect to zero points by choosing such arbitrarily; and have

Hi
*10

ft

-u
t

< I

AT Wcos. ~

FIG. 85.

evaded the difficulty , ,f the dispersion of the values of B corn

ing to an. ulue of A by taking their central tendency. The

-16-
.10

5-
o /\

-10

-15-

I

*

-10
A-T

10 -14

problem is reduced to the same problem as in Case I., except for the

fact that zero means, in both A and B, not
"
ju*t not any of the thing

uution" but
"
the average amount of it,

' '
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TABLE 29

THE RELATION BETWEEN ABIHM IN NIK n -t TK.RT AND ABILITY IN THI
A TEST: THE CENTRAL TENDENCY (Av.) OF THE MEASURES IN THE A TEST

i ARE RELATED TO EACH VALUE IN THE a-t TEST. BOTH SERIES OF
VALUES ARE EXPRESSED AS DIVERGENCES FROM THE APPROXIMATE AVERAGE
ABILITY OF GIRLS OF GRADE 7B IN A CERTAIN SCHOOL

Ability in the a-t Test Arerage of the Related Seriec in the A Test

-10 -11.6
- 9 - 6.3
- 8 - 9.5

-7 -1.5
- 6 - 2.0
- 5 - 5.55
- 4 - .6

- 3 - 8.8
- 2 - 2.3
- 1 -1-5.5
- - .6

+ I - .9

4- 2 +3.9
+ 3 + 3.0

+ 4 + 6.75

+ 5 +10.2

+ 6 +3.5
+ 7 +13.2
+ 8 +6.3
+ 9 +14.0
+10 + 8.0

+14 +18.0

The points of reference could be taken, not as the central tendencies

of the two groups of measures whose pairing in a certain way gives

the relation in question, but as any two defined points. Tim.-, in

the case of the "a-t words-4" relation, we can ask what tin-

direction and amount of divergence of an individual from 10 a-t

words marked implies about the direction and amount of his diver-

gence from 36 A's marked. That is, we can use the lowest record

in each case. Or we could take the divergences from 5 and 30,

or from 5 and 50, or from any defined points.

33. The Relation betm-m the Cmlral Tendency of the Values of B
Corresponding to Any Given Value of A and that Value of A
Call the values of B which are to be related to any given value

of A, that value's "Array of B's."
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of values of A progressing by equal steps the "ACalla

Scale,'
1

Call the series of measures which ar the central

- H of the arrays of B's for successive values of the A scale,

elated CentralBV

AScale
Fio.87. The Central ReUtknUMta A reUtirxun^
ruin amount make no difference in the central tendency of the related values

of /;.

Call the line \\hirh j.-ir.- the points \\lm-li represent graphically

tin- Related Central 1> Central Relation Liiu-, or .simply the

ation Li

Tin- (Yntral Relation Line may conceivably take any form.

\amplr, it might be that an increase in A up to a certain

3!

A.SCAle

FIG. 88. The Central Relation Line in A
M-t \\tvn r.Tt:iin limit.- m:ik.- no .iilT.Trn. ,- i:. th-

where values of A
tendency of the rekted

amount would mak< v in thr (\T.'s of the related

arrays of , but lx-> <n,l that amount would imply a steady increase

in them. Such a case is shown in Fig. 87. Or it might be that an
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increase in A would, at the low end and hiirh end of the A scale,

imply an increase in the C.T.'s of the related arrays of B, but in the

A.Scale

3

A. Scale

A.Scale
FIG. 89. Samples of possible varieties of Central Relation Lines.

middle range would make no difference. Such a case is shown in

Fig. 88. Other possible conditions of the central relation line are

shown in Fig. 89.

One of these cases is of special importance, namely the case

when the central relation line is straight, its equation being y fa

= C(x fa), in which C is a measure of the slope of the line, and ki

and fa are constants which are determined by the nature of the zero

points for B and A. In such a case of a rectilinear relation, if the

central tendencies for A and B are used as the zero points the

equation of the line becomes y = Cx, and the relation of a related
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;il B to its correspondent in the .1 scale is uniform throughout.

One quant it rig the slope <f tin- 1 . prophesies what

the central related It will be for any given A. stance the A
scale being "20. :' in. the central related 's being

64, 66, 68, 70, etc f..r A being 30, and

for B being 84, the Hut inn line U m tilinear, being e*pieased by
the equation (y

-
64) - 2(x

-
20). When A and B values are

Fio. 90.

red to their respect! \ >, we have as the A scale ai.

central related B's:

Xacmle: -10 -0-8 -7 +10
Cent. rel. BV -20 -18 -16 -14 ..+20

The equation <>f the relation line is then y = 2or, as shown in Fig. 90.

34. Tfcr Variation in th, of B Corresponding to Any Giten

Value of A
M.I.T now the separate measures of B in the case where the

<>n Km- inear and where the axes of reference are so

chosen that. fr tlu- rrlatinn lim-, v <'.r. T\w ratio y/x is then a

constant in the case of the central related y's. The ratio of a:

value to thr .1 value to whu-h it is related will then be a variable

l.ut v. ith C as its central tendency. If all the related pain
are expressed as ratios, the central t f these ratios will be

tlu same as the tendency of the central relation line, and will



-1.00, -1.00,
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30. Name two or three relations that belong under CW II.

37. Name two or three relations that belong under Case III.

38. Name two or three relations that belong a . IV.

30. The Hat inn to be measured being that between (.1) the

speed at >vhi< h a JMT-.H does certain u-.rk, say addition, and (B) the

.icy with \\ln. h IM- \\orks, what would vmi u.se as scales for A
and for B, and what wmiM \ <m tak. in each case as the zero \>

40. 1 ind t !.,- in. dian and the Q of the relation A/B, using the

fart> nf TaliU- .'JO.



CHAPTER XI

CORRELATION

35. The Problem of Correlation or Mutual Implication

THE discussion of the preceding chapter was straightforward and

in continuity with the procedure in measuring relationships which

is familiar to common sense and the sciences in general. For

perhaps ninety-nine out of a hundred of the relations which the

mental and social sciences need to measure, the simple treatment

so far described suffices, the precautions necessary being to face

frankly the great variability of the relations (that is, the great

dispersion of the measures of B related to any given value of A), and

to keep in mind the meaning of the arbitrary zero points chosen in

all statements of the relation and in all inferences from it. But

under certain circumstances radically different methods of measur-

ing a relation need to be employed, and these methods, though of

essentially minor importance in the mental and social sciences

generally, require rather elaborate explanation.

The chief circumstances which make their use desirable are:

first, the need of exact measurement of the peculiar relation of

likt ness, resemblance, correspondence in magnitude; and second, the

need of comparing quantitatively two or more relations of this peculiar

sort. For example, in studies of heredity, one needs to measure the

resemblance between sons and fathers, between sons and grand-

fathers, and between sons and any other males taken at random

from the same race; and to compare these three resemblances

quantitatively. So, also, in studies of educational or industrial

diagnosis, one needs to measure the resemblance between boys'

total intelligence and capability and their achievement in school,

between the former and their achievement in a certain set of

mental tests, and between one and another of various further facts

'about them. Here also one needs to compare, say, the amount of

resemblance between "total intellect" and "school record'
1

with

the amount of resemblance between "total intellect" and "record

in the mental tests."
156
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These two needs have been met by various methods of measuring
the mutual implication, <>r /ion, of paired values of A and B.

The correlation between A and B is neither the relation of A to B
;

iat uf /; ut a peculiar composite of certain elements of

both relations taken together. Ju.st what a corn-Lit i..n is can be

seen best by observing just what the different measures of correlation

(36. The Data Atailable for Estimating Correlation

Similarity in Relative Position. Suppose that we have for ten

boys tin- fallowing measures:
TralU

A B c D
Toul NhMl Beorvio Soorvin

l- 7 InuJUot AhtarDat Mraul T*u Drmvtaff

a .in 46 15 78
6 3-j 40 16 s:i

c ::, 58 18 79

d 88 61 18 84
:w M 19 75

/ 42 57 21 78

g 45 67 22 81

A 47 55 Ji 86
i 47 s.-> 1M 76

j :.-> 70 -Jti 82

Considrr tlu- three correlations B with .4, C with A and /) with A
in respect to the question,

" How far do the two series of pairs to be

related correspond, in respect to order?"

orders in the four cases are:

Bo7 A B C D
a 1 2 1 3.5

6 2128
c 3 5 3.:, 5

( 3..
p
> 9

7 5 1

4 6 U876
8 10

10 8 2

j 10 9 10 7

The differences between the orders are:
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For B and A the sum of tin- dii; 1'Dju) - 18,

For C and A the sum of the differences (ZDcu) - 3,

For D and A the sum of the differences (/u) -
:

The sum of the differences in a series of related pairs evidently tells

something about the mutual implication or correlation and

some aid in comparing one correlation with another quantitatively.

Similarity in Direction (+ or ) from the Points of Reference.

Suppose that the arbitrary zero points, to which the facts to be

related are to be referred, are 40, 60, 20 and 80 for A, B, C and Z),

respectively. Then the measures, so referred, become those of

Table 31.
TABLE 31

TralU

Boy

a

b

c

d
e

f

h

i

3

Consider the same three correlations B with A, C with A and D
with A in respect to the question, "Howr often does + go with +
and- with -'.''

The percentages of like-signed pairs are 60, 100 and 60. The

percentage of like-signed pairs evidently tells something about a

relation and gives some aid in comparing one relation with another

quantitatively C being, in so far forth, shown to be more closely

related to A than B or D is.

The Measures Expressed as Multiples of the Variability of the

Trait in Question in the Group in Question. Consider the same

three relations in respect to the question, "What are the measures

themselves and the ratios, B/A and A/B, C/A and A/C, and D/A
and AID, when each measure in Table 31 is expressed as a multiple

'Regardless of

A
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I" the variability of the group in question in the trait in question?"

ippoae the variability of th< ^muj, in quotion to be, in A, B,

C and D t respectively, 6f 9, 3 and 3 (using the A. I >. as the measure of

variability in each case).
1 Thm tin- measures of Table 31

TABLE 82

T.n.
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The Use of Ratios. The median of the B/A ratios is + .45;

that of the A/B ratios is +.51; that of the C/A ratios is + 1.00;

that of the A/C ratios is + 1.00; that of the D/A ratios is + .37;

that of the AID ratios is + .34.

The median of the B/A and A/B ratios together is .49; that of

t!u CIA an.l AfC ratios together is 1.00; that of the D/A and A/D
ratios together is .7.

The use of the B/A and A/B ratios to estimate correlation

enables us to define correlation in terms of the more straightforward

relations described in the previous chapter. Assume a relation

to be rectilinear; express the A's and B's as such divergences that

the equation of the relation line is y = Cx\ express each A as so

many times the A.D. (or cr or Q) of the A's and each B as so many
times the A.D (or a or Q) of the B's. Then the central tendency of

the relation of B to A the slope of the relation line will be, by
the method of the previous chapter, .45. In the same way t In-

central tendency of the relation of A to B will be .51. In the

same way the mutual relation of B to A and A to B, taken

together will be .49. This mutual relation is the correlation.

A correlation is a mutual, not a one-direction, relation; is not

the relation of absolute amounts of divergence, but is the relation

of such amounts divided by the variability of the trait in question; and

assumes, in so far as a single coefficient is to be its adequate measure,

that the relation lines for A to B and B to A are rectilinear.

TABLE 34

DIFFERENCES COMPUTED FROM THE FACTS OF TABLE 32

Boj B A CA D A

a .11 1.00

b .89 2.33

c .45 .33

d .44 .33 1.67

e .84 .17 1.50

/ .66 1.00

g .05 .17 .50

h 1.73 .17 .83

i 1.61 .17 2.50

; .89 1.33

ZD 7.67 1.01 12.99
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The Use of Differences. If, instead of the ratios, B.'A. CIA,

D/A, we use the differences, B A, C - A, and D - A, we have

\ It, C and D being expressed as deviations from 40, 60, 20 and

80 respc-r ud as multiples of 6, 9, 3 and 3 respectively) the

The sums of these differences (their signs being disregarded)

are: for B - A, 7.r.7; for C - A, 1.01; and for D - A t 12.99.

The Use of Products. If, instead of the ratios, B'A, C/A and

DfA, we take the products B X A. C X A, and D X A using

tin- facts of Table 32 as before, we have the facts of Table 35.
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multiple of the variability of the moup in question in the trait in

question, the ratios B/A and A/B, the differences B A or A B

(regardless of signs), and the AB products: these are some of the

facts about a series of related pairs which are used to obtain a

quantitative account of the correlation.

37. Coefficients of Correlation

Some of the formulae by which they are so used are the following,

r being always the measure of the correlation:

I.

p
-

in which 27)2 = the sum of the squares of the differences between

the two numbers denoting the relative positions of the two related

measures in their respective series; and n = the number of pairs

of related measures.

TI
= 2 si:

II. The measures to be related being expressed as divergences

from defined points of reference the A's from the central tendency

of the A's and the B's from the central tendency of the B's.

TII
= cosine nil

in which U = the proportion which the number of unlike signed

pairs is of the total number of pairs, when every measure i>

given its + or sign of divergence.

Ilia, r = the median of the A/B and B/A ratios, the A's and

B's being expressed as divergences from defined points of reference,

in multiples of the variability of the A's and of the variability of

the B's respectively. That is, rma = the median of the ratios

A Bi A #2 An A

"ft' TIT' "ft' TIT' Tn
'

Tn

III6. The A's and B's being expressed as in Ilia
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f\ 1 1

*

where 2(A/<7A )(B!<r9 )
- the sum of the products of each related

pair of values, the A'* and B's being expressed as multiples of the

variul.ilii;. of the si's and of the variability of the fl's, respectively;

ZM/ffj)
1 - the sum of the squares of the A'* similarly expressed;

- (#>*)* - the sum of the squares of the B s similarly expressed.

In Ilia an neasure of variability may replace ff provided

the same substitution occurs throughout. So also in 1 1 16.

The reader should note that in all these formula? the gross

amounts of the values to be related no longer figure. In I., amounts

are replaced l>y n -lative positions. In II., each amount is replaced

he mere din < -tinn of the divergence plus or minus. In III., tin-

amounts are divided through by the variability of the trait in the

that a pair. ^n\\ as "A = 1,004 related to B - 28,"

means "+ 2 r<lat,d /. + 2" if the points of reference are 1,000 and

20, ami i Mlitiesof the A's and #'s are 2 and 4, respect:

The reader should note further that the maximum for r by any
of the three sets of formula? is 1, and that its minimum is 1.

Thus, n: 1 . if the two series of relative positions agree perfectly

as paired in the relation in question, Z/>* = 0. If the 2D* is the

greatest poasiMe. it is twice n(n* l)/6 (e. g., for a series of 10

pairs we have 81 + 49 + 25 + 9 + 1 + 1 + 9 + 25 + 49 + 81

- 330 and 10.09/6 - 165). In II.. if T = we have r - cos

!i
-- 1. To get negative values of r values corresponding to

values of r from .50 to 1.00 the sense of the formula and the signs

of r are n versed together. Thi> the reader may accept for the

present \\ithoiit justification. In Ilia, a series of pairs showing

most perfect correlation such as 8 4, 6 3.
- 4

-
J. -2-1, +2+1, +4 + 2, +6 + 3 and + 8 + 4-will

give a median mutual ratio of 1 when each value is expressed as a

mult i pi- .inability of its series; ami the most antago:

relation will
|

h a ratio of - 1. The r's got by the formula

III using the products will be found similarly to be 1.00 and

1.00 for the greatest and least correlation.
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\<>tr, in the third place, that when the correlation is such ;i>

would come if the values to be related were paired at random,
r ** 0. Thus, in I., the sum of the squares of the differences from

pairing at random a series of numbers 1, 2, 3 . . . n with another

identical series will be n(n* l)/6, and r will equal 1 1. lull,

random pairing will give, obviously, one half of the pairs as mil i Re-

signed and r = cos T- J^, or r = 0. In Ilia, half of the ratios will

be negative in random pairing. In II 16, the sum of the nega-

products will equal the sum of the positive products.

A correlation, as measured by one of these formulae, then, util-

izes, in the case of any measure of a pair, its position relative to

others in the series, or the direction only of its divergence from the

point of reference, or the amount of its divergence from that point

divided by the variability of the series that is, the general tendency
of the series to diverge from that point. It results in a measure

varying from 1.00 through or what the fact would be by
random pairing to -f- 1.00. It measures the slope of a relation

line which is a compromise of the slopes

. x
and ;

JL

or, using different words for the same fact, it measures a ratio which

is a compromise between the central tendency of the

JL

ratios and the central tendency of the ratios.

38. The Comparability of Coefficient* of Correlation

Comparability of r's Got from the Same Set of Pairs by the

Different Methods. Provided (1) that the point of reference taken

for the A's is, by each method, taken as the central tendency of the

same group, N, and (2) that the point of reference taken for the

B's is also taken, by each method, as the central tendency of the

same group, N9 methods II., Ilia, and III6 give comparable results,

the r in each case measuring approximately the same fact. The r
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by method I. also, if the values of A and the values of B are in

each cast- di tril>uii in a surface of frequency of approximately

Form A without large or i K*p* i* roughly equal to the cor*

responding r's by II. and 111.

each case the r represents an inference about the probable
tl drift <>f the- relation, supposing it to be rectilinear. Hence

all arc compa tin- above condition^ an- fulfill^!. The data

used in mak rnce are, however, different according to

the method, and the three r's got f<>r tin- same series of pairs from

met In -i II . MI'/ and 1 1 16 are, in strictness, no more absol

inten I ia unable than an average, a median and a mode got from

the same series of single values would be. An r got by method I.

is still less absolutely comparable with any one of the other three r's.

Comparability of r's Got from two Different Sets of Pairs by the

Same Method. Suppose the correlation of A with B and the

correlation of (' \\ith 1> to have been measured, in each case by
the same method, r being found to be, say .4 in each case. The two

correlations may be said to be equal in the following sense: (1) cor-

relation to mean the general drift of a relation-line; (2) distance of

an A from the point of reference taken for the -!'s divided by the

0* of the --I's for group .V, to be assumed as equal to the numerically

equal value got by dividing the distance of a B from the point of

reference taken for the 's by the a1 of the B's for the group.

Suppose that, the same met In M! I.. II., Ilia or 1 1 16 being used,

the rAB for A and B and the TCD for C and D come out, each

as the same numerical value, say .4 or .63 or There is then

or the student to assume that the relation of A to B
is identical with that of C to D. But the numerical identity of the

correlation* alone prove-, nothing about the real identity of the

relations. The r must in each case be interpreted in the light of the

measures from whirh it is derived. Consider. f>r example, two

such r's got by method Ilia. The numbers used to get the r's were

(call them the .r's) the result of dividing the .1 deviation measures

by some number (call it nir. .1 in N) expressing the variabil

trait A in some group, the B deviation measures (call them the y's)

by some number (call it tar. B in N) expressing the variabil:

1 Or any other mowure of variability
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the trait B in some group, etc. Now equality of rAB and rCD) both

being .4, depends on the assumption that any- : :
jr., any

viir. .1 in .

var.fi in N,'
*

v.r. C in AT,
and "*

var. D in JV
are e<lu " 1 ! "

fact If they are numerically equal. This assumption must l>< kept

in mind.

Further, the ar's, y's, z's, and to's were the results of calculat-

ing divergences from four points of reference, AQ, IiQ ,
r

, and />,,.

Any inference of identity later in the process depends upon the

assumption that AO, /?<>, Co, and DO have identical values as points of

reference. Finally we have the fundamental limitation that r

measures only the general drift of the relation.

Similar need for interpretation will he seen to hold good for

any of the other methods. The student should therefore always
make comparison of any two relations only after thinking of them

in terms of the actual facts which they report. It is desirable for

the beginner to use some such systematic form as:

For Method I.:

The correlation AB measures the general closeness of corre-

spondence between (1) the relative positions of

in trait

and (2) the relative positions of

in trait

The relative positions being paired after the fashion

Methods II. and III.:

The correlation AB measures the general drift of the relation

between (1) the divergences of

in the trait

from as a point of

reference, each divergence being expressed as a multiple of

and (2) divergences of

in the trait

from as a point of

reference, each divergence being expressed as a multiple of
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rgences being paired after the fashion. .

The method of estimating 1 1..- n-Iution being by
. \\ln-thrr it !

I.;, the percentage of unlike signed pairs, or >>y

the median ratio, or by the percentage which the sum of the pair-

products is of the sum of the maximal pair-products.)

39. The Technique of featuring Correlation*

Throughout this section, the following symbols will be used:

Call the original paired values to be correlated A\ and B\ t A t and

A
Call the divergences of A\ t .'!,....! from the C.T. of th<

TI. J-s . . - **

Call the divergences of ft, ft . . . # from the C.T. of the 's

y\* y* y*

Let x = any one of the series xit j-j . . . jr..

Let y = any one of the series y\ t yt . . . y.

y - any one of the series x\ly\ 9 Xi/fr . . . jjy*.
Let y'x = any one of the series y\lx\, y^/xt . . . yn/x*.

Let crjt \.D.A and QA be th. a, \.D. and Q of the ^'s.

Let <r*. A.I > ., and (/j be the <r f A.D. and Q of the 's.

By Dififerences in Relative Positions or Ranks. The formula

III

.

6
The formula

UP

needs no comment save with respect to the positions to

to two or more identical amounts of A (or of #). The rule is to

keep the largest position-number in the case of both A and B equal

to the number of pairs. So, identical amounts are each given, as a

position-number, the average of the positions which they would

take wer< ^lightly different. Thus, suppose the series of

amounts of A to be 20, 21, 22, 22, 23, 23, 23. The
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corresponding position-numbers givm \\ mild be 1, 2, 3.5, 3.5, 6, C, C,

9.5, 9.5, 9.5, 9.5. The value of r for any given value of p may be

obtained from Table 36, if the form of <lUt ril.ution is approximately
Form A for each of the two traits. If the form of distribution i in

each case approximately a rectangle r may be taken as equal to p.

TABLE 36

A TABLE TO INTER THE VALUE or r FROM ANT GIVEN VALUE OP p.
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Xg being the sum of the plu* differences in ranks.

The formula, r - 2 cosine (r/3) (1
- R) - \ , is correct if the two

m i The formula, r sine (w/2)R,

was drt rriniiir.l rinpirically as a fair account of the relation between

r and /; m oertl <-te cases, by Spearman, who devised the

formula? for using relative positions in correlation. Table 37

t In- \ a! value of R, according to the equa-
tion r sim Table 38 gives the value of r for any given
\ al ue of R, according to r 2 cos (r/3)(l /?)!.

TABLE 37

A TABLE TO INFER THE VALUE OF r FROM ANT GIVEN VALUE or H, AoooaflOM
TO r - sin (w/2)R. R - 1 - (6Z(7)/(n -

R r R r R r R r

.00 .000

.01 .016 56 .397 .51 .718

.02 .031 57 .412 .77 .035

M .047 .53 .740 .78 .041

oi ....; 50 .440 .54 .750

.05 .078 30 .454 .55 .760 .80 .051

.m; <"t .31 .itvs M .771 .81 .056

.07 .110 : .57 .780 JB2 .060

.06 .125 .33 .406

.00 Ml .34 .500 .50 .800 .84 .06

.10 .156 m .60 .800 .85 .072

.11 .172 .61 .818 .86 4176

.12 .187 .62 .827 .87 .070

U -jn;< H HI .63 .836 .88 .082

Jis ^0 ^75 .64 A44

.15 533 .40 .588 .65 .853 .00 .068

.H. -Jin .41 .600 .66 .861 .01 .000

.17 J.-1 .42 .613 .67 .860 .02 .002

is J7 .43 .625 .68 ^76
.P.) J-.l .60 ^84 .04 .006

50 300 .45 .640 .70 .801

51 -XM .46 .661 .71 .806 M JOS
52 0130 .47 .673 .72 .005 .07

.-;; .:;:.. .48 .685 .73 .011 .08

-4 .:it;s .40 ^06 >18 M
55 .:^> JO .707 .75 .024 1.00 1.000
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I \BLE 38

A TABLE TO INFER THE VALUE or r FROM ANT GIVEN VALUE OF R, ACCORDING
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r

This is a ompromise. Two defensible suppositions can

be made. I : '. at tin -ir fa \alm-. all pairs containing a zero are

as likely to go / as u. Second, with a fine grouping, the zero CAMS
\\ould be mor up in the same proportion of / and u

as characterizes the rest of the pairs than in an equally reverse

proportion. / - 90, 11 10 and d - 10, it seems unlik.-ly

that \\ it h fine grouping the 10 zero pairs would have as few Ts as

ti's, ami \
T;. inii.li iimn- likrly tliat tln-% should be 9 Ts and 1 ti than

that they should be 1 / and !

TABLE 89

VALUES or r CORRESPONDING TO EACH PERCENTAGE or U:

PAIRS. IF THE PERCENTAGES ABB TAKEN AS THOSE or THE LIEE-SHOCCD P,

THB F*8 ARE NEGATIVE, f - THE COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION, U -
NUMBER OF UNUXMIONED PAIRS DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF
AND UNUKEHUGNED PAIRS.

U u r

.00 1.0000 .26 ASA*

.01 .0906 .27 .6615
(^ .9982 ^8 ^375
.03 .9958 .29 .6129

<M .9924 ^0 .5877

.05 .9680 31 US620

.06 '.s.v, 32 ^358

.07 .9762 33 .5091

JOB .9688 .34 .4M9
.09 .9604

.10 .9510 .3(5 .420)

.11 ..n: :;:

MM 38 36S2
.13 .9171 *;

n .9044 .40 3080
.15 3905
.16 >7.7 .42 ^485
.17 3602 .43 Jixn

.18 3499 .44 .1873

.19 3268 .45 .1564M 3089 .46 .1253
-M .7902 .0941

22 .48 .0628
..'-; .7504 .49 .0314

24 .7293 30
.'2:> .7(174
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By the Central Tendency of the Ratios. In calculating tin

median ratio it is not necessary to divide every value of x b\ the

variability of A and every value of y by the variability of B. ( )nly

such calculations need be made as suffice to get the median of the

and
y

ratios.
4

Only a few ratios near the median of the gross x/y series

and near the median of the gross y/x series need to be divided

through.

If the number of pairs is 20 or more the medians of the gross

x/y series and of the y/x series will give a sufficiently close approxi-

mation for r by the use of the formula:6

r = l/[(mid x/y)vi][(iwd y/xfa]

or, approximately,
(mid x/y)vi + (mid y/x)vt

2

in which
mid x/y = the median of the gross x/y ratios,

mid y/x = the median of the gross y/x ratios,

<TB A.D.* Q
*-TA or

AJX;
or

*-%'
By the Sum of the Pair-Products. In calculating the per-

centage which the sum of the pair-products is of their maximal sum,

we use, in place of the formula

r =

4 A.D.X and
A.D.^,

or QA and QB, may replace OA and aB ,
if consistency in

the measure of variability is maintained.
'
Indeed, the use of this formula is in general preferable to getting the one

JL -*-

median for all the and ratios taken together.
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the simpler one

i -/
'

since the effect of dividing thr-.u^h by the variability is the

in both niiiiii-rator and denominator

This is the Pearson coefficient of correlation, usually stated in

the le convenient form,

In order to economize time, it is desirable to calculate the

m a poi t th<- middle of a step of the A scale,

and from a point, /'*, at the middle of a step of the B scale, and to

apply the necessary correction.

(all the deviation-measures, so calculated, the 's and the Vs.

(all the exact points of reference from which the x' and the y's

should have been calculated, EA and Eg

Let rfj
- 4 - PA \ let dM -EM - P*.

Then

Zfr-) 2 (*
, i. e., T mt

Si-'

n

The calculations necessary to obtain r by each of these methods

are shown in Tables 40 and 41, which also illustrate a cv

method of making them if the number of pairs is less than 100.

Tlif related pairs are !Ut<d in the first and second columns of the

table, under .1 and B. The relative positions or ranks are listed

in the thin! and fourth columns, under I; !'.. and lU'.t . The
in relative ;>osition of the B's over the ^'s that is, the positive

rences, R.P.j - R.P.j arc listed, together with the in-

differences, in the fifth column, under (i. The squares of the dif-

ices between ranks are listed in the sixth column, under #*.

The deviations from the approximate C.T.'s (39.5 and 51) are listed

in the seventh and eighth columns under j- and jf Theovjf prt*
;

are listed in the ninth ami tenth columns, the + values in the ninth
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and the values in the tenth, under + xy and .n/. The ^s and

y*s are listed in the eleventh and twelfth column^. That is, the

table headings have meanings as shown below.

A Measure in A.

B Related measure in B.

I: !'.. Rank (t. e., eelative position) in A.

R.P.B Rank (t. e.
t
relative position) in B.

O R.P.B-R.P.A.

x Deviation from 39.5 in A (in half-steps).

y Deviation from 51 in B (in steps).

fxy Products of like-signed pairs.

xy Products of unlike-signed pairs.

x

V
s

The calculation of r by the Spearman "footrule for correlation

wherein

R- I

J?

uses only column 5. It is shown in I. of Table 41. The calculation

of r by the squared differences in relative position uses only coin inn

6. It is shown in II. of Table 41. The calculation of r by the

percentage of unlike signed pairs uses only the signs of columns 7

and 8. It is shown in III. of Table 41. The calculation of r

by the Pearson method uses columns 7, 8, 9 and 10. It is shown

in IV. of Table 41.6 The calculation of r as the median of the x/y

and y/x ratios, with allowance for the variability of A and the

variability of B, is shown in V. of Table 41.

If the number of related pairs is over 100, the use of relative

positions is inadvisable, and the computations for U, 2x*y, Sz
2
, Sy

2
,

mid x/y, mid y/x, Vi and vi are best made after the data have been

arranged after the general plan shown in Table 41*. In Table 42,

which is for the facts given in Table 27 (on page 146), \\hcn treated

as divergences from 20 (for art words marked) and 55 (for A's

marked), each pair is represented by a line placed under the appro-

priate step of the "a-tword*" scale and opposite the appropriate

In practise, columns 11 and 12 of Table 40 would not be filled out as is

shown here. The labor of adding would be much economized, as by replacing

the two 81 's by 162, the four 49's by 196, the five 25's by 125, etc.
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TABLE 40

I

A

88
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TABLE 41

CALCULATIONS or r FROM THE DATA OP TABLE 40, BY VARIOUS METHODS
I. Sy - 165 or 171, according to the direction chosen. Use 168.

R - 1 - 6(168)/(2500 - 1) R - .5966

Using r - sin R (t. ., Table 37), r - .806.

II.

Using r - 2 cos
*

(1 + R) - 1 (t. ., Table 38), r - .824.
o

-317, P--848

Assuming form A for the distributions, and so using Table 36, r - .859.

III. There are 9 (/-pairs, 1 zero-pair, and 40 L-pairs.

By Table 39, r - .832.

IV. Zzv-2468 Z*-74 Z/-4385 r -

V. Listing the
x/y ratios,

roughly in order of

magnitude, we have:
9 negative ratios

9 ratios from to i

, or - .818

Listing the y/x ratios,

roughly in order of

magnitude, we have:
9 negative ratios

9 ratios from to i

* M

ft I A ratios of 1.25 or over

15 ratios of 1 or over

The mid x\y is between

The mid xfy is .487.

and <TB -

(Mid x/y)Vi - .706.

and The mid y/x is between ^ and

The mid y/x is 1.127.

Hence, n - 1.45 and r* - .69.

(Mid y/x)vt
- .778.

r - \/.706 X .778, or .741; or, approximately, r - -706 + -778
t
or >74l4

step of the
"
A's marked" scale. The average of the y values related

to each value of x is given under Av. y\ the sum of the x-y products

in the case of each array of y's is got by multiplying the Av. y in

question by x and then multiplying the product, so obtained, by
the number of cases in that array; the 1>x-y for the entire series

is got by adding these smaller product-sums, which are recorded

underf(xy)\ the calculation of Sx2 and Sy
2
is abbreviated by group-

ing as shown under/(x
2
) and/Cy

2
); the other facts and arrangements

of Table 42 are self-explanatory.

In general the following procedure is advisable in measuring

any correlation by the amount methods:
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1 K"
i>

t he measures in as fine a grouping AS they originally had.

Tabulate them in a single-entry corr< able, letting one

little line represent one pair, the location of this line, beneath the

scale for A and opposite the scale for B, representing the two

neajum,

Choose, as an approximate point of reference for the A'*,

that n ii.ljM.ii it of a step on the .-1 -scale or that point just between

two steps on the 1 -scale which is nearest the desired point of

reference. Do likewise f //'a. What the desired p.i

:..-.- -A ill IH- in any case depends upon what theoretical or

practical question the calculation <>f the r is to answer.

l n a row at the bottom, the frequencies of each step of

the A-SCH
'

n a column at the right, the frequencies of each

step of the -scnl<

5. Restate the ^l-scale as an .r-scale, in divergences from the

approximate point of reference in units of a step or half-step,

according as the approximate point of reference is at the middle of a

>r just between two steps. Do likewise for the B-scale, turning

it into a y-scale.

6. Calculate the central tendency of each column under each

f the scale for the A's, and do not fail, whatever >inple value

calculated to represent the general drift of the relation,

e \\ith it t! to! the central tendencies of the B's related

to the respective different values of A.

40. The Correction lationrCoefficient* for the 'Attenuation
1

DUB to Chance Inaccuracies in the Original Paired Measure*

The discussion of measurements of relations so far presupposes

facts related are measured exactly. There will, however, in

al and social measurements commonly be a considerable error

in each individual fact of those to be related. For instance, in the

illustration nx-d in TuMe U the
"
A's marked by an individual is

a score depending upon only one trial of 60 seconds. With many
trials on many <1 >ccasions. the individuals concerned would

n somewhat different measures. So also with the "o-J words

mark, i Ix?t us call w . the r which would be obtained

from accurate measures in both facts for all of the related pairs;

and let us call r^ m . the r u hi. -h is in fact calculated from the single

13
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measures. If there is, in reality, any correlation, direct or inverse,

Wm. will be farther from than rmpp.n.; for the influence of

i-ha nee inaccuracy in the measures to be related w always to prod net-

zero correlation. If two series of pairs of values are due entirely to

dia nee the correlation will be zero, and in so far as they are at all

due to chance, the correlation will be reduced toward zero.

The chance variation, which in the long run cuts its own throat

in the case of averages, can not, in the case of a correlation, be tlm-

rendered innocuous by mere numbers. For instance, the true cor-

relation between the volume of bodies of water at constant pressure

and temperature, etc., and their weight is + 1.00. Suppose now

that the true measures for ten pairs were:

C*M Vol. Wt
A 2 4048
C 6 12

D 7 14

B 8 16

F 9 18

G 10 20

H 11 22

/ 13 26

J 15 30

The correlation is evidently + 1.00.

Suppose the person measuring them got, instead of these figures,

certain chance variations from them due to the error of his meas-

uring.

If the reader will distribute by chance, among these 20 measures,

20 errors, say 5 of + 2, 5 of - 2, 4 of + 3, 4 of - 3, 1 of + 4 and

1 of 4, and will then calculate again the coefficient, he will find

it to be less than before. It he will let the chance errors be larger

e. g., 5 each of + 4 and 4, 4 each of + 6 and 6 and 1 each of

+ 10 and 10, the coefficient will be still more reduced. The same

will hold regardless of whether 10 or 10,000 pairs of related values

are taken.

To correct for this "attenuation" of the coefficient by chance

errors in the data, it is necessary to have at least two independent
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measures of (he measures to be related. When these are at hand

procedure is as follows:

Let A and B be the facts to be related.

p be a series of exact measures of A.

I . t
</
be the related series of exact measures of B.

Let rM be the coefficient of correlation of A and Bt obtainable

from series p and 7. rM is thus the required real correJii

Let pi and p* be two independent series of measures of A.

Let 71 and 9* be two independent series of measures of

Let r^t, be the correlation when the first measure of A and the first

IlirUMirr nf /)' arr ll-r<I.

Let r^t, be the correlation when the first measure of A and the

P^ be the correlation when the second measure of A and the

first measure of B are used.

Let r^, be the correlation when the second measure of A and the

second measure of B are used.

>!* e the correlation between the two measures of A.

Let r
9l9t be the correlation between the two measures of B.

It is understood that the pairing is the same in every case. Then

Labor can be economized, and a very probably better correction

obtained, by using

A second method7 of allowing for tin- inaccuracy of the original

measure- )>e related is based upon the fact that an

increase in the number of measures of each of such facts increases

its accurar . From the increase in the closeness of the relationship

as we use the central t. ~> . . . trials of each

individual, we may prophesy what the relationship would be, if we

had at hand measures from so many trials of all the imli\ Muds as to

give the status of each one exactly.

r :l funhcrdcriptioocrfthiinet^
article in the Am. J. qf P*., for January, 1904, by C. Spearman, to whom the

formula are due.
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Let rpg be the coefficient of correlation that would be found if the

measures of the related facts, A and B, were perfectly exact.

Let ro be the number of independent measures of A, p\pip*t etc.

Let n be the number of independent measures of B, </i</2 </s, etc.

Let rpf be the average of the correlations between each series of

values obtained for trait .1. \\itli each series obtained for trait /;.

Let rpr be the correlation obtained when />I/M/*, etc., are com-

bined to give the measure of trait A, when, that is, each individual

is represented by his most likely central tendency in trait .1, and

\\hen qiqtqt are similarly combined to give the measure of trait />'.

Then

Tpq
-

V mn 1

This second formula has not been accepted as necessarily valid

and should be used only provisionally, until it has I urn verified by

theory or experiment, but it is obvious that some empirical formula

of the sort could be found to give the expected r from absolutely

accurate measures on the basis of the change in the r as the measures

approach nearer such absolute accuracy. The first formula is valid

in so far as the difference between any two of the original measures

of the same fact is due to truly random sampling.

I seful as these formulae for correction of attenuation due to inac-

curate measures are, it is wise not to overwork them by substituting

their use for the attainment of reasonably precise original measures.

The beginner, at all events, may best secure, in the case of correla-

tions, original measures, the 0W-obuined
8 of which is not over

5 per cent, of their amount.

41. Estimating the Correlation that Would Be Found if the

Original Paired Measures Could Be Freed from
the Effects of Irrelevant Factors

It is obvious that, in order to measure the essential correlation

between fact A and fact B, we should have a series of paii

amounts related only through the relationship of A to B. But un-

less great care is taken in the selection of the data, other factors

affecting the relationship of the amounts are sure to enter. Thus in

1 See the next chapter for the explanation of this term.
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relating mental capacities, if we use children of different ages, the

factor of age, as well as t! ic relationship between the traits,

b at work. The real correlation between a city's lighting and it -

e protection might be inverse, but actual cor-

lie per capita expense for the two items in American

Jiow a direct relationship due to the entrance of tin-

factor, municipal expensiveness as a whole. The influence of

heredity can not be inferred from fraternal correlation until a

discount is made f<>r the factor, similar training.

Spearman has suggested ; ma Constriction, Dilation

ami I>i-t..rtiMM f,, r the effects of the improper admission or ex-

f factors. I quote his description
9 and corrective formulae.

. all such fir- i a correlation as are foreign to the

investigator's expli< it or implicit purpose will, like the attenuating

errors, constitute impurities in it and will (juantit

apparent anioui |
will chiefly hapj.ru in two ways.

d'Dilati.

correlation of cither of the considered characteristics will

have been admitted irn-h if it has supervened irrespectively

of the original definition <>f the correspondence to be investigated.

The variations are thenl.y ille-itimat. rained to follow some

irrelevant direction so that (as in the case of Attenuation) the

longer possess full amplitude of possible correlation in the investi-

gated direction; the maximun instead of bfinu' 1 will be only a

fraction, and all the lesser degrees of correspondence will be similarly

affected; such a falsification may be called 'constriction.' Much
more rarely, the converse or 'dilation' will < correla-

tions being irrele : !. The disturbance is measurable

by the following relati

r.

where rM
'

the apparent correlation of p and q t the two vari-

ables to be compared.

i> = the correlation of one of the above variables with a

third and irrelevantly admitted variable r.

and rM = the real correlation between p and 9, after compensat-
nate influence of e.

i. J. of Pty., 1904, Vol. 15, pp. M-96,
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"Should any further irrelevant correlation, say r^, be admitted,

then

'*'
'

vrr^rr-^v
In the reverse case of dilatii >n.'

"Distortion occurs whenever the two series to be compared

together both correspond to any appreciable degree with the same

third irrelevant variant. In this case, the relation is given by

where fpq'
= the apparent correlation between p and q, the two

characteristics to be compared,

fp, and ff.
= the correlation of p and q with some third and per-

turbing variable u,

and fpq
= the required real correlation between p and q, after

compensating for the illegitimate influence of v"

Should the common correspondence with v have been irrel-

evantly excluded instead of admitted, the relation becomes

- VXl -
r,S) H

42. The Dependence of the Meaning of a Coefficient of Correlation

upon the Values that Are Paired

The facts to be correlated in the mental and social sciences may
be: (1) the varying conditions of a trait in an individual (to be

correlated with corresponding conditions in him of some other trait),

or (2) the varying conditions of a trait found in different individ-

uals of a group (to be correlated with the conditions found in some

other trait in the same individuals), or (3) the varying central

tendencies of a trait found in different subgroups of a larger group
or collection of groups (to be correlated with the central tendencies

found in the case of some other trait in the same subgroups), or

many other series of pairs.

For example, one may seek (Case 1) the correlation between the

quickness of perception of an individual at various times and his
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:

iui.-kness of movement at corresponding times. Or one may seek

(Cast .' the ...rnlatim, between the quickness of perception in

general of Jones, Smith, Brown, etc., and the quickness of move-

ment possessed in general by the same individuals. Or (Case 3)

one may seek the correlation between the general quickness in per-

<>n of races and their quickness of movem
h..uld be noted that the differences in the three cases have

i- to do with the mere number of individuals studied. The

essential differences would remain if we used a million cases to

determine the correlation <>f two traits within an individual, only

a hundred thousand to determine the correlation among individu-

als and only tm thousand to determine it for races. The essential

difference is in the questions to be solved. From them it follows

also that in ('ax- 1. if several individuals are studied, a number of

pairs of measures for each individual will he used and the coeffi

of correlation in each individual will be worked out separately. If

tin- results from different individuals are then combined they will

be combined as a group of facts according to the methods of Chapter
III. In Case 2, on the contrary, a single pair of measures will

represent the correlation in any om> individual and these pain will

be combined according to the method of the present chapter. In

Case 3 a single pair of figures will represent the correlation in each

subgroup.
The problem of measurement itself is the same for three cases,

the diiiVr.-nrr !.;: j in the data used and the consequent meaning of

the coefii on obtained. To any one of the following

series of related pairs the mode of procedure discussed in this chap-
>lr.

RELATED BT IDENTITY OP Cosnmoiw
Trait T and trait Ti in individual A under condition* C(

Trait T and trait T\ in individual A under condition* C
Trait T and trait 7\ in individual A under condition* C

RELATED BT IDENTITY or THE IN-DIVIDUAL

Trait T and trait T, in group, ten-year-old*, in individual /,

Trait T and trait 7\ in group, ten-year-old*, in individual 7 t

Trait T and trait r, in group, ten-year-old*, in individual /

RELATED BT IDENTITY or THE SrB-omorr

Trait T and trait T t in group, all men, in *ub-group <Th^^
Trait T and trait 7\ in group, all men, in sub-group
Trait T and trait T\ in group, all men, in sub-group
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It is
i
XT! nips needless to point out that the existence of n certain

relation within an individual does not imply anything about the

relation within a group of individuals, nor that again about the

relation within a group of groups. Individuals may be happier
\\hcn they are richer, but rich individuals amongst Americans may
be no happier than poor individuals, and from neither fact could we

infer that the American population would be happier or less happy
than the Chinese or the Negro population.

For similar reasons the nature and amount of a correlation will

depend upon the group selected. If, for instance, the correlation

IM 'tween knowledge of history and knowledge of English literature

is measured in the group, high-school graduates, by using the

deviations of individuals from the high-school graduates' averages in

the two traits, the correlation will be less close than if we use the

group, all people. The correlation between height and weight will

be less close if measured in the group, 18-year-olds, than if measured

in all children under twenty. Any relation so calculated should

always be thought of as the correlation of deviations from the

assigned points of reference in the two traits in the case of the

individuals of the group in question. To assume that the correlation

found in any given group holds good also for a different group is

valid only if the given group is a random selection from the other

group.

PROBLEMS

41. Arrange a correlation-table, pairing the two series given

below so that r when calculated will be approximately .8.

42. Arrange a second correlation table, pairing them so that r

will be approximately .5.

43. Pair them so that r will be approximately .2.

Series I.: --
10,

-
8,
-

7,
-

6,
-

6,
-

5,
-

5,
-

4,
-

4,
-

4,

-
3,
-

3,
-

3,
-

2,
-

2,
-

2,
-

2,
-

1,
-

1,
-

1,
-

1, + 1, + 1,

+ 1, + 1, + 2, + 2, + 2, + 2, + 3, + 3, + 3, + 3, + 4, + 4,

+ 5, + 5, + 6, + 6, + 7, + 8, + 10.

Series II.: - 5,
-

4,
-

4,
-

3,
-

3,
-

3,
-

2,
-

2,
-

2,
-

2,

-
2,
-

2,
-

1,
-

1,
-

1,
-

1,
-

1,
-

1,
-

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, + 1, + 1,

+ 1, + 1, + 1, + 1, + 1, + 2, + 2, + 2, + 2, + 2, + 3, + 3,

+ 3, + 3, + 4, + 4, + 5.
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! I. Computr r I . all possible methods for the following aeries of

pairs, unit nid 80 as C.T.'n.

to A SIM* ia B

a 106 60
6 100 70
c 111 77
d 65

113 82

/ HI 81

Q 114 79
A 115 80

115 ::j

; 115 75

* 116 78
1 116

m 117 87
n 118 85
o 119 83

p 121 100

q 124 90

45. Compute the Pearson coefficients for A with B, A with C,

I uith /> in Table 31 (page 158).

46. Compute r t , t*, the mid x/y ratio, and the mid y/x ratio

an.l r by the formula r = 1/[(mid x/y)rj[(mid y/x)cj for the data

of TabK

To save time, treat ratios with zero in the denominator as

extreme negatives when the numerator is negative, and as extreme

ives when the numerator is positive. In practice, the mid-

ratio method would not be used without distributing the zero

measures. The principle of distribution would be that used for the
41

percentage of like-signed pairs
"
method.



CHAPTER XII

THE RELIABILITY OF MEASURES

43. Dependence upon the Number of Separate Measures of the Fact

in Question and upon their Variability

WHEN from a limited number of measurements of a fact, say of

A's monthly expenses or B's ability in perception, we calculate its

average, the result is not, except by chance, the true average. For,

obviously, one more measurement will, unless it happens to coincide

with the average obtained, change it. For instance, the first 30

measures of 7/'s ability in reaction time gave the average .1405;

the next seven measures being taken into account, the average
became .1400; with the next seven it became .1406

;
with tin

next seven, .1406 +. By the true average we mean the average
that would come from all possible measures of the fact in question.

The actual average obtained from a limited finite number of these

measures is, except by chance, only an approximation toward the

true average. So also with the accuracy of the measure of varia-

bility obtained. The true variability is that manifested in the cut in-

series of measurements of the trait; the actually obtained variability

is an approximation toward it. The true average and the true

variability of a group mean similarly the measures obtained from a

study of all the members of the group.

It is necessary, then, to know how many trials of an individual,

how many members of a group, must be measured, to obtain as ac-

curate knowledge as we need. Or, to speak more properly, it is

necessary to know how close to the true measure the result obtained

from a certain finite number of measures will be.

It is clear that the true average of any set of measures is the

average calculated from all of them. If the average we actually

obtain is calculated from samples chosen at random, it will prob-

ably diverge somewhat from the average calculated from all. So

also with obtained and true measures of total distribution, varia-

186
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{Terence and rela t We measure the unreliabil :

obtained measure by its probable divergence from the true

measure.

is dear also that the divergence of any measure due to a

limited nuiul leisures from the corresponding measure due
t*> t! series, will vary according to what particular samples
we hit upon, and that if the samples are taken at random thi*

variation in the amount of divergence \\ill follow tin- lau^ of prob-
ahilr r these laws, based on the algebraic law expressing the

number of coml>ination> of r things taken n at a time, will account

difference between th a total series an

constitution of any -roup of things chosen at random from it, con-

seqin cen any two measures due respec-

these two con-tituti<

\Y, ! a- ,
. consequently, t<. find th : of a probable

divergence (of obtained from true or of true from obtained) and know

beforehand, in cases of random sampling, that it will have its mode
at (since all that v iow about the true i> that it i> more

likely to be the obtained mca-ure than to be any other one measure),

need to kn<> "rm and variability, to }. at is,

how often we may expect a divergence of .01, how often one of .02,

how - te. Suppose our obtained measure to be

10.4 of the probabh nee of its corre-

spondin.
- a-ure from it to he known to be as follows:

-11 t., - .0 lor 0.1 percent.
- .9 to 10 or 1 per cent.
- .7 to - .5 45 or 4.5 per

.5 to - .3 120 or 12 per cent.

- 3 to - .1 210 or 21 percent.
- .1 to 4- .1 252 or 25 per r,

+ .1 to + ^ 210 or 21 percent.
+ .3U>+.5 120 or 12 percent.
+ .5 to -|- .7 45 or 4.5 per cent.

+ .7 to -f .9 10 or 1 prrrmt.
+ .9 to +1.1 1 or 0.1 per cent.

can s> ; e true measure will not rise above 11.3

<H>. \ + .'.i in more than one case out

are over 1,000 to 1 against the measure b 11.::." or . "The
< ham t > are nearly 99 to 1 again>t t he true measure being over 11.1.''
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The chances are about 8 to 1 against the true measure differing

from 10.4 cither above or below by more than .5."
10

If the form of the distribution of the divergence of the true from

the obtained measure \\cn- known. it> variability would be- the only

measure needed. The form will, if it is fairly larp-, aluays be fairly

near to Form A and it is customary to disregard the very slight

error involved and assume the form to be that of Form J.

The problem of determining the reliability of any measure due

to a limited series of samples is, then, to determine the variability of

the fact, (lircrgence of true from obtained measi

1 1 is clear that the more nearly the number of samples taken ap-

proaches the number of things they represent, the closer the ob-

tained measure will, in general, be to the true mra-nre. In other

words, the dispersion of the divergence (3/tni 3/ bt) about zero

will be less. It is clear also that the less the variability amongst the

individual samples, the less will be the probable variability of the

divergence of the obtained from the true measure of central tend-

ency. For instance, if men range from 4 to 7 feet in height, averag-

ing 5 feet 8 inches, we can not possibly get an average more than 1

foot 8 inches wrong, while if they range from 2 to 10 feet, we may
make an error of 3 feet 8 inches. The same holds true for the

divergence of obtained from true variability.

The derivation of the formulae expressing the variability of

the probable divergence of the true from the obtained measure of

central tendency or of variability in terms of the number of cases

and the variability of the obtained distribution need not concern us.

The formulae in common use are given in Section 44.

44. Formula for the Variability of the Probable Divergence of a True

Measure from Its Corresponding Obtained Measure

For the unreliability
11 of an average.

<Tt. T._Obt T. , 9

U It may appear strange to talk about the true measure, which is a fixed value,

"rising above" or "being over," but if the reader will bear in mind that we do not

know just where it is fixed, but do know the probability of its being at this or that

point, he will not misunderstand the terms used. They could not well be avoided

without much circumlocution.
11 It is customary to speak of the variability of the divergence of a true from

an obtained measure as the measure's error. Thus <rt. .T.-obt. T. is called the
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in whirh

*.*. - the mean square deviation of the probable diver-

gence of tin inn- from the obtained average."
<rdu = the mean square deviation of the distribution11 the

iinn -lial.ilit y of whose average is in question,
n the number of measures in the distribution.

The use of mula to predict facts will be seen best in a

concrete cast-. Por instance, ! t .!<*. - the obtained average: let

*4u. * the variability (mean square or standard n) of the

tliMril.uti..n: 1. 1 I. T!.,- true average that would be obtained

from an infinitr number of measures. Suppose A**, is 20.2, that

<rn i -ml that is 300. Then the probable conditi

the divergence, AL A,*., is to have a mode at zero and a variability

(*\-*LJ) alx mode of 4.2/1/300, or 342. The distribu-

tion of the probable divergence of the true from the obtained I

age is then as shown in Ki^. <H. whirh is constructed from the

data: Form of distribution i- l-Win .1: mode = zero; * .242.

b 2 -J JO J

Pia 91.

mem tqvan error of the obtained avenge; P.E.u ,^M.,. w called the probabU
error of the obtained coefficient of correlation; A.D.*. !*.-**.. is called the

OPmoft error of the obtained difference. Theae terms are somewhat ill i \\tmn,M there b really no "error," but only a varying degree of probable approximation.
I ahall, therefore, UK the word unreliability throughout.

''

The meaning of the "probable divergence" of the true meanre (ItY)
from that obtained from a 9eri of, say, fifty meawrai (.V*.) m the

dhrergeneei from Aft that would be found using all the M^'s of an
rof ttmilarteriei of fifty meawraa. That is, if n. ^^M. .

- 1

'

that if a hundred thousand or so such experiments were to be made, each ghrmg
Mieasures, and if the divergences of the hundred thousand Af*i's from J*\

were computed, they would be found to be distributed around tero as a central

tendency, with a mean square deviation of 1.5.

"
Since, to measure unreliability, we have to measure the variability of a

divergence and shall need to use terms similar to those used in measuring the

variability of things or conditions, it will be well to name the average deviation

of a distribution of a thing or condition A.D.*. Similarly, * and Pi. in the

sense hitherto used wiD now be called ^
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From it one can, by proper means,
14 show that the probable

divergence of --lt from 20.2 (the value of J bt) ranges between
- .726 and + .720 in about 997 cases out of 1,000, between - .242

and + .242 in 683 cases out of 1,000, between - .40 and + .40 in

900 cases out of 1,000. In other words, the chances are 997 to 3,

or 332 to 1, that the true average will not deviate from the obtained

by more than .726; 683 to 317, or over 2 to 1, against a deviation

of over .242; and 900 to 100, or 9 to 1, against a deviation of over .40.

In still different words, the chances are 2 to 1 that the true average

lies between 19.958 and 20.442; 9 to 1 that the true average lies

between 19.8 and 20.6; 332 to 1 that the true average lies between

19.474 and 20.926.

The Unreliability of a Median. The above formulae, multiplied

by 1.25331 (or roughly 1%), may be used for the variability of the

divergence of the obtained from the true median. That is,

5
0t med.-obt med.

=

The Unreliability of a a and of a Q. The gross unreliability is

less for the variability than for the central tendency of the same

fact, T/2n replacing Vn in the denominator. The formula for

the mean square deviation of the divergence of true from obtained

<r is:

1

VYn

For the unreliability of a Q we may use

The Unreliability of a Difference. The unreliability of a

measure of a difference (A B) is measured by the probable

divergence of the true difference from the obtained difference.

True difference may mean either one of two things either the

difference that would be the central tendency of an infinite number

of measures of the difference, or the difference that would be found

between the true measure of A and the true measure of B.

In the first meaning the unreliability of the difference D is the

M These means will be made clear in Chapter XIII
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unn liability of the obtained central tendency of the

</i, </i . . . dL each a sample of a certain sort of difference and is

to be estimated just as is the unreliability of any central tendency

(see p. 188ff).

In the second meaning, the unreliability is of A** #.*. the

obtained difference between a measure A and a measure B and

means the divergence of the probable Am, Bm, from A**.

flot*. Consi.i the distribution of the probable /it /A.

The probable true measure At is distributed about /** as a

mode and the probable true measure BL is distributed about B**

as its mode. The probable tru<- difference that is, At. &.

is a variable with its mode at .!<*. /W and with decreasing

frequencies as we take A**. 1W + 1, A**. /?*. + 2, etc., or

-lobe ft**. 1 --lobt /W 2, etc. This may be seen most

;.
in a concrete case such as foll

ppose that .loi*.
- 50, and that <*<.

- 42; that the probable

divergence of -! L from ^bt is as given below under I.; and that

the probable divergence of #u from /?<*. is as given below under II.

i ii

-2 to -3 1 1

-lto-2 5 5
Oto-1 10 10

Oto+1 10 10

+ 1 to +2 5 5

+2 to +3 1 1

To find the probable AL
- BL . From I. and II. we get,

probable values of AM and BM , HI. and IV.

in nr

48 to 47 1 40 to 1

40 to 48 5 41 to 40 5
50 to 49 10 42 to 41 10

60 to 51 10 -43 10

51 lo 52 5 43 to 44 6
:..' to ;>3 1 44 to 45 1

I'sing for each distance its midpoint value, the probable A {

is as in V., and the probable BMW is as in VI..
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v
.4 True

VI
/; True

47.5

-is..")

49.5

50.5

51.5

1

5
10

10

5
1

40.5

41.5

42.5

43.5

44.5

1

5
10

10

5

1

From these probable values of A\

probable values of A L DC-

and ZJtnw we get the follow in;

One 39.5 of Bu with one 47.5 of At. gives

One 39.5 of Bu with five 48.5e of At. gives

One 39.5 of Bt. with ten 49.5s of At. gives

One 39.5 of Bt. with ten 50.5s of Au gives

One 39.5 of Bt. with five 51.5s of At. gives

One 39.5 of Bu with one 52.5 of At. gives

Five 40.5s of Bu with one 47.5 of At. gives

Five 40.5s of Bu with five 48.5s of At. gives

Five 40.5s of Bt. with ten 49.5s of At. gives

Five 40.5s of Bt. with ten 50.5s of At. gives

Five 40.5s of Bt. with five 51.5s of At. gives

Five 40.5s of Bt. with one 52.5 of At. gives

1 difference of 8

5 differences of 9

10 differences of 10

10 differences of 11

5 differences of 12

1 difference of 13

5 differences of 7

'J"> difiVronces of 8

50 differences of 9

50 differences of 10

25 differences of 11

5 differences of 12

Ten 41.5s of Bt. with one 47.5 of At. gives 10 differences of 6

Ten 41.5s of Bt. with five 48.5s of At. gives 50 differences of 7

Ten 41.5s of Bt. with ten 49.5s of Au gives 100 differences of 8

Ten 41.5s of Bt. with ten 50.5s of At. gives 100 differences of 9

Ten 41.5s of Bt. with five 51.5s of At. gives 50 differences of 10

Ten 41.5s of Bt. with one 52.5 of At. gives 10 differences of 11

Ten 42.5s of Bt. with one 47.5 of At. gives 10 differences of 5

Ten 42.5s of Bt. with five 48.5s of At. gives 50 differences of 6

Ten 42.5s of Bt. with ten 49.5s of At. gives 100 differences of 7

Ten 42.5s of Bt. with ten 50.5s of At. gives 100 differences of 8

Ten 42.5s of Bt. with five 51 .5s of At. gives 50 differences of 9

Ten 42.5s of Bt. with one 52.5 of At. gives 10 differences of 10

Five 43.5s of Bu with one 47.5 of At. gives 5 differences of 4

Five 43.5s of Bu with five 48.5s of At. gives 25 differences of 5

Five 43.5s of Bu with ten 49.5s of Au gives 50 differences of 6

Five 43.5s of Bu with ten 50.5s of Au gives 50 differences of 7

Five 43.5s of Bu with five 51.5s of Au gives 25 differences of 8

Five 43.5s of Bu with one 52.5 of Au gives 5 differences of 9

One 44.5 of Bu with one 47.5 of Au gives 1 difference of 3

One 44.5 of Bu with five 48.5s of At. gives 5 differences of 4

One 44.5 of Bu with ten 49.5s of Au gives 10 differences of 5

One 44.5 of Bu with ten 50.5s of Au gives 10 differences of 6

One 44.5 of Bu with five 51.5s of Au gives 5 differences of 7

One 44.5 of Bu with one 52.5 of Au gives 1 difference of 8

These, being distributed, give the facts of Table 43.
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TABLE 43

orm PBOBABUK A*. - Bu

S 1

10

I )

120

210

M
210

10 120

11 4:,

12 10

13 1

This gives the mode of the probable AL A. as 8, which equals

--lobe #obt, with decreasing frequencies for the series: 9 (A+
- JU. + 1), 10 (A**.- A*. + 2), etc.; and for the sen*

(A+t.
-

Bob*
-

1), 6 (,-Iobt
- Bo*. - 2), etc.

general it can be shown that the divergence of the probable

AI BI from Am, Zfobc is a variable fact, with a mode at xero,

and a it;. deprndent on the variabilities of the divergences of

.l t from Am and of B from Z?^. The greater tiny are, the

greater 1 1 i . It can be shown further that the form of the distribu-

tii.n of Ai BI, and so of the divergence of .l c B from A^
Bm, is approxima* I-'orm A, if the divergences A A^

and /.', /^ are approxim Form A. It can be shown

further that the variability of the probable divergence of .-I,. Bv
from Jon #0*. equals the square root of the sum of the squares

<f the probable divergences of .l t from -4.^ and of B from /?*.

That

or

unrrliMlitij of a difference between A and B equal* tke iqvar* not

of the turn of tke square of tke unreliability of A and tke tquareqf tke

unreliability of B.

The Unreliability of a Coefficient of Correlation. The probable

divergence of the true coefficient of correlation from that obtained

from a limited random selection of the related pairs, is a variable

M
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fact with a mode at 0, and a variability \\hic-h serves as the measure

of tin- Hurt-liability.

For r calculated from

1 - r*
we may use <ru r_obu

For r calculated from

>/[(mid x/y)t>J[(mid y/x)*], we may use fl^r-d*.,
= L - -

4 vn
For r calculated from

TT
1.63

cos xU, we may use <r
t . , _obu ,

= =.

For r calculated from

fir
\ 1.05(1

-
r*)

2 sin I -p I, we may use <r^ r_<^ r
= -

.

\6 / Vn

Transmuting (Tt^obt's into P.E.t-obt's. So far the variability of a

divergence of a true from an obtained measure has been expressed

always as a mean square deviation. Since the distribution of the

di\ cT^ence will, if n is fairly large, approximate closely to Form A,
the Med. Dev. or P.E. of the probable divergence of a true from an

obtained measure may be taken as .674516 times the mean square

deviation (S.D. or <r) of the same divergence. Similarly, the A.D.

or M.Y. of the probable divergence of a true from an obtained

measure may be taken as .7979 times the mean square deviation of

the same divergence.

We have then

.6745 -r,
l/2n

etc., etc.

Calculating Unreliabilities without Knowledge of a^. In the

case of distributions, with undistributed measures at either extreme,

and in certain other cases, it is impossible to calculate a^. The
u More exactly .67449.
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linn-liability ,,f the obtained C.T. and variability in such

may be estimated from the following:

,

PROBLEMS

What i> tin nun-liability of each of the averages and of each of

the <r*> in the following cases?

.

- 10. <* = 1. N =

48. Av.^ - 10. ^ - 1.5. AT - 30.

49. AV.C- 12. ^ - 2.0. AT- 40.
'

50. Av.D - ^ - 3.0. JV -

- 14 ^ = 3.0. - 360.

\\hat i- the nun-liability of each of the following differences?

The data concerning Av.^ and Av.c

a- in 17 and 49.

53. Av.D Av.4 3. The data concerning Av.^ and Av.D

being as in 47 and 50.

54. Av.j Av.4 = 4. The data concerning Av.j and Av.4

being as in 51 ami i,

55. \\-.g \\\9 = 4. The data concerning Av.M and Av.B

being as in 51 and 48.

56. Av.j Av.r = "2. The data concerning Av.^ and A

being as in 51 and 49.

t i- tin- nun-liability of r in rarh of the following

'<? U. by tradition, not UMd M a nmmc for A MMUIU of unrelUhility.

Q, -^, would always be practically identical with IM! , -^.

"The Q in the milcript it, of ooune, the <? of the distribution in
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supposing r to have been calculated from

57. r .46. N= 200.

58. r = .16. N = 200.

59. r = .16. N - 600.
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THE USE or TABLES or FREQUENCY or THE PROBABILITY SURTACE

45. Tabb* of Value* of the Normal Probability Integral

TABLE 44 gives, for a surface of frequency of Form A,
1 the

proportion of cases included between the average, 0, and various

amounts of deviation therefrom, the latt.-r being expressed as a

multiple <>f the mean square deviation of the distribution.

Thus, the first line of entries of Table 44 reads: Between the

ige and + .01*, there are 40/10,000 or 0.4 per cent of the

cases; betw n the average and + .02*, there are 80/10,000 or 0.8

per cent, of the cases; between the average and + .03*, there are

120/10,000 or 1.2 per cent, of the cases, etc., etc. The facts are

ical for .01*, .02* and .03*.

The aurfacc of frequency of Table 44 (which is that of a quantity due to

the rhannt ftnf>Mn>lVffHft of n causes, all equal ^nH *TVifpffMf<fi*
l "hfit A is ID*

finitely Urfe) it, aa ha* been fUted elsewhere, the surface eocloaed by the nonaa!

probability cum,

or some specialised form, aa

or base KIMI on which x
In this form of distribution the Average, Median and Mode coincide, for

y is the aame for any given x at for the aame + x, and is greatest when x - 0.

Constant relations hold between the different measures of variability, TIB:

*- 1.25331 A.D.

*- 1.48256 P.E.

A.D." .7979*

A.D.- 1.1843 PJS.
- .6745*

P.E.- .8453 A.D.

Between (AT. - *) and (AT. + ) are 68.26 per cent, of the caaea.

Between IX) and (AT. + A.D.) are 57.5 per cent, of the caaea.

Between (AT. - P.E.) and (AT. + P.E.) are 50 per cent, of the caaes.

m
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TABLE 44

TABLE or VALUES or THE NORMAL PROBABILITY INTEGRAL CORRESPONDING TO

VALUES or x/<r; t. 1. THE FRACTION or THE AREA or THE SURFACE or

FREQUENCY or FORM A BETWEEN THE LIMITS

+x/<r OR AND x/<r

Total area of surface assumed to be 10,000. 100 - 1 per cent.

x - deviation from mean, a - standard deviation.

/* .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .00 .06 .07 .08 .09 A

0.0 0000 0040 0080 0120 0160 0190 0239 0279 0319 0359 39.8
0.1 0398 0438 0478 0517 0557 0596 0636 0675 0714 0753 39.4
0.2 0793 "S71 0910 0948 0987 1026 1064 lin:< nil 38.6

0.3 1179 1217 1J.V. 1293 1331 1368 1406 1 m 1-lso i:,l7

0.4 1554 1591 1628 1664 *700 1736 1772 1808 1844 1879 36.0

0.5 1915 1950 1985 2019 2054 2088 2123 2157 2190 2224 34.2

0.6 2257 2291 2324 2357 2389 2422 2454 2486 2517 2549 32.2

0.7 2580 2611 2642 2673 2704 2734 2764 2794 2823 2852 30.0
0.8 2881 2910 2939 2967 2995 3023 3051 3078 3106 3133 27.7

0.9 3159 3186 3212 3238 3264 3290 3315 3340 3365 3389 9

1.0 3413 3438 3461 3485 3508 3531 3554 3577 3599 3621 22.9
1.1 :<r.-n 3665 3686 3708 3729 3749 377<i :;7<K) 3810 3830 20.5
1.2 3849 3869 3888 3907 3925 3944 3962 3980 3997 401", 18.2

1.3 4032 4049 4066 4082 4099 4115 4131 4147 4162 4177 L5.fl

1.4 4192 4207 4222 4236 4251 4265 4279 4292 4306 4319 13.8

1.5 4332 4345 4357 4370 4383 4394 4406 4418 4429 4441 11.9

1.6 4452 4463 4474 4484 4495 4505 4515 4525 4535 4545 in .1

1.7 4554 4564 4573 4582 4591 4599 4608 4616 4625 4633 8.6

1.8 4641 4649 4656 4664 4671 4678 4686 4693 4699 4706 7.1

1.9 4713 4719 4726 4732 4738 4744 4750 4756 4761 4767 5.9

2.0 4772 4778 4783 4788 4793 4798 4803 4808 4812 4817 4.8

2.1 4821 4826 4830 4834 4838 4842 4846 4850 4854 4857 3.9

2.2 4861 4864 4868 4871 4875 4878 4881 4884 4887 4890 3.1

2.3 4893 4896 4898 4901 4904 4906 4909 4911 4913 4916 2.5

2.4 4918 4920 4922 4925 4927 4929 4931 4932 4934 4936 2.0

2.5 4938 4940 4941 4943 4945 4946 4948 4949 4951 4952 1.5

2.6 4953 4955 4956 4957 4959 4960 4961 4962 4963 4964 1.2

2.7 4965 4966 4967 4968 4969 4970 4971 4972 4973 4974 1.0

2.8 4974 4975 4976 4977 4977 4978 4979 4979 4980 4981 0.7

2.9 4981 4982 4982 49S3 4984 4984 4985 4985 4986 4986 0.5

3.0 4986.5 4986.9 4987.4 4987.8 4988.2 4988.6 4988.9 4989.3 4989.7 4990.0 0.37
3.1 4990.3 4990.6 4991.0 4991.3 4991.6 4991.8 4992.1 4992.4 4992.6 4992.9 0.27
3.2 4993.129 0.17
3.3 4995.166 0.12
3.4 4996.631 0.10
3.5 4997.674 0.07

3.6 4998.409 0.05
3.7 4998.922 0.03
3.8 4999.277 0.02
3.9 4999.519
4.0 4999.683

4.5 4999.966

5.0 4999.997133
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..f tin- i.tl.l.-. that is, gives the area bounded by (1)

the bast- ne of the surface of frequency, (3)

the vertical erected at the average and (4) the vertical erected at a

>rn the average. It gives the area as so many ten

thousandths of the area of th< n.tire surface. (1), (2) and (3)

flie same for all entries. (4) is defined in the table by the

"distance from the average," tl.i- distance being expressed as a

multiple- of a. The tal.U- is for distances from the average up to

5.0*, only thrrr ti-n-milli.iith- of tlu- area being beyond that limit.

The table may be used for "distance plus from the average"
i>r for "distance minus from the average" since the surface of Form

symmetrical. The table has entries corresponding to the

distances .Ola, .02*, .03*, etc., up to 3.20*, and thereafter entries

-, ami fi.r 4.5* and 5.0*.

ies in the column under A give the approximate dif-

ferences between neighboring entries in the body of the table, so as

to allow coi estimates of values corresponding to such

distances from the average as .036*, 057*, 024* and the like. Thus

to find the proportion of the total area between the central tendency

and + 1.404* we take the table entry for 1.46 (which is 4279) and

add .4 X 13.8 (5.52), getting 4285.

Table 45 is the same as Table 44, except that (1) the distances

from the central tendency are in multiples of the I'.K. or (/, and

that (2) the table is not so full, containing entries for only .1 I'.i .

M P.K.. JO PJ

Table 46, in \\hi.-h tin A.I), is the unit in which the distances

are expressed, i> -till more abbreviated, containing entries for only

1 A IX, .3 A.D., etc., and being for thousandths instead of

ten thousandths of the total area.

Thii Uble it mned from the fuller table ghrcn by W. F. Sbepptxd in

Vol. 2, pp. 182 ff.
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TABLE 45

TABLE or VALUES or THE NORMAL PROBABILITY INTEGRAL. THE FRACTION

or TEX AREA or THE SURFACE or FREQUENCY OP FORM A BETWEEN
THE LIMITS, AND + x/Q OR AND - x/Q

Total area of surface assumed to be 10,000

*IQ .00 .06 *iq .00 .06

000 135 3.0 4785 4802

.1 269 403 3.1 4817 4831

2 536 670 3.2 4845 4sf>8

.3 802 033 3.3 4870 4881

.4 1063 1193 3.4 4891 4900

.5 1321 1447 3.5 4909 4917

.6 1571 1695 3.6 4924 4931

.7 1816 1935 3.7 4937 4943

.8 2053 2168 3.8 4948 4953

.9 2291 2392 3.9 4957 4961

1.0 2500 2606 4.0 4965 4%s
1.1 2709 2810 4.1 4971 4974

12 2908 3004 4.2 4977 41)79

1.3 3097 3188 4.3 4981 4983

1.4 3275 3360 4.4 4985 4987

1.5 3441 3521 4.5 4988 4989

1.6 3597 3671 4.6 4990 4991

1.7 3742 3811 4.7 4992 4993

1.8 3896 3939 4.8 4994 4994.6

1.9 4000 4057 4.9 4995.2 4995.7

2.0 4113 4166 5.0 4996.2 4996.6

2.1 4217 4265 5.1 4997.1 4997.4

2.2 4311 4354 5.2 4997.7 4998.0

2.3 4396 4435 5.3 4998.2 4998.4

2.4 4472 4508 5.4 4998.6 4998.8

2.5 4541 4573 5.5 4999.0 4999.1

2.6 4602 4631 5.6 4999.2 4999.3

2.7 4657 4682 5.7 4999.4 4999.5

2.8 4705 4727 5.8 4999.55 4999.6

2.9 4748 4767 5.9 4999.65 4999.7

TABLE 46

TABLE OP VALUES OP THE NORMAL PROBABILITY INTEGRAL CORRESPONDING TO

VALUES OP ar/(A.D.)

Total area of the surface of frequency taken as 1,000

C/A.D.
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To Reconstruct a Distribution from its Central Tendency and

Variability, it Being of Form A. Table 44 thus enables one to

calculate th<- entire <ii ml.ution of any trait which is "normally"

distributed, if its central tendency and variability are known*

instance, if one finds for a given fact that the average 24.0 and

the mean square deviation - 4.0, one finds from the table that the

abilit \ .'I up to 25, or that between the average and + .25*, will be

possessed by 9.87 per cent /r.-up; the ability Ji up to 26, or

that between and + .5V by 19.15 per cent, and consequently

the ability 25 up to 26 by 19.15 - 9.87, or 9.28 per cent By thus

finding the percentages included between the average ability and

(iinVn-nt amounts of deviation from it. and so between any two

limits of deviation from it, one gets, as the table of frequencies

in our illustrative case, Table 47.

TABLE 47

RELATIYB FREQUENCIES or A VARIABLE FACT, AT. BEING 24.0, 9 BEING 4A
AND THE FORM OF DISTRIBUTION BEING FORM A

OjuaUtj FraqMMj Quality Frtqutoc?

-11 0.06 24 up to 25 9.87

11 up to 12 0.07 25 up to 26 9.28

12 up to 13 0.17 26 up to 27 8.19

13 up to 14 0.32 27 up to 28 r, so

14 up to 15 0.60 28 up to 29 630
15 up to 16 1.05 29 up to 30 :: -
16 up to 17 30 up to 31 J - ->

17 up to 18 2.68 31 up to 32

18 up to 19 :iv< 82 up to 88 1.05

19 up to 20 '.:;" 33 up to 34 0.60

20 up to 21 f.vii 34 up to 35 032
21 up to 22 8.19 35 up to 86 0.17

22 up to 28 yjs 36 up t.. 37 0.17

23upto24 9.87 >37 0.06

This use of the table gives a convenient means of measuring the

degree to which the measures under investigation approximate in

form to the probability distribution. If the table of actual fre-

quencies of the measures is compared, entry for entry, with the

frequencies given for corresponding deviations in the table for the

probability surface, one can see at a glance the general closeness of

correspondence. In making such comparisons, the actual fre-

quencies may properly be grouped so as to represent only 18 or more
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grades, and any most likely central tendency may be chosen with

which to make the central tendency of the probability surface

coincide.

46. To Find the Percentage of Cases within Any (inrn

of the Scale

The frequency of any degree of ability can obviously be calcu-

lated quickly it the central tendency and variability an i:i\ en. For

instance, if Av. = 10 and a J. 1, how many cases will be between

1 _'. 1 and 1 L'.I;? 1 j.-l is exactly la from the Av. and 12.6 is 1.08330*

from the Av. The per cents, of cases included between Av. and la-

and between Av. and 1.08<r are respectively .54.14 and 36.00. The

number of cases between Iff and 1.080- is then 1.86 per cent, of the

whole number in the series. To be exact and allow for the .0033,

we add to the last figure one third of the difference in the table

between the per cents, for 1.08 and 1.09, viz., one third of a 22 or

.0007. .3414 from .3607 then gives us .0193, or 1.93 per cent.

The number of cases between 12.4 and 12.6 is, then, 1.93 per cent.

of the whole number of cases. Practise with the following problems
will familiarize one with this use of the tables:

60. Av. = 10. a = 3. What per cent, of cases lie between 7

and 13 ?

61. Av. = 22. a = 4.4. What per cent, of cases lie between 18

and 20?

62. Av. = 15.5. a = 2.1. What per cent, of cases lie above

22?

63. Av.= 15.5. <r=2.1. What per cent, of cases lie below 13?

64. Av. = 14.86. a = 3.00. What per cent, of cases lie be-

tween 12 and 13?

65. Av. = 14.86. ff = 3.00. What per cent, of cases lie be-

tween 14 and 16?

66. Av. = 29.74. P.E. = 3.18. What per cent, of cases lie

between 24 and 25?

47. To find, from Any Starting-Point on the Scale, the Interval

Required to Include a Given Percentage of the Cases

By using the tables the other way about, one may find, Av. and

variability being known, the degree of deviation from the average
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lie distance from any stated point, e. g. t the upper limit, the

lower limit, the point \a above the average, etc.) needed to include

any stated percentage of the cases.

For instant i i..-\\ far ah,\e the average must one go to get one
i "f t !u- caaes, the Av. being 8.0 and a being 2.0? A distance

lea 2,486 and a distance of .68* 2,517. A distance of

.6745V will . include- .T. JHT '.7i:> times 2 is

ie answer is 9.35. Again, what closest limits of ability

will include 80 per rent, of the caaes? From knowledge of the shape
<>f tin-

"
normal" surface it is.known that the cases are thickest the

nearer they are to the average. So, we take, in the example, limit -

equidistant from the average. They are + 1.28* and -
1.28*,

or more exactly, -f 1.2817* and 1.2817*. In the illustr

these are 5.4366 and 10.5634. In reckoning inward from either

extreme it is best to arbitrarily take 3* as the limit plus or minus,

though in the theoretical surface the limits are plus infinity and

minus infini

The following are simple problems:

67. Av. - 10 and * = i\ \Vliat limits will include the 30 per

cent, just above the average?

68. The 20 per cent, below it?

60. The middle two thirds of the cases?

70. Av. = What limits will include the middle

three fourths of the cases?

71. The bottom 10 per cent.?

The second six tli of the cases from the top?

This use of the tables is that followed in transmuting a series of

measures in terms of relative position into terms of amount. In so

far as the distribution of the trait is that of the probability surface

we can, calling the average 0, find the limits of deviation from it in

t.-rms of the variability .i> a unit which will include, say the lowest

1 per cent., the next 3 per cent., the 8 per cent from the 23d to

from the top, etc. The process is so far identical with

that in the examples just given. Then follows the calculation of an

average amount to fit the cases included between each pair of limits.

How this is done may be seen from a concrete case. Suppose that

of 400 boys' themes 16, or 4 per cent, are indistinguishable for ex-

. hut are worse than 100 and better than 284. They are
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thru per cents., 25, 26, 27 and 28. By Table 44 these per cents, will

lie between + .6745* and + .5531<r. By the table we find that

the abilities between these limits have the following frequencies:

Ability

.5531 a to .56* 23

.56 34

.57 34

.58 34

.59 33

.60 33

.61 33

.62 33

.63 32

.64 33

.65 32

.66 32

.67a to .6745<r 14

The average ability of the group is .6 la-.

This is the method by which Tables 21 and 22 (pages 117 to

121) in Chapter VIII. were constructed.

48. To Find the Probability (P) that the Divergence of a True

Measure from Its Corresponding Obtained Measure Will

Be Within Any Given Limits

The use of the tables here is the same as in 46, the <7 or P.E.

in question being now the o^-o^. m. or P.E.t-^ ^ instead of o"^ or

P.E.an, and the central tendency in question being given as zero

from the start.

For example, <rc AT._obt. AT. is 3.2. To find the chances that the

true average will not vary from A^ by more than 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0,

6.0 and 10.0. 1.0 is 31 per cent, of 3.2. By the table deviations

within the limits + .31<r and .31<r occur with a frequency of

12.17 + 12.17 or 24.34 per cent. There is, then, 1 chance out of

4 that A^ will not differ from A^ by more than 1.0. 2.0 is 62.5 per

cent, of 3.2. By the table deviations within the limits + -625<r and

.625<r occur in 46.8 per cent, of the cases. The chances are almost

1 to 1 that A^ will not differ from A**, by more than 2.0. The

chances of a difference of less than 10 will be found to be 9,1

out of 10,000 or over 550 to 1.
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1 40. To Find. Starting from Zero, the Amount of Divergence cf

a True Measure from iff Corresponding Obtained Measure

Suck that There h a G'tren Probability that the

Divergence in Question Will Be Lot

The use of the tables here is the same is in 47, except that the

in question is, as in f 48, a measure of the variability of a

ili vrrgence of a true from an obtained measure, and that the

central tendency of this divergence is given as zero from the

.start.

For example, <r t A , olll Av is 3.0. To find the amount of differ-

ence between A and Ferences greater than which will have

only 1 chance in 100 of happening. In the table we find the dis-

tance from the average which must be passed over in both plus and

minus directions to include 90 out of 100 cases, 40.5 plus and 40.5

minus. It is 2.575*. Since * equals 3.0 the answer to our problem
is 7.725.

It \vill be noted that the tables serve equally well in the many
cases where the desired fact is the probability of a given divergence

in one direction or the amount of divergence m one direction, more
ian which has a given degree of improbabilr

The following problems will offer opportunity for acquiring self-

confidence in the use of tin- tables in connection with all sorts of

questions about unrr]i;il.:

Av.^ - Jr. *^ Av.

- 1.6. ( is the probability of

a difference between <I Av.a of 4.0 or more? (6) V-

are the chances t : greater than Av.a ? (r) Be-

tween what limits will the true average lie \\ith a probability of

0000 to 1?

*c-*m. - -4- (fl) What >s the probability that the true

variability is more than .8 less than the obtained? (6) That the

true variability is not more than .6 above or below the obtained?

*u-ad. = & The actually obtained difference is. Av.,

(a) What is the probability true dit
r

<>r less than zero? (6) That the true different

2.4 or more? (c) That thr tnn- MijH-riority of \\-4 is

between 1 .7 ami .7? (d) What limits would you assign for the true

(litTriviu-e to be sure that the chances would be 20 to 1 (i. *., 20 in

21) against their being exceeded?
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. ra = + .48. <Tt.-o.wi.
= .04. (a) Between what limits

does the true relationship lie with practical certainty (it is customary

to take 997 out of 1,000 as practical certainty)? (6) \\liat is the

chance that the true relationship is as low as .40?

77. Av. = L'J.6. crt.-o.A*.
= .5. (a) What is the chance that

the true average is as large as 24.0? (b) That it is as small as 22.0?

78. Av.a = 28.2. RE.^ AT .

= .G. (a) What is the chance

that the true average is less than 26.0? (6) That it varies from

Av.
. by less than 2.0?

79. If it were true that the chances were 82 to 18 that the true

,:u
re would not vary from the obtained by more than 13.4, what

would be the value of P.E.^o. AT.?

80. A\M = 10.1, Av.2
= 12.4. P.E^-*,., Av .11D-A,..- 1.0.

(a) What are the chances that Av.2
- Ava = or less? (6) 1.0 or

less? (c) 2.5 or more? (d) Between 2.0 and 2.8? (e) Between 1 .0

and 3.3?

81. P.E.^o^ =
1.6, A.D.^^. = 0.1. (a) What are the

chances that P.E.^. will be between 1.4 and 1.8? (6) That it will

not exceed 1.9?

82. ra = + .39, P.E.t.-o.w,.
= .008. What is the chance of the

true relationship being as high as + .40? As + .41? As + .42?

As + .50?

83. Justify this statement from the tables.

"
Speaking roughly, the true measure is practically certain to lie between the

following limits:

Obtained measure + 3<rt_o.ne*>iire and obtained measure -3<rt.- .me..nr.

Obtained measure -f- 4> P.E.t.-o. m^ur* and obtained measure 4}

P. E.U-*. -.."

84. ru,
-

r,,,
= .04, P.E.^.^ fl Md r,

= .06. (a) What is the

chance that the true r2 is really equal to or greater than the true TI?

(6) What is the chance that the true n is greater than the true r2?



CHAPTER XIV

SOURCES or ERROR IN MEASUI

So far the supposition has been that the measures with w!

the calculations were made were accurate representatives of the

fact measured, that . 1 really did misspell the won! \\hich was scored

as misspelled, that />' di.l really take the .150 sec. to react which the

rhrnnoscope recorded, that the school enrollment and average at-

tendance in tii. I . S. Commissioner's report gave

the real facts, that tin- mim!> r of children recorded in certain

genealogy books for certain families were the real numbers. The

problem has been to make the best use of the data and introduce

r>r in iiianij'iil.. n. Hut that a measure should thus

perft resent a fact, tii fa. -t must be measured by a perfect

instrument used by an infallible observrr. In reality, any measure

is a compound of a fact and the errors which the instrument and

observer will surely make.

J50. Variable Errors

These errors may be constant or rartable. A constant error is

one tending more in one direction than the uth A watch that is

too slow, a t. of school superintendents to make the attend-

record too high, are examples. Variable or chance errors are

those tending in tin- Imiir run to make the amount lower as often

and as much a* The urn -v fitness in action of a delicate

balance due to dust, air curr* . the errors in addition made
:hf clfrk> in a NQMrinteodsBt's office, are examples.

Variable errors do not make any measure unfair, but only leas

exact and less reliable. If a body is weighed by an instrument which

nates so as to give 156.1, 156.2, 156.3, 156.3, 156.3, 156.3,

156.4, 156.4 and 156.4 in nine measurements, but is known not to

h too light or heavy, 156.3 is a true measure, hut the 156.3

only means between 156.25 and 156.35 and there is a slight chance

150.4 (about 1 chance in 500).

on the contrary, a body is weighed by an instrument which

m
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fluctuates so little as to give 156.298, 156.299, 156.300, 156.300,

156.300, 156.301, 156.301 and 156.301, and whirl, is known not

to weigh too light or heavy, the 156.300 means between 156.2995

and 156.3005 and there is now certainty that the measure is not so

low as 156.2 or so high as 156.4. Indeed, there is certainty that it

is between 156.298 and 156.302.

There is no great advantage in decreasing the amount of the

variable error by using more delicate instruments or more care in

observing, unless the precision and reliability thereby obtained can

be preserved in the further use of the measurements. The advan-

tage that there is consists in the moral and intellectual training one

gets and in the possibility that the measures may later be used for

purposes other than one expects.

If we wish to get ^4's average error in trying to equal a 100-mm.

line, measurements may be made with the aid of a glass to ^ mm.,
but the variation between A's separate trials is so great that the

larger error due to measuring each line so roughly as into \ mms. is

insignificant. Indeed, measurements to a millimeter really do as

well. If we wish to compare the reaction time of 1,000 boys with

that of 1,000 girls, the median of 10 times being taken for each

individual, measures in hundredths of seconds will do as well as

measurements in thousandths.

Much time may be wasted in refining measurements in cases

where no advantage accrues. And much ignorance is shown by the

many students who disparage all measurements that are subject to a

large variable error. They either do not know or forget that the

reliability of a measure is due to the number of cases as wr
ell as to

their variability, and that in the more complex and subtle mental

traits it is always practicable to increase the number of measure-

ments, but often impossible to make them less subject to variable

errors. They also forget that the natural and real variability of

the fact itself is often so large as to make the variability due to

errors of instruments and observation practically negligible.

51. Constant Errors

Constant errors, on the other hand, are never negligible.

The errors we make in interpreting handwriting would not, in a

comparison of 1,000 boys with 1,000 girls in spelling ability, be
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worth spending a day on, even if thereby one could rectify them all,

hut if the teachers of the girb pronounced the words more dearly
ami phonetically than tho.se of the boys, it would be necessary to

discuss the proper discoui < up all hopes of precision. That

a genealogist by mistake sometimes writes 4 or 7 matters practically

nil to tin- .student of vital statistics, hut the genealogist's constant

tendency to omit Mren than he adds because of the difficulty

of getting complete family records, is <>f the utmost importance.

reasing the number of measures has here no beneficial in-

t . In certain cases increasing the number of observers may,

namely .
\\ hen the constant error of one observer is offset by the con-

stant error in the opposite direction of another observer. If, that is,

there is an error of prejudice or tendency constant for any one

obser\ T. hut varying in direction hy chance among a group of ob-

servers, what is a constant < m.r for one becomes a variable error f.r

a group, and is no longer a source of misleading, but only of lessened

reliability. 1 .- instance, if any one person, even an expert judge,

should rank 100 men in order for morality or effic i llect,

the results would probably have a constant error due to the undue

weight he would put upon certain evidence; but if we took the

median of the rankings given by ten or twelve expert judges, the

error \\ouM in the main IK? only a chance error, for the prejudice of

one would offset the prejudice of another.

The sources of constant errors in mental measurements are so

numerous and so specialized for different kinds of facts that it is im-

possible to forearm the student against them here. Skill in avoid-

ing them is due to capacity and watchfulness far more than to

knowledge of any formal rules. It is, however, practically wise to

test any result which may be affected by some constant error by

using different methods of measurement, and to examine the means
of selecting cases for measurement with the utmost care. The

tendency to bias or to blunder is mm h more likely to make one

select unfair cases than to make one measure them unfairly.

There is also a source of error which is perhaps in strictness an

error in inference, but which from another point of view may be re-

garded as an error in measurement and so as relevant to the topics of

this book. In measuring, say the spelling ability of a number of in-

dividuals whom we wish to compare, we assume that the achieve-

15
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ment of each is a measure of the spelling ability of each. But A and

B may have been seated where they did not hear the words pro-

nounced so well as did C and I). E and F may have had headaches,

while G and // were cheerful and bright. There exist errors due in

the first example to outer physical conditions and in the second to

inner or psychological conditions. To compare A, B, C, etc., in

spelling ability, every extrinsic condition influencing that ability

should be alike for all. Otherwise we are led into errors, which may
be called errors of inferring an ability /// abstracto from its manit'e>-

t a t inn under particular conditions, or of measuring a fact with a con-

stant error of condition. It will be simpler to treat separately er n >n
due to physical conditions and errors due to mental conditions.

Errors due to physical conditions can be prevented by making
the conditions identical, or turned into relatively harmless variable

errors by measuring each individual a number of times under condi-

tions chosen at random. It would seem at first sight best to make

conditions identical wherever practicable. This rule probably does

hold for physical measurements, but there are certain disadvantages

in this procedure in mental measurements. Too much artificiality

and restraint in conditions often lead to an unusual and pertnrl>e<l

state of mind in the person measured, such that the thing one meas-

ures is likely to be a thing which would never occur in the ordinary

course of the person's life. Measuring precisely a fact which yon do

not want is worse that measuring inexactly the fact you do want.

For instance, measurements of spelling under the unequal condi-

tions of a schoolroom would, in spite of them, be better than meas-

urements from 10-year-olds made to stand one at a time in the

sound-proof room of a laboratory with head exactly 50 centimeters

from a phonograph which pronounced the words for them to spell.

The last method would give identity of physical conditions, but

would measure insensibility to strange surroundings and treatment

and ability to attend to and interpret the phonograph's noises

perhaps more than it would spelling ability.

Errors due to mental conditions can not be prevented with surety

by making the conditions identical, for it is not in the power of the

observer to control the mental conditions of the person measured.

The best that can be done is to avoid any probable cause of differ-

ences in them and to take the subjects' reports as to what their men-
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< are. But mental conditions vary greatly even despite

the apparent absence of causes for difference; and the report* of

mental condition from untrained self-observers must be vague,

Mihject to const*; , and always from a personal standard of

.m-..n m< oinmensurate with that of any other individual.

igh A says, "1 am and B says, "I am n<

.* of fatigue may be equal. We do not take untrained indi-

iN opinions as facts elsewhere in science, and have no right to

do so here. The more reliable procedure v. ,,uM be to eliminate the

influence of tin- \ariahilit \ of inn. r conditions by random choice

from among them rather than nd to eliminate the variation

It is also a fair question whet In -r the attempt to make all the

mental conditions except the one to be measured alike in the persons

to be compared, does not conn ult in so much unnaturalness

of t he sort against \\ 1 id .

j

> r < >t est was made a page back, as to do more

harm than good. Attempted restr t mental conditions surely

di-t m-1^ an;. ! <1\ . en more than restriction of physical conditions.

Success in eliminating di-turhin^ conditions is not attainable as a

result of knowledge of any fixed rules, but rough a hapj>

:ig experiments, arranging observations and select-

in;: data. We can, houever. l>c can-fill. after M-<-urin- the U-t

measurements that we can, to distinguish sharply between the actual

measure! '. fact und* conditions, on the one hand,

ami on thr othrr the infTenc-> that we may be tempted to make

about the fact in general or apart from those particular conditions.

ir.iMr to make inferences, but it i> highly undesirable

to confuse them with measurements or to leave them \\ ithout critical

xTutiny.

Mudi more might well be said with regard to the sources of error

prevalent in >tudies of human nature, hut the proper bounds of an

introduction, not to the logic or 1 of the mental

<es, but only to tin ical problems, have already been

passed.

(52. Weighting Results

1 Afferent sources of information concerning any one quantity

it di tiering amot 1 these sources may be of unequal

relial'ilit;. .1 :i, desirable to allow more weight to the more
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trustworthy sources in deeidin^ what amount is the most probable
for the quantity. For instance, if an expert in physical ant 1m-

pology measured A's head and scored his cephalie index .M, while

an ordinary person scored it .80, we should choose the .81 rather

than the .80, and, if we allowed something for each judgment,
would perhaps take 80.8 as the figure, counting the anthropologist's

result four times.

No care in weighting sources will do so much service as the

elimination of constant errors; and ideally no source with a constant

error unallowed for should have any place in determining a result.

Any source may deserve weight because of either numerical or

qualitative strength. Its numerical strength is as the square root of

the number of cases whose study it represents. Weighting for

quality is bound in practise to be largely arbitrary, but this is not a

great misfortune, for the result will rarely be altered appreciably by
such differences in the system of weighting as reasonably competent
students would make. For instance, A, B and C with the same

general problem use different methods and get as a certain correla-

tion coefficient .60, .50 and .48 respectively. Suppose that we

weight these sources 1, 1 and 1; 4, 4 and 5; 3, 4 and 5; and finally

4, 3 and 5. We have then, as the probable true coefficient, .5267,

.5231, .5167 or .5250. Bowley gives a rule that is satisfactory for

most cases that occur in practise, namely, to give your attention

to eliminating constant errors and not to manipulating weights.
1

If results are weighted it is always well to give them in their un-

weighted form as well and leave the opportunity open for any critic

to weight them as he judges proper.

1 " In calculating averages give all your care to making the items free from

bias and leave the weights to take care of themselves."
" Elements of Statistics,"

p. 118.
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APPENDIX I

KERENCES FOR FURTHER STUDY

IT is desirable that the student who has been introduced to

statistical methods should proceed to study samples of their concrete

application to problems in the mental sciences and, in case he has

the necessary mathematical interest and training, that he should

study the abstract properties of different forms of distribution, the

cirri vation of statistical formulae, the mathematical theory of

correlation, and other topics in statistical theory. The following

list of references to studies in psychology and education in which

modern methods have been more or less fully applied to concrete

problems is restricted to a few which are known to be suitable for

Mich students as will use this book. There are doubtless others,

of equal, or possibly greater, instructiveness. The bibliographies

given at the end of each chapter of An Introduction to the Theory of

Statistics, by G. Udny Yule (London, 1911) and on pp. 148 to 152

of The Essentials of Mental Measurement by W. Brown (Cambridge,

England, 1911) make up an adequate list of references on the theory

of measurements. I do not repeat these bibliographies, since

these two books themselves should be in the hands of all advanced

students of the theory of measurements.

1. On the Perception of Small Differences. By G. S. Fullerton

and .T. McK. Cattell. No. 2 of the Philosophical Series of the

/rations of the University of Pennsylvania, May, 1892.

The University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.

2. The Application of Statistical Methods to the Problems of

Psycho-physics. By F. M. Urban. Philadelphia, 1908.

3. The Essentials of Mental Measurement. By William Brown,

Cambridge (England), 1911. (Part I. of this book should l>c

read in connection with references 1 and 2; Part II. should be

read in < tion with references 5 and 6.)

4. Tho Judgment of Difference: with Special Reference to the

Doctrine of the Threshold in the Case of Lifted Weights.
214
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By Warner Brown. I'nirtrsity of California Publication* in

Psychology, v.,1. 1. NM. 1, Btpt, !'.:

5. Die Kurrelatiun iwUchen verecbiedeneo geistigen Leistungs-

fah. .-arrnan ami .-, r. ZeiUchrift

far Psychologie, vol. '>" 1 II (1006).

6. Experimental Tests . il Intrlli^-nce. By Cyril Hurt.

nal of Psychology, vol. 3, pp. 94-177 (1909).

ml Inheritance. By Francis Gallon, London, 1889.

(Chapters 8 and 9.)

8. Statistics of American Psychologists. By J. M K" n ( att< 11

American J f Psychology, vol. 14, pp. 310-328 (1903).

9. A Statistical Stu. erit H\ 1 '. L. Wells. Arcki

of Psychology, Xo. 7 (!."

10. Changes in the Age of College Graduation. By W. S. Thomas.

Popular Science Monthly, JHIH-, 1903. (Reprinted in thi-

Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Education for 1902,

pp. 2199-2208.)

11. (it y School Expenditures. By G. D. Strayer. 1905. (This

and the two following references are Nos. 5, 6, and 41 of the

Teachers Colleget Columbia Unitersity Contribution* to Educa-

12. Some Fiscal Aspects of Public Education in American Cities.

By E. C. Klli.tt. 1905.

13. The Social Composition of the Teaching Population. By L. D.

1911.



APPENDIX II

AIDS IN COMPUTATION

ATTENTION has been called in the text to Crelle's Rechentafihi

(which gives the products up to 1000 X 1000, and, reversing its

use, the quotients for division by numbers from 1 to 1000, to three

figures); and to Barlow's Tables, for the squares, cubes, square

roots, cube roots and reciprocals of numbers to 10,000. In addition,

the following will be useful: Peters, J., Neue Rechentafeln fiir

Multiplikation und Division. (Gives products up to 100 X 10,000.)

The publishers of these three books are, in order: G. Reimer,

Berlin; Spon and Chamberlain, New York; G. Reimer, Berlin,

This appendix repeats, for convenience, some of the tables

given in the text, and contains also a Multiplication Table to 100 X
100, a Table of Squares and Square Roots for Numbers 1 to 1000,

and a separate Multiplication Table with l t 4, # ^> dc* a* Multi-

plicands. These briefer tables economize time and reduce eye-

strain, and should be used instead of Crelle's and Barlow's, when

one is working with numbers within their limits.

216
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TABLE 48 TABLE 40 TABLE 50

* ^pwjvtft* Bttoilvc Pro^nM' BvtlMlvv *VMMB
** {***y** * <*-***

) Over EMU MM) Ovtr BMfc ) Ovr iMk

^
_of r*-

* form

-42 * to -4.1 * .001

0*

-4.0* to -3.0* <rj

-8il to -3.7* 4MM
a to 3.6* "l.")

-3.6* to -3.5* .!;

-3.5 * to -3.4 * .010

-3.4* to -3.3*
-3.3* to -3.2*

1 a .03

.0* .(VI

1 * .0-

'<r to -2JJ* .07

-2.8* to -2.7 r <r

* to -2.6* .12

-2.6* to -2.5* 15

-2.5 * to -2.4 * 20
* to -2.3 * 25

-2.3* to -22* .32

-22* to -2.1* .40
* to -2.0* .49

-2.0* to -1.9* .iV)

-1.9* to -1.8* .72

-1.8* to -17* >4>

to -1.6* l.trj

-1.6* to -1.5* 1 J

to -1.4* 1.30

1.4* to -1 l.ivo /)!

o-12* l -:i .10

12* to -1.1* -'<"> 28
1.1* to -1.0* J:u) .GI

1.0* to - .9* 2 M
.9* to - .8* -J7s l :r,

.8* to - .7* :*.i -JHS

.7* to - A* aj.i 2.94
^* to - JJ*

JJ* to - .4* 3 no 3W 331
.4* to - 3* 37.", 4J6 4.-->

^* to - 2* 3^7
2* to - .1* :< >l

.1* to 0* 3.ys
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TABLE 48 TABLE 49 TABLE 50

(continued) (continued) (continued)
Relative Frequen- Relative Frequen- Relative Frequeo-
C!M (In Percent- ciet (in 1'eroenfr- ciea (in I'ercent-

fee) Over Kach age* ) Over Each agea) Over I ih
Tenth of r in a Tenth of 9, in a Tenth of *, in a
Surface of Kre- Surface of Kro- Surface of I r< --

queocj ofForm A queucy of Form C quency of Form 1)

0* to + .1* 3.0s .J.S9 fi.or,

+ .1 * to + .2 * 3.94 4.80 5.92

+ 3* to + .3* 3.S7 4.tWi 5.117

+ .3* to + .4 IT 3.7-1 4.45 fi.Sii

+ .4 v to -|- .5 * 3.60 4.26 5.02

+ .5 a to + .6* 3.43 400 4.65

+ .6 * to + .7 a 3.23 3.80 4.30

+ .7 * to + .8 <r 3.01 3.52 3.94

+ .8 * to -I- .9 * 2.78 3.25

+ .9<r to +1.0 9 2.54 2.99 3.31

+1.0 <r to +1.1 <r 2.30 2.73 3.00

+l.l*to+1.2* 2.06 2.48 2.69

+ 1.2<r to +1.3 a 1.83 2.24 2.41

+ 1.3* to +1.4* 1.60 2.02 2.19

+1.4* to +1.5* 1.39 1.81 1.95

+1.5* to +1.6* 1.20 1.62 .1.73

+ 1.6* to +1.7* 1.02 1.43 1.55

+1.7* to +1.8* .86 1.26 1.37

+1.8* to +1.9* .72 1.12 1.19

+1.9* to +2.0* .60 .98 1.05

+2.0 * to +2.1 * .49 .87 .93

+2.1 * to +2.2 * .40 .77 .80

+2.2 * to +2.3 * .32 .67 .<>9

+2.3* to +2.4* .25 '58 .<<)

+2.4 * to +2.5 * .20 .50 .52

+2.5* to +2.6* .15 44 .46

+2.6 * to +2.7 * .12 .39 .39

+2.7 * to +2.8 * .09 .34 .33

+2.8 * to +2.9 * .07 .29 .27

+2.9 * to +3.0 * .05 .25 .23

+3.0* to +3.1* .04 .21 .21

+3.1 * to +3.2 * .03 .18 .19

+3.2 * to +3.3 * .02 .16 .17

+3.3* to +3.4* .015 .14 .15

+3.4 * to +3.5 * .010 .12 .14

+3.5 * to +3.6 * .007 .10 .12

+3.6 * to +3.7 * .005 .08 .10

--3.7* to +3.8* .W4 .07 .08

+3.8 * to +3.9 * .002 .05 .07

--3.9* to +4.0* .002 .03 .05

+4.0* to +4.1* .001 .015 .03

+4.1 * to +4.2 * .001 .005 .015

+4.2 * to +4.3 * .005
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BLE 51

TABLE OF VALUE* OF tn NOEMAL PBOBAEIUTT INTEOBAL CoaMromara TO
KOBE OF Z/*; I. f. THE pEACTlOM OF THE ABBA OF THE SCETACB OF

FEBQUBIK.-! OF POEM A BBTWBBM THE LIMIT*

AND +X\9 OB AMD -XJ0
mm tj m*f** ****** to b$ 10,000. 100-ljMrcMt
x-<Malumfr*mmi*.

'

.01 02 u .04 06 44 .f| .M M A

0.0 0000 0040 0060 0120 0100 0190 0230 0270 0310 0860 30J
0.1 0808 0438 0478 0617 0557 0808 0838 0676 0714 0763 304
0.2 0708 0832 0871 0010 0048 0087 1028 1084 1103 1141 384
(>:< 117* 1217 1266 1208 1381 1308 1408 1443 1480

1501 1828 1884 1700 1738 1772 1808 1844 1870 884

04 1016 1080 1086 2010 2064 2088 2128 2157 2100 2224 344
0.6 2257 2201 2324 2367 2380 2422 2454 2488 2517 2640 82.2
0.7 2680 2811 2842 2873 2704 2734 2784 2704 2828 2862 304
04 2881 2010 2080 2087 2006 3023 3061 3078 3108 8133 27.7
ii y :ti. 3188 3212 3238 3284 3200 3315 3340 3386 8380 264

1.0 3413 3438 3481 3486 3608 3631 3664 3677 3600 8621 224
8886 3688 3706 3720 3740 3770 3700 8810 8880 204

14 3840 8800 8888 8007 3026 3044 3082 8080 8007 4015 184
14 4082 4040 4008 4082 4000 4115 4131 4147 4182 4177 154

4207 4222 4238 4251 4265 4270 4202 4308 4310 134

14 4332 4345 4357 4370 4383 4304 4408 4418 4420 4441 11.0
14 4462 4483 4474 4484 4406 4505 4515 4525 4536 4646
1.7 4664 4584 4573 4682 4501 4600 4808 4816 4826 4833 84
14 4641 4640 4858 4884 4871 4878 4888 4603 4800 4708 7.1
14 > 19 4728 4732 4738 4744 4750 4758 4761 4767 64

:S 4783 4788 4703 4706 4803 4806 4612 4817 44
2.1 4821 4828 4830 4834 4838 4842 4846 4850 4864 4867 84
24 4881 4884 4868 4871 4875 4878 4881 4884 4887 4800 3.1

24 4808 4808 4808 4001 4004 4006 4000 4011 4013 4016 24
2.4 4018 -i'.o> iOU MM M87 MOO 1081 Ml MM MM -"

24 4088 4040 4941 4943 4945 4946 4948 4949 4061 4062 14
2.6 4053 4056 4056 4067 4050 4060 4061 4062 4088 4064 14
2.7 4066 4066 4067 4066 4060 4070 4071 4072 4078 4074 14
24 4974 4975 4976 4977 4977 4978 4979 4979 4080 4081 07
2.0 4961 4962 4982 4963 4984 4064 4066 4066 4088 4066 04

3.0 4986.5 4986.0 4087.4 40874 40664 40664 4066.0 40804 4080.7 40004 047
; KK>4 40914 40914 49914 49014 4002.1 4002.4 40024 40024 047

34 4093.129 0.17
34 4995.166 0.12
3.4 4996.631 010
3.5 4997.674 047

3.6 4996.400 041
3.7 4006.022 041
84 M00477 55
3.0 4099.519
10

4.5 4999.906

5.0 4999.907188
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TABLE 52

TABLE or VALUES OF THE NORMAL PROBABILITY INTEGRAL. THE FRACTION
or THE ABBA or THE SURFACE or FREQUENCY or FORM A BETWEEN

THE LIMITS, AND + x/Q OR AND x/Q
Total area of surface assumed to be 10,000

gjq .00 .06 xiq .00 .00

000 135 3.0 4785 4802

.1 LY.D 403 3.1 4817 4831

.2 536 670 3.2 4845 4858

.3 802 933 3.3 4870 4881

.4 1063 1193 3.4 4891 4<MH)

.5 1321 1447 3.5 4909 4917

.6 1571 1695 3.6 4924 4931

.7 1816 1935 3.7 4937 4943

.8 2053 2168
'

3.8 4948 4953

.9 2291 2392 3.9 4957 4%1

1.0 2500 2606 4.0 4965 4968

1.1 2709 2810 4.1 4971 4974

1.2 2908 3004 4.2 4977 4979

1.3 3097 3188 4.3 4981 4983

1.4 3275 3360 4.4 4985 4987

1.5 3441 3521 4.5 4988 4989

1.6 3597 3671 4.6 4990 4W1
1.7 3742 3811 4.7 4992 4993

1.8 3896 3939 4.8 4994 4994.6

1.9 4000 4057 4.9 4995.2 4995.7

2.0 4113 4166 5.0 4996.2 4996.6

2.1 4217 4265 5.1 4997.1 4997.4

2.2 4311 4354 5.2 4997.7 4998.0

2.3 4396 4435 5.3 4998.2 4998.4

2.4 4472 4508 5.4 4998.6 4998.8

2.5 4541 4573 5.5 4999.0 4999.1

2.6 4602 4631 5.6 4999.2 4999.3

2.7 4657 4682 5.7 4999.4 4999.5

2.8 4705 4727 5.8 4999.55 4999.6

2.9 4748 4767 5.9 4999.65 4999.7

TABLE 53

TABLE or VALUES or THE NORMAL PROBABILITY INTEGRAL CORRESPONDING TO

VALUES or x/(A.D.)

Total area of the surface of frequency taken as 1,000

c/JLD. .0 1 .2 .8 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

0. 000 032 063 095 125 155 184 212 238 264

1. 288 310 331 350 368 384 399 413 425 435

2. 445 453 460 467 472 477 481 484 487 490

3. 492 493.4 494.6 495.8 496.7 497.4 498.0 498.4 498.7 499.1

4. 499.3 499.5 499.6 499.7 499.8 499.9
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TABLE 64

TO* Aren
Any Defined I
f*^l_ t i n 1.1
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TABLE 54 (b)
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TABLE 54 (e)
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TABLE 54 (d)
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TABLE 64 (/)

49

01
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TABLE 66

A TABLE TO INTER THE VALUE OP r FROM ANT GIVEN VALUE OF R, ACCORDING

TO r - sin (wft)R. R - 1 - (toG)l(n* -
1)

R
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IlLE 57

A TABLE TO IXFKR THE VALCE or r rmoM AWT GIVEN VALUE or R,

Tor-2coi*(l-K)-l. *- 1

A' r R R r R

.00 .000

<>l .018 . .51 .742 .70 .037

QM XI .444 . . .77 442
01 "M H M . .78 .947

.04 .071 H i- : .79 .962

.55 .782 .80 .956

.08 .107 .31 .500 H ' .81 .Ml

.07 ; .57 ^01 J82 .965

.08 111 .33 .528 ^8 .810 .83 .968

J09 .158 ; ^9 ^18 JM .972

.10 .176 ; _; A5 .975

11 .192 J6 J567 .61 .836 .86 .979

i-
1

>"-' :;: -> 09 Ml XI .961

13 .226 .38 .593 .63 ^52 ^8 .984

.14 .242 .64 ^60 J .987

UQ .40 .618 .65 .867 .90 .989

,16 J7I .66 ^75 .91 .991

.17 .291 .42 .642 .67 .882 rj HI

.18 3KFI .43 .654 .68 ^89 .93 .995

l> 00 .44 .666 .69 .896 .94 .996

.20 .338 .70 .908 .95 .997

.21 .3M .71 908 .96 .998

.47 .700 .72 .915 .97 .999

IM .48 711 .73 .921 .98

Jl :$.-. .49 .721 .99

.25 .75 ......' 1XK) 1.0000
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TABLE 58

VALUES OF r CORRESPONDING TO EACH PERCENTAGE OF UNLIKE-SIGNED
PAIRS. IT TOM PERCENTAGES ARE TAKEN AS THOSE OF THE LIKE-SIGNED PAIRS,
THE r*8 ARE NEGATIVE T - THE COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION, U - THE
NUMBER OF UNUKE-BIGNED PAIRS DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF LIKE-SIGNED

AND UNUKEHSIGNED PAIRS.
U r U r

.00 1.0000 .26 .6848

.01 .9996 .27 .6615

.02 <.'ix2 .28 .6375

.03 .9958 .29 .6129

.04 .9924 .30 .5877

.05 .9880 .31 .5620

.06 .9826 .32 5358

.07 .9762 .33 .5091

.08 .9688 .34 .4819

.09 .9604 .35 .4542

.10 .9510 .36 .4260

.11 .9407 .37 .3973

.12 .9295 .38 .3682

.13 .9174 .39 .3387

.14 .9044 .40 .3089

.15 .8905 .41 .2788

.16 .8757 .42 .2485

.17 .8602 .43 .2180

.18 .8439 .44 .1873

.19 .8268 .45 .1564

.20 .8089 .46 .1253

.21 .7902 .47 .0941

22 .7707 .48 .0628

.23 .7504 .49 .0314

.24 .7293 .50 .0000

25 .7074

TABLE 59

THE AMOUNTS OF DIFFERENCE (x y) CORRESPONDING TO GIVEN PERCENTAGES

OF JUDGMENTS THAT x > y % r = THE PERCENTAGE OF JUDGMENTS
THAT X > y. A/P.E. = X y, IN MMMIIKS OF

THE DIFFERENCE SUCH THAT % r is 75

4r A/P.E. *r A/P.E. )tr A/P.E. %r A/P.E. fr A/P.E

50 .000 60 .376 70 .778 80 1.246 90 1.900

;,1 037 61 .414 71 .821 81 1.300 91 1.987

52 .074 62 .453 72 .865 82 1.355 92 2.083

53 .112 63 .492 73 .909 83 1.412 93 2.1^
54 .149 64 .532 74 .954 84 1.472 94
55 .186 1000 85 1.536 95

56 .224 66 .612 76 1.046 86 1 96 2.596

57 .262 67 .653 77 1.094 ^7 It,70 97 2.790

68 .694 78 1.113 88 1.742 98
r,0 .730 79 1.194 89 1.818 99

99.5 3.818
99.75 4.166



A M TABLE UP TO 100 X 100.

TUB reader's ntt.-Mti-.ti has already been called to Crelle's TfoeA-

a multii up t.. 1000 x 1000. It aavea mooh
. replaces mental \\<>rk ly finger and eye work, and decreases

* in calculation. Crelle's table, however, makes a book some 9

by 14 inches, weighing several pounds. The table that follows is a

modification of Crelle's table, but runs only to 100 x 100. For

work \\ith these smaller numbers and for approximate calculations,

it is more rapid than the longer table and is so arranged as to be

easier for thf eyes.

Its uses will be apparent upon examination, but the reader should

note that it serves 1 <>n as well as for multiplication. In

<livuling, one of course find* the divisor in the row of figures in heavy
faced type at the top of the page, hunts for the dividt ml in the col-

umn beneath it, and, this being found, obtains the quotient in the

figure in heavy-faced type at t -lie page. to tlivi<)<

684 by 38, one looks -
, finds 684 and opposite it, at the side

nf the page, 18, the answer. Again to divide 1,600 by 38, one looks

xls 1596 to be the nearest number, and so the Dearest

two-figure answer to be 42. If one needed greater precision, he could

<li\i<l<- th<> n iiKiiixl. r 4.0 by 38, getting 0.1, and then the remainder

.2000, getting .0< >

~>2, and so on to any desired
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1 4 6 7 8 9 10 1
2 i 6 8 10 12 14 16 IS 20
3 6 9 U 15 18 21 L'l J7 30 3
4 8 U i< -JO 24 28 32 36 40 4
5 10 15 20 35 40 45 60 5
6 1- 1- Jl 30 36 42 48 54 60 6
7 M L'l 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 7
8 16 -I 10 48 56 64 72 80 8
9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90 9
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 10

11 l 55 66 77 88 99 110 11
12 Jl 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 12
13 26 39 52 65 78 91 104 117 130 13
14 28 42 56 70 84 98 112 12i 140 14
15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 15
16 32 48 64 80 96 112 12S Ml 16
17 34 51 68 85 102 119 136 153 170 17
18 36 54 72 90 108 126 144 162 180 18
19 38 57 76 95 114 133 152 171 190 19
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 20

21 42 63 84 105 126 147 168 189 210 21
22 44 66 88 110 132 151 176 198 220 22
23 46 69 92 115 138 161 184 207 230 23
24 48 72 96 120 144 168 192 216 240 24
25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 25
26 52 78 104 130 156 182 208 234 260 26
27 54 81 108 135 162 189 216 243 270 27
28 56 84 112 140 168 196 224 252 280 28
29 68 87 116 145 174 203 232 261 290 29
30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 30

31 62 93 124 155 186 217 248 279 310 31
32 64 96. 128 160 l'.2 >ti 288 320 32
33 66 99 132 165 198 231 264 297 330 33
34 68 102 136 170 204 238 272 306 340 34
35 70 105 140 175 210 245 280 315 350 35
36 72 108 144 180 216 252 288 324 360 36
37 74 111 148 185 222 259 296 333 370 37
38 76 114 152 190 228 266 304 342 380 38
39 78 117 I",., 195 234 273 312 351 390 39
40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 40

41 82 123 164 205 246 287 328 369 410 41
42 84 126 168 210 252 294 336 378 420 42
43 86 129 172 215 258 301 344 387 430 43
44 88 132 176 220 264 308 3-52 396 440 44
45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 405 4.50 45
46 92 138 184 230 276 322 368 414 460 46
47 94 141 188 235 282 319 376 423 470 47
48 96 144 192 240 288 336 384 432 480 48
49 98 147 196 245 294 343 392 441 490 49
50 100150200250300350400450600 5023456789 10

2



TABLE. 231

9<

I

2345678910
51 102 168 204 366 806 867 408 469 t>

yj 104 166 308 360 813 864 416 468 610
53 106 159 313 166 818 871 424 477 680
54 108 163 316 270 814 878 483 486 640 54
55 110 166 130 276 880 886 440 496 680 5

-; '4 314 180 886 893 448 604 660 oO

57 Hi Kl 238 386 843 899 466 613 670 67
58 174 383 390 848 406 464 633 680 58
59 236 396 864 413 473 681 690
tk) 130180140800860410480640600 60

61 131 188 244 806 866 427 488 649 610 61
62 114 186 248 810 872 484 496 668 610 62
63 126 189 161 816 878 441 504 667 680 63
64 128 191 156 810 884 448 611 676 640 64
65 180 196 160 816 890 466 610 686 660
Go 182 198 264 880 896 462 628 694 660
67 134 101 168 886 401 469 686 608 670
68 186 104 272 840 408 476 644 612 680
69 188 107 276 846 414 488 662 621 690
70 140210280850410490660680700

71 -' 218 284 865 416 497 668 639 710 71
72 -I 216 288 860 482 504 676 648 720 72
73 146 219 292 866 488 611 684 657 780 73
74 148 222 296 870 444 618 692 666 740 74
75 160 136 800 875 450 625 600 675 750 75
76 162 228 804 880 466 682 608 684 760 76
77 154 231 808 886 462 689 616 098 770 77
78 156 284 312 890 468 646 614 702 780 78
79 158 237 316 895 471 &5S 682 711 790 79
80 160M0820400480660640710800 80

81 162 148 824 406 486 667 648 729 810 81
82 164 146 828 410 492 674 656 738 810 82
83 166 149 881 416 498 681 664 747 880 83
84 168152886410601688672766840 84
85 170 256 840 426 610 696 680 766 850 85

J 268 844 480 616 602 688 774 860 ->

87 174 161 848 486 622 609 696 788 870 87
88 176 164 852 440 628 616 704 792 880 H8

178 267 856 446 684 628 712 801 890 89

180 270 860 450 640 630 710 810 900 90

183 S78 864 466 W6 637 7 819 910 91
184276868460662644786838930 92
186 379 873 466 668 661 744 887 980 93
188 383 876 470 664 658 763 846 940 94
190 SB6 880 476 670 666 780 866 960 95
1933883844806766737*8864960 96
194 391 888 486 683 679 776 878 970 97

98 196 394 893 490 688 686 784 883 960 98
198 397 896 496 694 698 793 891

100 200800400500600700800900 100023456789 10
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11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1



11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

51

M
M
H
16

I*

vi
7J

NI

8 Ml
Ml

619 669 714 765 816 867 918
6M 076 7M 780 8M 884 996
6M M9 748 796 848 901 964
648 708 756 810 864 918 978
660 716 770 816 880 986 990
678 7M 784 840 896 968 1008
684 741 798 865 918 969 1086

812 870 988 986 1044
IM Iff *-' HI vn MM !-
780 780 840 900 960 1020 1080

19 20

... ,
; : ,

MB
M .. MM
MM UM
i-.i UM
UM 1:-

1140

M
H
H
57

61

M
gl

I!'-'

8
70

HI
Ml
N ;

716
IM
7.7

IN

IM

7V
IM
7M
IM
M4m
HI
Ml

799 854 915
806 868 980
819 882 945
HI Ml NI
Ml -.10 HI

998
hH4 9.V.2 nrjo

Ml .''; IOM
910 980 1050

7.; 1081 MM
Ml IOM 1111

1040 llu', 1170

IOM UM 1188

1071 UM I-
1--

MM UM I8M

UM UM I8N

UN I8M
U7I i-i"
i : -7 1 1 .

1811 MM
K8M MM
I8M MM
1878 i-'
I8M i IN
1311 1980
MN 1400

61
M
63
t4
M
6.,

67
08
M
70

74
75
76
77
78
79

M

781



21

a
a
84
105



A Ml'LTU'LH .1 /7o.V TABLE. --

21199814151817189980
61 1122 1178 1294 1275 1886 1377 1428 1479 1680 61
5-2 1092 1144 1196 1846 1800 1868 1404 1456 1506 1560 5J

63 11 (US 1219 1272 1886 1878 1481 1464 1587 1590 63
64 248 1296 1850 1404 1456 1612 1566 1680 64
66 J66 1820 1876 1480 1466 1640 1506 1*50 66
M (2 1286 1844 1400 1466 1618 1666 1624 1660

67 (11 1866 1486 1468 1689 1696 1658 I 57S) 1884 1898 1450 1506 1666 1694 1682 1740 66
1889 1296 1857 '* 1584 1898 1*62 1711 1770

60 1900 1880 1880 1440 1500 1560 1690 I860 1740 1600

61 1981 1842 1408 1464 1525 1566 1647 1706 1769 1680
62 1802 1364 1426 1466 1650 1- ; 1796 1660
6:i 1828 1366 1449 1612 1676 1636 1701 1764 1627 1690

64 '* 1472 1536 1800 1664 1728 1792 165* 1920

H
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69 144" .M7 15<> :4 18*3 1982 9001 9070
70 10 1*10 1*60 1750 1620 1690 1960 9030 2100

1491 15*2 1*83 1704 1775 184* 1917 1968 9069 2180 71
1512 1584 1*5* 1728 1800 1872 1944 201* 9066 21*0 72
1533 1*00 1679 1752 1825 1896 1971 9044 2117 2190 73

74 1702 177* 1850 1924 1996 9072 !

1575 1*50 1726 1800 1875 1950 2025 2100 2175 2280 76
76 169* 1*72 1746 1824 1900 197* 2052 2126 2204 9260 76

1846 1926 2002 9079 215* 2288 2310
1*36 171* 1794 1872 1960 2028 2106 2164 2969 9840

79 79
1*60 1760 1840 1990 9000 2060 2160 2940 2880 9400 60

1701 1782 18*8 1944 9025 210* 9187 9868 9849 9480

i:u i --.-, i .-.! 1991 ic:, -Ji^ 2-I-ii -j'-ji
:
:\': MM

17*4 1848 1982 901* 2100 2184 9986 9889 9486 9690
1785 1870 1966 9040 2126 2210 9995 9860 9466 9560
1800 1892 1978 90*4 2150 928* 2899 9406 9494 9680
1827 1914 2001 9068 2176 2262 2849 9486 9698 9610
IMS i-..::,; -j,rj| -jiii' 22m -*>< 076 MM MM 1818
1669 1968 9047 2136 2998 9814 9408 9492 2661 9670
1690 1960 9070 2180 9280 2840 9480 8890 9810 2700

91 1911 900990989164997598669457964696899780
92 1932 90M 211* 9906 9800 8898 9464 967* 98*8 27*0
9: 1968 904* 9189 9989 9826 M18 9511 9804 9897 2790
94 1-.04 2"'"* 2K.2 22-v. -IM, -jin KM 8881 1791 1891 94
'*. 1996 9090 9186 9280 9876 9470 9Mft 9860 2786 9850 *"'

M 901* 2112 290698049400949*2899988897649860
97 9087 9184 9981 9888 9495 9522 9619 971* 9818 2910
98 2.^ 21V. 22M 8881 21-- 2'.4* 2M* -J7 1 1 MM MM
99 9079 9178 2277 887* M76 9874 9878 9779 9871 9970
100 9100990098009400980096009700980029008000
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31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 88 39 40 1
62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 2
98 96 99 102 106 108 111 lit 117 120 3

1J8 132 136 140 144 148 152 156 160 4
155 160 165 17" 17. 180 185 190 195 200 5
186 192 198 204 210 216 222 228 234 240 6
J17 L'Jt L'.;i -J.;s j; 266 273 280 7
248 256 264 #T2 280 288 296 804 812 320 8

9 279 288 297 306 815 824 833 342 851 360 9
10 310 320 330 340 850 360 370 380 390 400 10

11 341 ; 385 896- 407 418 429 440 11
12 .96 408 420 4:;j ill 456 468 480 12
13 416 429 108 481 494 507 620 13
14 US 462 476 490 604 618 632 546 660 14
15 465 480 495 510 525 540 655 570 585 600 15
16 496 612 628 544 560 576 592 608 624 640 16
17 544 561 578 595 612 629 646 663 680 17
18 558 676 594 612 630 648 666 684 702 720 18
19 589 608 627 646 665 684 703 722 711 760 19
20 620 640 660 680 700 720 740 760 780 800 20

21 651 672 693 71J 7:55 756 777 798 819 840 21
22 682 704 726 748 770 792 814 836 858 880
23 736 759 782 805 828 851 874 897 920 23
24 711 768 792 816 840 864 888 912 936 960 24
25 800 825 850 875 900 925 950 975 1000 25
26 806 832 858 884 910 93G 962 988 1014 Klo 26
27 837 864 891 918 945 972 999 1026 1053 1080 27
28 868 896 924 952 980 1008 1036 1064 1092 1120 28
29 899 928 957 986 1015 1041 1078 1H"J li:;i 1 29
30 930 960 990 1020 1050 1080 1110 1140 1170 1200 30

31 961 992 1023 1054 1085 1116 1147 1178 1209 1 31
32 992 1024 10.56 1088 1120 1152 1184 1216 1248 1280 32
33 1023 1056 1089 1122 1155 1188 1221 1 _' I 1287 1320 33
34 1054 1088 lli"J li:,0 1190 1224 1258 1 _".'_' 1 ::_; 34
35 1085 1120 1155 1190 1225 1'J >" 1295 L330 L865 1400 35
36* 1116 11VJ 1188 1224 1260 1296 1

- ll"t 1440 36
37 1147 1184 1221 1258 l _".'.-. l :;::_' i:;;

(

. lino i-m 1480 37
38 1178 1210 1-J-M IL-..-J i:;:;o i:;os MM.; im 1482 l.vjo 38
39 1209 1248 1287 1326 1365 1404 in:: 14--J ivjl 39
40 1240 1280 1320 1360 1400 1440 1480 1520 1560 1600 40

41 TJ71 181 : 1488 1170 i:,17 41
42 1302 1.TJ4 1H86 1428 1470 Kill! L554 l.v.'fi 1638 1680 42
43 1333 1376 1419 1462 1505 i:,i* I.V.M K, i 1*77 rju 43
44 1364 1408 1452 1496 1540 1584 1628 K.7J 1716 1760 44
45 1395 1440 1485 1530 1575 1020 1665 1710 1755 1800 45
46 117'J 1518 1564 1610 1656 1702 1748 1794 1840 46
47 1457 1504 1551 1598 1645 1692 1739 1786 1833 1880 47
48 1488 1536 1584 1632 1680 1728 1776 1824 1872 1920 48
49 1519 1568 1617 1666 1715 1704 1X13 1862 1911 1960 49
50 1560 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 50

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
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A '.V TABLE. I':::*

41134344454647484900
1 1091 S141 2193 2144 MM 1846 097 1448 1499 1650 51
2 -jix: -ji-4 MM MM -"'. ! MM -m MM Ml MM 52
3 1173 2210 2279 2SS3 2886 *438 S491 2*44 2OT 1MO 53

54 --M MM MM MH MM i-i-i MM MM MM VM 54
.-_:/, -ii.i w, -.Miii -J4:

r
. r>:vo isw. '-'Mo >.''. '.::> 55

MM M71 MM "- "~i

-ji-4 MM MIO -<< S7M KM Md
1460 1510 1580 1640 2700 2700 2820 1880 2940 8000

61 MM MM MM MM 1741 MM M09 MM MM I N 61
62 - i-

1

- i ...-.-. -.- : ; -.

- - ::!' 62
63 MM >.i'-. ITOQ ran MM MM --..i MM wm HM 63
64 MM MM I7M M16 MM MM MM 1072 UM MOO 64
65 --.::. i L-.-J-, -I-.-- ..-,:.-. . 65
bt v .-..:."-_; . .

. - : : :- :.-j : ... ci
67 2814 2881 2948 8016 8082 8149 8216 8288 8850 67
68 2788 28M 2924 2992 8060 8128 8196 8254 8882 8400 68

'. 1829 2898 2967 8036 8105 8174 8243 8312 8S81 MAO 6 '.

8080 8IM MM MM 88M MM MM 07

71 2911 2982 8058 8124 3195 8266 8887 8408 8479 8560 71
72 MM :i"-Ji MM UM O40 1812 M84 MM MM 88M 72
73 2998 8066 8139 8211 8285 8858 8431 8504 3677 8660 73
74 8084 3108 8182 8256 8880 8404 8478 8552 86M 8700 74
75 8075 31AO 8225 8800 8376 8460 8525 8600 8675 8750 75
76 8116 3192 8208 8844 8420 8496 8572 8648 8724 8800 76
77 8187 8284 8811 MM 84M M4I 8619 MM OTI MM 77
78 UM MM 8864 84M 1610 MM MM 1741 MM 88M 78
79 ::-: > : ;

" - :::i -

'

-' -:i :'- 7:

80 ::-.^' MM MIO MO MOO MM I7M Mil 88M MM 8j

81 : ;
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i- -.'
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.
; 81

HJ 8862 8444 3526 3606 8690 3772 8854 8986 4018 ; 8J
83 8408 8486 8569 8652 8785 8818 8901 8964 4007 4150 83
84 3444 3528 3012 88M 8780 8864 8948 4082 4116 4200
85 8485 3670 8655 3740 8825 8910 8995 4080 4165 4250
86 8520 8812 8008 8784 3870 8956 4042 4128 4214 4800
87 8567 8654 3741 8828 8916 4002 4089 4176 4288 4350
88 8608 8090 8784 8872 8900 4048 4180 4224 4312 4400
80 8040 I7M 8M9 MM -i- I MM 4188 7I MH 4450
90 8690 8780 8870 8900 4060 4140 4280 4320 4410 4500

91 8731 8822 8913 4004 4095 4180 4277 4308 4459 4560 91
92 8772 8864 8856 4048 ill- 4232 4824 4416 4508 4600 92
93 8813 8906 8999 4092 4185 4278 4371 4464 4557 4660 91
94 :i*-M ."'.'-i* i"- UM OM MM M18 4512 1000 -i: > 94
95 8896 8990 4065 4180 4275 4370 4465 4560 4655 4750
96 8986 4032 4128 4224 4310 4416 4512 4008 4704 4800
97 3977 4074
98 4018 4116 4214 4312 4410 4508 4006 4704
99
100 4100 4200 4800 4400 4500 4600 4700 4800 4900 6000
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M
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 53 60

1601 1651 S708 1764 IMS MM 1007 MM 9009 8060 51
M61 S704 1786 S808 MO 12 1964 9016 9066 91*> 52
1706 S766 M09 186S Ml* 1966 3011 9074 3117 8190
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:;..', 9068 M 9180 M4I MM 9869 960 M81 M49
9969 9119 9189 9840 9809 8890 9410 9169 1969 9906

61 2 8188 8194 8866 8416 8477 8888 8899 8660 61
b- :u--j :i-.":i 8M6 9840 9410 ::i:-J MM H96 90H 07M 62
63 8118 8176 8889 8401 8465 8518 8891 3664 8717 8780 63
64 8164 8818 8891 8456 85iO 8564 3648 8711 8776 8840 64
65 8UI KI*" ::ir, .1,1,. ::,:;, :;,.m :;:-,-, :;:> 8080 0900 65
M :i:>w; :u.;-j MOO :i>. 0680 0696 8JM MM MM 0860 >;

67 8417 8484 8&&1 3618 3685 8751 8819 8886 8968 4010 67
68 8468 8536 3604 3671 8740 3806 8876 3944 4011 4080 68
o' :i',iy x** 8091 :<:-; 9790 1864 MO 1001 -;i 4M ,, o:,

70 3570 3640 3710 3780 8850 8910 8990 4000 4130 4100 70

3611 8691 3763 3834 8906 8976 4047 411* 4189 4100 71
3671 3744 8816 3888 3960 4081 72
3713 3796 3869 3941 4015 4088 4161 4134 4307 4380 73
3774 8848 3911 3996 4070 4144 4218 4191 4366 4440 74
8815 3900 3975 4060 4125 4200 4275 4390 4425 4500 75
3876 3951 4018 4104 4180 4286 4331 4406 4484 4A60 76
3917 4004 4081 4158 4235 4311 4389 4466 4543 4610 77

78 :<:< -i--,; .n:;i -I-.M-J IL-.-I 4868 -m*; -T.-JI i860 N80 78
79 4029 4108 4187 4266 4345 4424 4508 4581 4661 4 79
80 4080 4160 4240 4320 4400 4480 4560 4640 4720 4800 80

81 12 4293 4374 4455 4596 4617 4698 4779 4860 81
82 : 4264 4346 4428 4510 4592 4674 4756 4838 4910 8J
83 4133 4316 4399 4481 4565 4648 KJ
84 4184 4368 4451 4636 4620 4704 4788 4872 4966 6040 84
85 4335 4410 4606 4690 4675 4760 4846 4990 6015 6100 85
86 4386 4471 4668 4644 4790 4816 4901 4968 6074 6160 8<5

87 -" 4872 4M9 6046 6138 6110 87
88 4488 4576 4664 4762 4840 4928 6016 6104 5191 6180 88

S4639
46 4717 4806 4895 4984 6073 6162 6251 6340 .-

4690 4680 4770 4860 4960 6040 6130 6110 6310 MOO 90

91 4641 4791 4823 4914 6005 6096 6187 6178 6969 5460 91
92 9'2

93 i 4896 4929 6022 6115 6106 6901 6994 6487 6860 93
94 47W 4888 4961 8076 8170 6164 6968 6461 6646 6640 94
95 4846 4940 6096 5190 6116 6810 5415 6610 6606 95
96 4*.*; 4w. :><^ MM .v.^i OtM M71 H6B MM IT60 %
97 4-.i: :-i4 Mil :.-.M- B880 MT.' Ml MM 97M MM 97
93 4998 6096 6194 6191 6390 6488 6686 6684 6781 6880 9*
99 6049 6148 6147 6346 M46 6644 6643 99
100 6100 6100 6900 6400 6600 6600 6700 6800 6900 6000 100

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
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A M
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71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

71 72 73 71 7.-. 7; 77 7S 79 80 1
112 Ml 146 148 150 K>2 1.1 ]:. )58 160

216 219 222 225 228 I iM7 240
284 288 292 296 800 804 808 312 316 320 4
355 360 366 370 875 380 385 390 395 400 5
426 432 438 444 450 456 462 468 474 480 6
497 504 511 518 525 532 539 546 553 560 7
568 576 584 592 600 608 616 624 632 640 8
639 648 657 666 676 684 693 702 711 720 9
710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 790 800 10

11 781 792 803 814 825 836 847 858 869 880 11
12 852 864 876 888 900 912 924 936 948 960 12
13 923 936 949 962 975 988 1001 1014 1027 1040
14 994 1008 1022 1036 1050 1064 1078 1092 1106 HIM 14
15 1065 1080 1095 lllo l lj: 1 Ho 1 1 :,:, 1170 1185 1200 15
16 11.'. 11*>2 1168 1184 1200 1216 U :j 1248 1264 1280 16
17 1207 1224 1211 1258 PJ7.-> 1292 1309 1326 1343 1360 17
18 1278 1296 131 I '.0 1308 1386 1404 1422 1440 18
19 1349 1368 1387 1406 1 U . Mil 1 !<;:: 1 1-2 K,<H 19
20 1420 1440 1160 1480 1500 152< 1 1<> K..JO 1580 1600 20

21 1491 1512 1533 1",} 1575 IV.M, MI: K,:;g 1659 1680 21
22 1562 1584 1606 1628 1650 ir,72 ]. } 1716 1738 1760
23 1633 1656 1679 17<>2 i:j:> i;.js 1771 17,1 isi7 1840 23
24 1704 1728 1752 1776 1800 1824 1848 1872 1896 1920 24
25 1776 1800 1825 1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1975 2000 25
26 1846 1872 1898 1924 1950 1976 2002 2028 2" 26
27 1917 1944 1971 1998 2025 2052 2079 2106 2133 2160 27
28 1988 2016 2044 2072 2100 2128 2156 2184 2212 2240 28
29 2059 2088 2117 2146 2175 2204 2233 2262 2291 2320 29
30 2130 2160 2190 2220 2250 2280 2310 2340 2370 2400 30

31 2201 2232 2263 2294 2325 2356 2387 2418 2449 2480 31
32 2272 2304 2336 2368 2400 2432 2464 .28 2560 32
33 2343 2376 2409 2442 2475 2508 2541 J 71 2-."7 2640 33
34 2111 2148 2482 2516 2550 2584 2618 2652 2686 2720 34
35 2485 2520 2555 2590 2625 2660 2695 2730 2765 2800 35
36 2556 2592 2628 2664 2700 2736 2772 2808 2844 2880 36
37 2627 26<il 1701 2788 2775 2812 2849 2886 2923 2960 37
38 2698 2736 2774 2812 2850 2888 2926 2964 3002 3040 38
39 2769 2808 2847 2886 2925 2964 3003 3042 3081 3120 39
40 2840 2880 2920 2960 3000 3040 3080 3120 3160 3200 40

41 2911 2952 2993 3034 3075 3116 3157 3198 3239 8 41
42 2982 3024 3066 3108 3150 3192 3234 J7f> 3318 3360 42
43 3053 3096 3139 3182 868 88U ::;>7 3440 43
44 3124 3168 3212 3256 3300 3344 3388 3432 3476 3520 44
45 3195 3240 3285 3330 3375 3420 3465 3510 3555 3600 45
46 3266 3312 3358 3404 3450 3496 3542 3588 3634 3680 46
47 3337 3384 3431 3478 3525 3572 3619 3666 3713 3760 47
48 3408 3456 3504 3552 3600 3648 3696 3744 3792 3840 48
49 3479 3528 3577 3626 3675 3724 3773 3822 3871 3920 49
50 3550 3600 3650 3700 3750 3800 3850 3900 3950 4000 50

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80



LJK

717273747576n787980
\l 8891 9678 8799 9774 8885 9876 9897 9978 4099 4000 51
2 8699 9744 9796 9048 9800 8858 4004 4056 4100 4160 52
63 9769 9816 9089 9999 9995 4086 4081 4134 4107 4840

:>:i M00 8M8 8181 1088 H"i u - w; 1881 H8 54
9906 9960 4016 4O70 4196 4180 4985 4990 4845 i 55
9976 4099 4088 4144 4900 4966 4819 4968 44*4 4400 >;

- 4975 4989 4909 4446 4603 4560 57
08 m- <176 4234 4999 4950 4408 4406 4594 4509 4040 -

i
60 I*" 1880 *.'.- ui i"' i -" MM !.-,, 171- BOO MJ

61 1:1:1 iw nv; r.i i r-v, ;.; :;? i?-,- i-r* i 61
.: 4 4596 45*8 4*. 4836 4H98 4960 62

63 - 4536 4599 4069 4795 4786 4H5I 4914 4977 5040 63
64 4544 4608 4679 4736 4000 4064 4998 4999 5066 51*20 64
65 4615 4690 4745 4810 4875 4940 5005 5070 6135 5900 65
". 4606 47S9 4816 4804 4950 5016 5089 6148 5914 5980
67 7 4894 4891 4958 5095 6099 5159 5996 6993 5360
68 4890 4886 4984 5U39 5100 6160 5936 53* 5979 5440
t ' 4899 4968 5037 6106 6175

'

70 4970 6040 6110 6180 5950 5390 5380 5460 5530

71 5041 5112 51*3 5254 6385 5396 6467 5638 6609 56RO 71
72 .'158 5398 6400 6472 6644 6616 6688 6760 72

5183 5966 6399 54O9 5475 6648 6691 6694 6787 6H40 73
5954 5398 5409 5476 5660 6694 5698 6779 5846 5990 74
5395 6400 6475 5550 6695 5700 5775 58AO 5995 6000 75
5396 5479 6648 5694 6700 5776 6869 5998 6004 6000 76
6467 6644 6691 6698 5775 6859 6999 6000 6003 0100 77

78 6638 6616 6694 6779 686O 6998 0006 0084 0169 0940 78
79 :.'"' 8088 8909 >" 8888 "-i *~:i 8161 8841 8888 79
80 5680 6760 5840 5990 0000 0080 6100 6940 0390 0400 80

81 6751 6839 5913 5994 0075 0156 6937 0318 0399 0400 81
8J 5899 5904 6988 0068 6160 6939 6314 0390 0478 0560 *_'

83 6899 5976 0069 0149 0995 0308 0391 6474 0657 0640 H,
84 6964 0048 6139 0910 0300 6384 6408 0659 0636 0790 84
85 0036 0190 0905 0990 0375 0400 0545 0630 0715 0800 85
8*> 0108 6199 0978 0364 0460 0590 0699 0708 0794 0800
87 : 0964 0361 0438 0595 0019 0099 6786 OPTS 0960 87
88 ;-'i- '-.:::tt M.-J 8519 9880 0888 8776 8884 9988 9848 H.S

8 6319 0408 0497 0680 0675 07*4 0863 0949 7031 7190 -

90 .*> '!-< u-oi ..'- 891 -i" 8880 9880 9118 9108 90

91 0401 0559 0643 0734 0895 0910 7007 7O9B 7189 7980 91
rj 0J98 9884 1:71.; 8806 8888 8B88 9004 7196 9881 9880 9_>

'.>;; 8808 8886 >' 8888 8998 9061 9161 9884 9849 9848 H
94 0074 0708 0009 0950 7l 7938 7339 7490 7590 94
95 6745 0B40 0035 7O30 7195 7990 75fl6 7000 U% 0810 0919 7008 <v>

97 0807 0984 7081 7178 7975 7379 7469 7506 7003 7700 97
os Mfl 7v*; 71M 9888 9860 7ii- 9M6 :--n 9749 9080 fS
99 99
100 7100 7900 7300 7400 7600 7000 7700 7800 7900

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79
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81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

81898384858687888990 1

183 164 166 168 170 172 174 176 178 180 2
246 249 252 286 268 261 264 267 270 3

324 328 332 336 340 344 348 : >6 360 4
5 406 410 415 420 425 430 435 440 445 450 5
6 486 492 498 504 510 516 522 528 534 540 6

567 574 581 588 695 602 609 616 623 630 7
648 656 664 672 680 688 696 704 712 720 8
729 738 747 756 765 774 783 792 801 810 9
810 820 830 840 850 860 870 880 890 900 10

11 891 902 913 924 935 946 957 968 979 990 11
12 972 984 996 1008 1020 1032 1044 1056 1068 1080 12
13 1053 1066 1079 1092 1105 1118 li:l II H 11.YT 1170 13
14 1134 1148 1162 1176 1190 1204 1218 1232 1246 1260 14
15 1215 1230 1245 1260 1275 1290 1 '<> 1335 1350 15
16 1296 1312 1328 1344 1360 1376 1392 1408 1424 1110 16
17 1377 1394 1111 1428 1445 1462 1479 1496 1513 1530 17
18 1458 1476 1494 1512 1530 1548 1566 1584 1602 1620 18
19 1539 1558 1577 1596 1615 1634 1653 1672 1691 1710 19
20 1620 1640 1660 1680 1700 1720 1740 1760 1780 1800 20

21 1701 1722 1743 1764 1785 1806 1827 1848 1869 1890 21
22 1782 1804 1826 1848 1870 1892 1914 1936 1958 1980 22
23 1863 1886 1909 1932 1955 1978 2001 2024 2047 2070 23
24 1944 1968 1992 2016 2040 2064 2088 2112 2136 2160 24
25 2025 2050 2075 2100 2125 2150 2175 2200 2225 2250 25
26 2106 2132 2158 2184 2210 2236 2262 2288 2314 2340 26
27 2187 2214 2241 2268 2295 2322 2349 2376 24<'.; 27
28 2268 2296 2324 2352 2380 2408 2436 2464 2492 2520 28
29 2349 2378 2407 2436 2465 2494 2523 2552 2581 iMlo 29
30 2430 2460 2490 2520 2550 2580 2610 2640 2670 2700 30

31 2511 2542 2573 2604 2635 2666 2697 2728 2759 2790 31
32 2592 2624 2656 2688 2720 2752 2784 2816 2848 2880 32
33 2673 2706 2739 2772 2805 2838 2871 29O4 2937 2970 33
34 2754 2788 2822 2856 2890 2924 2958 2992 3026 3060 34
35 2835 2870 2905 2940 2975 3010 3045 3080 3115 35
36 2916 2952 2988 3024 3060 3096 3132 3168 3204 3240 36
37 2997 3034 3071 3108 314:. 8188 3219 3256 3293 3330 37
38 L6 :'.!:> I 3192 3230 3268 3306 3344 3382 3420 38
39 3159 3198 3237 3276 3315 3354 3393 3432 3471 3510 39
40 3240 3280 3320 3360 3400 3440 3480 3520 3560 3600 40

41 3321 3362 3403 3444 3485 3526 3567 3608 3649 3690 41
42 1 3486 3528 3570 3612 3654 3696 3738 3780 42
43 34*3 3526 3569 3612 3655 3698 3741 3784 3827 3870 43
44 3564 3608 3652 3696 3740 3784 3828 3872 3916 3960 44
45 3645 3690 3735 3780 3825 3870 3915 3960 4005 45
46 3726 3772 3818 3864 3910 3956 4002 4048 4094 4140 46
47 3807 3854 3901 3948 3995 4042 4089 4136 4183 4230 47
48 3888 3936 3984 4032 4060 4128 4176 4224 4272 4320 48
49 3969 4018 4067 4116 4165 4214 4263 4312 -\:\<\\ 4410 49
50 4050 4100 4150 4200 4250 4300 4350 4400 4450 4500 50

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90



A /.C -17

81828384858687888990
61
f.J 4919 4984 4316 4388 4490 4479 4694 4576 4698 4680
53 4-.-..:i 4 tit; *w 44. j 4'^r. i.'.> 4,u 4^,4 4:17 477.,

54 * 4489 4538 4560 4644 4696 4769 4806 4680
55 4456 4510 4666 4690 4676 4730 4786 4840 4896 4610
v; 4A38 4509 4648 4704 4760 4816 4679 4996 4684 6040
57 4617 4674 4731 4788 4846 4809 4950 6016 6073 6130

4688 4766 4814 4879 4930 4988 6046 6104 6169 8680
4779 4838 4807 4956 6016 6074 5133 6199 6951 6310
4H8U 4990 4980 5040 6100 6160 6980 6980 63U> 6400 60

61 4941 5009 6063 5194 5186 6946 6307 6388 6490 6490 6
62 6099 6084 6146 6908 6970 6339 6394 6466 6518 6680
63 6103 6166 6999 6999 6356 6418 6481 6644 6607 6870
64 6184 5948 6319 6378 5440 6604 5668 6639 6696 5760
65 6966 6330 6396 5460 6696 6MO 6666 6790 6766 6860
;-. 5346 5419 5478 6544 5610 5676 5749 6808 6874 6840

5497 5494 5561 6698 M06 6769 6699 6896 6963 6030 67
68 6608 5576 6644 5719 5780 5848 5016 6984 6069 6190

-.. 6580 5668 5797 6796 6885 5034 6003 6079 6141 6910
70 5670 5740 5810 6880 5030 6090 6UOO 6160 6930 6300 70

71 5751 6899 6893 5964 6036 6106 6177 694A 6319
72 5839 5904 6076 6048 6190 6199 6964 6338 6408
73 5013 6086 6069 6139 6906 6978 6361 6494 64*7 6670
74 6994 6068 6149 6916 6990 6384 6438 6519 6586 6880
75 6075 6150 6996 6300 6375 6450 6596 6800 6675 6750
76 6156 6939 6308 6384 6460 6538 6619 6888 6764 6840
77 6937 6314 6381 6468 6545 6699 6690 6776 6853
78 6318 6398 6474 6559 6630 6706 6788 6864 6949
79 6300 6478 6657 6836 6715 6794 6873 6969 7031 7110
80 6480 6560 6840 6790 6800 6880 6960 7040 7190 7900

6561 6849 6793 6804 6885 6986 7047 7198 7900 7990
6849 6794 6806 6488 6970 7069 7134 7316 7998 7380
6798 6808 6800 6979 7055 7138 7991 7304 7387

6888 6879 7056 7140 7994 7308 7389 7476 7560
6070 7065 7140 7225 7310 7395 7480 7565 7660
7069 7138 7934 7310 7396 7489 7568 7664 7740

87 7047 7134 7921 7308 7395 7489 7569 7656 7743

S7198
7916 7304 7399 7480 7568 76S SS3

7900 7998 7387 7476 7565 76M 7743 7839 7991 8010
7990 7380 7470 7560 7650 7740 7830 7990 8010 8100

91 7371 7469 TV53 7644 7738 7898 7917 8008 8090
92 7838 7798 7890 7919 8004 8u96 8188
93 '-I 7626 7719 7819 7906 7998 8001 8184 8277 8370
94 T614 77U8 7808 7896 7990 8084 8178 8979 8388 8460
9f> 7696 7790 7885 7980 8075 8170 8986 8360 8456 8660 91
or, 777; 7-7- ?!;- -*\ -P-..I Ml Ml -M- MM MM 9(

97 7867 7954 8051 8148 8946 8349 8430 8638 8633 8730
95 7938 8036 8134 8939 8330 8498 8698 8694 8799 8890
99 8019 8118 8917 8316 8415 8514 8613 8719 8811 8010
100 8100 8900 8300 8400 8500 8600 8700 9800

8182838485868788
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1 919993949696979899100 1

183 184 186 188 190 192 194 196 198 200 2
3 279 289 285 288 291 294 997 300 3
4 364368379376380384388392396400 4
5 465 460 465 470 475 480 486 490 496 600 5
6 646 669 668 664 670 576 682 688 594 600 6
7 681 'in -i ;:* ;<;> <~2 ra *<> w:t 700 7

8 798 736 711 7.2 7(,o 768 776 784 792 800 8
9 819 828 837 846 855 864 873 882 891 900 9

10 910 920 930 940 950 960 970 980 990 1000 10

11 1001 1012 1023 1034 1045 1056 1067 1078 1089 1100 11

1092 llol 11UJ 112- llio 1152 1164 117<! 1188 1200 12

13 11-:; ll'J6 1209 1222 148 1981 1274 1287 1300 13
14 1274 1288 1302 1316 133o i:;i4 l:r>- 1:572 1386 1400 14

15 1365 1380 i:in.- 11!" L440 1455 1 no I486 1500 15

16 1456 1172 1488 1504 1520 1536 1552 1568 1584 1600 16

17 i:,j7 i.-.iii 1581 1598 Mir. i;:;2 i<;i!> icm; n;-:; I7<>u 17

18 1638 1656 1674 1692 1710 1728 17 Ki 17'il i: 18
19 - 1748 1767 1786 1805 1824 143 1802 1881 1900 19

20 1820 1840 1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 20

21 1911 1932 1953 1974 1995 2ol<; 20:17 2058 2079 21<"i 21
22 2002 2024 2046 2068 2090 2112 2134 2156 2178 2200 22
23 2093 2116 2139 2109 2is5 2208 2231 2254 2277 2300 23
24 21-1 2208 2232 2256 2280 2304 2328 ,76 2400 24
25 2275 2300 2325 2350 2375 2400 2425 2450 2475 2500 25
26 2366 2392 2418 2444 2470 2496 2522 2548 2574 2600 26
27 2457 2484 2511 2538 2565 2592 2619 2646 2673 2700 27
28 2548 2576 2604 2632 2660 2688 2716 2744 2772 2800 28
29 2639 2668 2697 2726 2755 2784 2813 2842 2871 2900 29
30 2730 2760 2790 2820 2850 2880 2910 2940 2970 3000 30

31 2821 2852 2883 2914 2945 2976 3007 3038 3069 3100 31
32 2912 2944 2976 3008 3O40 3072 3104 3136 3168 3200 32

33 3003 3036 3069 3102 3135 3168 ,'<>7 3300 33
34 3094 3128 3162 3196 3230 3264 3298 3332 3366 3400 34
35 3185 3220 3255 3290 3325 3360 :?!;.-> 3500 35
36 3276 3312 3348 3384 3420 3456 3492 3528 3564 3600 36

37 3367 3404 :mi 3473 3515 Ii ' 3626 3663 3700 37
38 3458 3496 534 3572 3610 3648 3686 3724 3762 3800 38
39 3549 3588 3627 3666 3705 3744 3783 3822 3861 3900 39
40 3640 3680 3720 3760 3800 3840 3880 3920 3960 4000 40

41 3731 3772 3813 3854 3895 3936 3977 4018 4059 4100 41

42 3822 3864 3906 3948 3990 !' 4116 4158 4200 42

43 3913 3956 3999 4042 4085 4128 4171 4214 4257 4300 43

44 4004 4048 4092 4136 4180 4224 4268 4312 4356 4400 44

45 4095 4140 4185 4230 4275 4320 4365 4410 4455 4500 45
46 4186 4232 4278 4324 4370 4416 4462 4:,<i- 1664 4600 46

47 4277 4324 4371 4418 4465 4512 I.v.l) 4606 4653 4700 47
48 4368 4416 4464 4512 4560 4608 4656 4704 4752 4800 48

49 4459 4508 4557 4606 4655 4704 4753 4802 4851 4900 49

50 4550 4600 4650 4700 4750 4800 4850 4900 4950 5000 50

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100



A \l( l.ll 4 T/O V TAH1 /'

51
n
pM
B
8
B
B
B
B

91 W
'4641
,4MMt

1 4739

4914
5005
5096
6187

**! J
47H4
4876
4968
5060
6169

93 94 95 96 97 96

474S 47*4 4045 4896 4W7 4998

99 100

5369 5498

4999 4989
5099 5076
6116 6170
6908 6964
5301 5358
.vi-.i 6409
5487 5546
5WO 5<i40

5085 5088 6141 6194
5130 6164 6938 5999
5995 5980 5335 5390
5390 5376 5439 5488
5415 5479 5099 66*6

6049
* JA5148
5947
5346
5445
6644
5643

6100

5605 6664 6793 6789
ftTUU 57UO 5-<JO

5H41

5300
5400
5600
5600
6700
1889
5900

51
C/l

53
54
W
.Vi

57
58
59

sa
54
M
6i
n
68

09
70

5551 5619 5673 5734 6796 5856 5917 5978 6O39
5649 6704 6766 5898 6890 6969 6014 6076 6138
6733 6796 6859 5999 5985 6048 6111 6174 6337
6894 5888 5969 6016 6080 6144 6908 6979 6336
5915 5l*u 6045 III 10 6175 tt>4o 6:5 IKI7U

,-,-H; fie.- 6198 ;-" 0990
t^.17 i.;i 9961
61M 9999 99M
6979 6348 6417
6370 6440 6510 6580 6650 6790 6790

6100
6900
6300
6400

r,i.;i 0599 0909

4
75
M
77
78
ri

08T4 <-7r,

8900 ;-!

6789
i;7:u 0800 OBBO

6916
7iN7 ?H4 7H.I

71-* 9800 9849
7880 7360 7 no

9BM 9080
7..:,., 71-,
7111 7990

7rs 9800
7Vjii 7 -loo

9B16

OBU
7(KH 7*l

717-

7975

7-.'r, 9MB
7i- 9888
7. -I 7'.'- \

7-.-0 77-.'i

9060 9190 9880
7154 7997 7300
7808 7396 7400

9M8 9884 9900
754tf 7i'.t3 77*i
7-.n 9980

7891
7H40 7VJO 8UUO

71
n
73

75
70

77
18

81 : 7459 7533 7614 7695 7776 7867 7838 8019 6100 81
8J 7469 7544 7696 7708 7790 7874 7954 8036 8118 8900 -J

83 7553 7036 7719 7809 7885 7968 8051 8134 8917 8300 83
84 7644 7798 7819 7896 79HO 8064 8148 8839 8316 8400 84
85 7735 7890 7905 7990 8075 8160 8945 8330 8416 8600 85
86 7896 7919 7998 8084 8170 8956 8349 8498 8614 8600 86
87 7917 8004 8091 8178 8965 8358 8439 8686 8613 8700 87
33 ^ MW ,,,,; ,,,, ,,,7 , 00Q ,, ..-.,; ,,, , 71 .j

W^.t-ft .!-. -,-- -,, - i >.ii -, ; ..-> ^-n- i < > > I ' r^. i I ' v , . _ -
I I

90 -I 1

."' ->' --'.To -l^i - v^ .-'.jo -7.^> .-.-. -M"

91
'.'!

90
04
95

97
98

100

8379
8463
8684
WHS
M71UI

8897
P918
9009
9169

8379 8463 8564 8645 8736 8897 8918 9009 9100 91
8464 8556 8648 8740 8839 8994 9016 9KH 9900 T J

8656 8649 8749 8835 8998 9091 9114 .9907 9300 9*
8648 8748 8836 8080 9084 9118 9312 9306 9400 94
-7io 9896 8080 9000 IM-.M 8810 8816 MOO 8999

-JI ->rM Mii- vji-, .:u-j
: s.^ irl.-, 9989 9980 97

9016 9114 9919 9310 9408 9606 9604 9708 9800 98
9188 toe i:i..i !-. 8664 BOOB 8986 -.-"i

9900 9900 9400 9600 9600 9700 9800 9900 1(

91 92 93 94 95 97 98 99 100
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TABLE 61

A MULTIPLICATION TABLE

Giving the Products of I
2
,
22

. . . (12)
2 Times 1, 2, 3 ... 100

and the Products of (13)
2

. . . (21)
2 Times 1, 2, 3 ... 50.
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MENTAL AND SOCIAL MEASUREMENTS

Products (51 to 100)



A MVU'n Ml

Product* (I to 50) X (13), (IV, (15)',to

(14) (15) (16)' (17) (18)' (19)' (21)

100 106 335 286 280 834 861 in l

888 880 450 612 678 648 723 883 2
507 588 675 768 867 073 1083 1838 3
Ii7tl 7M -., l,rj| U.V, lj.i :;;; 1764 4
845 080 1125 1280 1445 1630 1805 3306 5

. 1350 1536 1734 1044 2166 3640 6
- 1575 1703 3038 3368 3527 8087 7

1353 1568 1800 3048 3313 3503 3888 8898 8
1764 9025 3304 3601 3016 8340 8000 9

10 1600 1060 2250 3560 3800 8340 8610 4410 10

11 1880 3156 3475 2816 3170 8564 8071 4851 11

12 -j.rjs 9809 -J7.M 0079 8400 8008 B89 8888 12
M 2107 2548 2025 3328 3757 4212 4603 5788 13
M 3866 2744 3150 3584 4046 4536 5054 6174 14
15 2535 2040 3375 3840 4335 4860 5415 6* 15
16 2704 3136 3600 4096 4624 6184 5776 7086 16
17 3873 3383 3825 4353 4013 5508 6137 7407 17
18 80433528406046065202583264087038 18
19 :;-MI :*7-ji r->7:, -ixr,.| :,iu M>, 0088 8078 19
20 8380 3020 4500 5130 5780 6480 7230 8820 20

21 3540 4116 4725 5376 6060 6804 7581 0361 21
22 3718 4312 4950 5632 6358 7128 7042 0703 22
23 8887 4508 5175 5888 6647 7452 8303 10143 23
24 4056 4704 5400 6144 6936 7776 8664 10584 24
25 4225 4900 5625 6400 7225 8100 9025 11025 25
26 4394 5096 5850 6656 7514 8424 9386 11466 I',

27 4563 5292 6075 6912 7803 8748 9747 11907 27
28 .;2 5488 6300 7168 8092 9072 10108 12348 28
29 4901 5684 6525 7424 8381 0396 10460 12780 29
30 5070 5880 6750 7680 8670 0730 10830 13230 30

31 5380 6076 6075 7036 8050 10044 11191 13671 31
32 5408 6272 7200 8192 0248 10368 11552 141 32
33 5577 6468 7425 9448 0537 10602 11913 14553 33
34 5746 6664 7650 8704 9826 11016 12274 14094 34
35 5015 6860 7875 8960 10115 1-635 15435 35
36 6084 7066 8100 0216 104O4 11664 12006 15876 36
37 0258 7252 8325 9472 10693 11988 13357 16317 37
38 6422 7448 8550 9728 10982 12312 13718 16758 38
39 6501 7644 8775 0984 11271 12636 14079 17190 39
40 6760 7840 0000 10240 11560 12060 14440 17640 40

41 6030 8086 0225 10496 11840 13284 14801 18081 41
7006 8333 0450 10752 12138 13606 42

43 7367 8428 0675 11008 12427 13932 15523 18068 43
44 7436 8634 0000 11364 12716 14256 15S&4 19404 44
45 7605 8820 10125 11520 13005 14580 16345 10845 45
46 7774 0016 10350 11776 13204 14004 16606 30886 46
47 7043 0212 10675 12083 13583 15238 16967 30737 47
48 8113 0408 10600 12288 13872 15552 17328 21168 48
49 8281 0604 11025 12544 14161 15876 17689 21600 49
50 8450 0800 11250 12800 14450 16300 18080 23060 50

(17)' (18)'



TABLE 62

A TABLE OP THE SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS OF THK

NUMBERS FROM 1 TO 1000.

THIS table is a modification of the first part of Barlow's Tables.

The advantage of this abridged table beyond its more convenient

size, is that through the omission of cubes, cube roots and reciprocals,

the table allows more rapid use and causes much less strain on the

eyes. The latter result is furthered by giving square roots only to

the third decimal instead of to the seventh.

251



TABLE OP SQUARES AXD SQUARE ROOTS.

mm.
I 1 1.000 61 SUM 7. U|24 62 .: J

8 9 UTtt 63 MM : .-

4 16 -""> 64 MM : .;,

:> H UN 66

M MM 66 MM 7.488
7 49 1646 67 H M MM
8 64 1M 68 MM 7.616
9 81 8.000 69 8481 7.681
10 100 8.163 M MM 7.746

Mil 61 :.! 7.810
It 1.464 ._' M44 7.874
is I.-,-. 1661 68 MM :.:

!"> 3.742 64 i ..... . 8.000
IM 8.878 66 MM MM

16 IM 4.000 66 MM
4.128 67 MM llfli

18 IM UN8 68 MM ISM
19 ."-.! 69 1761 1897

400 4.47* 70 MM UM
4.688 6041 - Ml

4*1 4.690 7- II
- IMf

M IM 4.796 MM 1M4
ji 578 M76 MM
M 6M 6.000 76 MM 1M8

676 6.099 76 6776 1718
J7 7M 6.196 77 MM 1776

7M KM! 78 6084 **;;

-n 1M8 79 M41 ----

900 6.477 80 MM 1HJ

81 961 6.668 81 ' 'I 9.000

H 6.667 >-' 10M
M IOM 6.746 -:s 86M 9.110

84 UM 1881 84 TOM UM
r-'-r. 6.916 86 ISM --"

86 1- , 6.000 -; 7 - 9.274

17 KSM 6.088 -7 7660 I HD
6.164 ^ 7711 MO
6.245 M 14M

40 :-- 6.326 90 8100 MM
41 1681 6.408 91 M81 MM

I IM M - I Ml
1841 6.667 M M48 1644
I9M 1681 94 MM 16M

46 mm 6.708 96 MM
-. 'Ji i.; 1782 96 MM 9.798

mm 1866 97 9409 MM
48 MM 10M 98 9604 16M
49 iM.-l 7.000 99 9801 ItM
60 -- loo 10000 10.000
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Num.



901

-.1)7

no

919

m

o

m

1 01 01

1 l-j.ri

IfOlO

IMSO
4 .- l-i

|64
IMS]

UJU
u -Ji*

1 1 --it

U :ivt

1 1 :. ;

M)

j :?

NO

Ml
MO
Ml
JM
Ml

MO
Ml
Mfl
MO
OM

44944
moo
45796
I'.j :.

i 01 H
1 1080
17-,'Jl

1796]
184 00

48841
1 -.. -

1

l ..? -i

60176
00880

51076
01580
01884

08800

53361
08BM
:, u -.

54756

081 '.

', M, I J

oiooo

08881
08881

00880
80880

60616
01000
01501
08801
6 -J.M n

1

-

I

i:, v,;

r, :.-

ULI8I

IMM

15.748
15.780
15.811

Unm.

m

m

881

8)0

971
rn
ff71

174
818

8N
977
8M
810
9NO

OBI

080
080
OM

08)

000

69001
., f,.4
., KM*
64516
88880

.; H :ui

080 !

....',..4

01081
81088

68191
880 u
S8100
69696
70891

70756
71888
718M
78881
78888

73441
7 :'/

-
1

7 i.-,
-

75076
78881

76176
7 ;? -i

7 7- -
J

77- II

78188

78881
78581
08881
008
01180

81796
- .:: .;-i

-
.-. i

01581
84100

84681
0864

- '.- 4'.

OM8I
01080

87616
08880
88804
8M81
00000

1. -u
15.875

15JO)

ML80I
ML881
16069
16.080
Hi 180

16.155
II |

!.,;-
16.979

16.310

ML871
i; i.,:

II i :j

16.469
1., IT.'

ML88I
16.558

1*019
16.641

icon
IOL70I

ML18I

16.763
IC7M
IOL88I

16.919
16.941

16971
17.000

17.0M

I7J80
17.080

7 8 8
-.7 m
17.881
-.7

II



MESTAL AXD SOCIAL MEASURED!
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TABLE OF SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOK

16 08 01 90.095 431 90 4 01 91.987

409 161604 90.060 459 904404 91.960

408 169409 90.079 459 905909 91.984

404 169916 90,100 454 906116 91.907

405 164095 90.195 455 907095 91.891

406 164886 90.149 456 907996 91.954
457 908848 91.878

i..s L66464 90 \w 4> -"u:ci -! Ml
458 210681 81434

410 168100 80.948 460 911600 81.448

411 168891 90978 461 819891 21.471

419 161*744 30.298 489 918444 91.484
418 170568 80.888 468 814868 91.517

464 915296 21 Ml
179995 90.879 465 816995 21.564

416 178056 90.896 466 917156 91.587
467 918088 81.610

418 174794 20445 Ml 818811 81.681
419 175361 90.469 4v.i H98 8L888
480 176400 80.494 470 990800 91.678

491 177241 20.518 471 221841 21.708
i7j 08784 81 186

488 178828 80.567 478 828728 21.749

484 179776 20.591 224676 21.772
485 180685 80.616 475 22 56 25 21.784

486 18 14 76 20.640 "'
81 *.', 7* I Lttl

4?7 188888 '..'"I

188 188181 .6W 478 928484 21.888
4-i 184041 90.718 478 299441 21.888
480 184800 90.786 480 980400 91.908

481 185761 90.761 481 291861 91.989
4::-j 188694 10.788 --' 189884 11.964
4.1:1 i"7i-i j'.--y 4-.; 988888 8L871
4.11 188888 90.881 484 984956 82.000
485 188885 80.857 181

486 190006 80881 486 9861 M 22.045
487 190968 8a805 881 987188 18.068
488 191844 80888 188 188144 98.081
4::n 198781 80.868 M8 188181 18.118
440 198600 90.876 480 940100 22.186

441 194481 21.000 401 241081 22.158
442 19 58 64 21.094 4irj .4 .' J H -

1

448 196849 21.048 888 148*49 86J04
197186 2! J-i 844888 B8J88

445 198085 21.095 888 848881 88H88

446 188916 21119 486 946016 91971
199809 2 ;: M7008 I8J88

448 900704 91.166 488 948004 99.816
449 901601 21.190 488 848001 91888
450 909500 2 500 950000 91881
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601 861901 14.515 m m m
601 861404 4.596 65$ 425104 S6.5S4
608 868600 4.556 006 006466 OOJ84
604 864816 4.576 654 437716 5.573
605 866085 84.587 BOO 806880

606 867886 4617 656 480886 5.61

801 W8446 81681 */: 181646 M.600
606 868664 4.608 888 188864 11680
*n 1108*1 01618 659 484881 5.671

610 872100 1608 660 485600 5.680

Gil 8788l 84.718 '>M 18688] 001718
613 874544 4.788 *- 188844 08.180
618 875768 4.758 ''- 188188 1*748

644 440806 0.766
615 878S85 84.7W 868 445 5.788

616 879456 4.810 666 448556 5.807
667 444888 5.886

r.is :LSI,;M VM--.O 668 4464 5.846
618 888161 4.880 668 447561 8.868
880 884400 4.900 670 448800 8.884

681 885641 84.980 671 450341 8.804
tvjvj 00 0884 -J i '.-so 67 45 15 84 95.988
,:: i : > -

1 : .
-

; : .- . 678 45 29 89 85 94
-J4 :wi:iT.; -ji.^o r,?4 684818 05,860

r,-j:, 088880 ^' -M. 675 455685 5.81

686 891876 5.080 676 456976 6.000
87 898189 85.040 458888 96.019
r.-js 084884 06.080 > 98884 06.081
-,: ::-,-, -, n 08.080 679 461041 86.068
800 896900 5.100 680 462400 6.077

681 898161 85120 681 468761 86.096
688 899484 85.140 688 465184 86.115
688 400689 85.159 ^ 188488 08.184
'.

'. -}-... v, 08.178 684 467856 6.158
885 408885 5.199 666 4695 6.178

686 404496 85.219 686 470696 6.198
06.880
08J08
08J18 688 474781 86i49

40 4oi.i;,o --..-.s 690 476100

vil 410681 85.818 681 477481 81887
648 41 81 64 5.888
648 418449 5.857 698 480849 81889
644 414786 5877 *. 081880 81844
645 416085 85.897 080 888810

646 417816 2 696 484416 1888
418609 5486 697 485808 11401

648 419904 85.456 698 487804 1480
<>(> 4-Ji-jn: : sr. 688 488601 1488
650 422500 1485 700 490000 1488
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801 641601 18.109 *v 714101 10.171
80S 648104 18.810 888 715804 18.188

888 M4s.r. 88J81 B88 f666 NJ88
804 646416 88.855 884 718816 18118

'.!->:, 18.871 866 781016 18.140

806 640686 18.880 886 782786 18.167

807 651148 18408 867 784440 18.175
808 651664 18.415 -'.- 786164 18.188
808 654481 18.448 858 787881 10.808
810 666100 18.460 860 780600 18.816

811 657711 16.478 861 741811 18.848
811 659844 18.406 888 748044 18880
818 660068 28.513
-14 661506 18.581 864 746496 18.884

866 748116 29.411

816 665856 18566 866 749956 18.416
M-,7 * If 66 18.441

818 669184 18.601 *> HMM 18.481
819 670761 28.618 860 755161 18.479
830 671400 18,686 870 756800 18.486

811 674041 18.658 871 758641 18.518
881 675684 18.671 971 166684 18.880
-j:i 871*18 M.888 918 Wtt88 86JMI
s.>4 r,:sn?i; 88.106 874 768876 18.568
810 680615 18,718 875 765615 29.580

816 681176 18.740 876 767876 19.597
VJT ;s:^ 18,708 8H 169118 M.614
v.-s ,;s.v,s.t 88.778 m noew MJH
H i;s7-Jii '>.7-..- 11 H1641 18.640
880 688800 18.810 880 774400 29.665

881 690561 28.827 881 776161 18.688
KW ft'.- VJ4 -ss44 ,

;
;

H:W f,-.:Mv., n.881 888 779689 18.715
su r,-i :,:,:, -js s 7 ., 884 781456 19.781

187180 ;>-.HI 885 788116 18.748

886 688696 28.914 886 784996 29.766
v.7 7....-M-.'.. 18.981 887 786768 18.788
888 702-J4I js-.m 888 788544 19.799
888 708911 18.965 888 790811 19816
840 705600 28.988 890 792100 29.888

Ml 707281 29.000 881 798881 18.850
M-J 7"-..--.i ^.'.OIT QM 795664 19.866
848 710649 19.064 888 797449 19.888
844 711886 19.008 894 799986 19.900
845 714016 19.069 885 801016 18.916

846 715716 19.086 886 801816 28.988
847 717409 29.108 887 804608 2*950
848 719104 19.110 888 806404 29.967
849 710801 19.1X8 888 808201 28.988
850 712500 29.155 900 810000 80.000
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APPENDIX III

ANSWERS TO PRODI

Quantity For Ar.

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 3
5 2
6 10
7 7
8 7

3
10 4
11 1

9. Ar. is the more variable.

10. In the case of D.

11.

Frequency

Series I

Crude Mode 23
Median ..22

Average 21.0
A.D. from Median 2.5

S.D. from Median 3.54
Med. Dev. from Median 2

Q 2

For D.

1

1

1

3
9
15
6
1

2
1

Series n
22
22
21.65
1.75

2.94
1

1

12. a. 18 through 24.

b. 21 through 24.

13-22. The various answers are included in the tables that follow.

200
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MBNTAL AND SOCIAL MEASUREMENTS

23. The three surfaces will be as shown in Fig. 92, but on a

larger scale.

-I. The three surfaces will be as shown in Fig. 93, but on a

larger scale.

6 S

FIG. 93.

10 II



ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS

26, 27, 28. The surfaces will be such as fit the distributions of

the table below, being 64,

r

1



MENTAL AND SOCIAL MEASUREMENTS

40. Median A/B - .345. Q of ,4/B's
= .1L>.

44. r = .80 or .81, if the squares of the differences in ranks are

used.

r = .76 or .78 if the sum of the gains in ranks is used.

r = .73 if the number of unlike-signed pairs is used (counting

5/14 of the pairs with zeros as unlike-signed).

r = .80 if the x.y products are used.

r = .71 if the x/y and y/x ratios are used. (The '0-0*

pair is to be scored as a close correlation.)

45. r^ = .73; rAC = .99; rAD = .16.

46. vi - 2.18; t* - .456; mid x/y = .185, mid y/x = 1.25;

r = .48.

47. *t.AT.-obt.AT.
= .22;^ a_ obt ff

= .16.

48 - *t.Av.-obt.Av.
= 27;<7t><r_ obt. <r

= .19.

49. ^ A^_^ AVt
= .32;^^^^^= .22.

50- ^t.Av.-obt.Av.
= 47;<rt. <r _ obu<r

= .34.

= 16;^U <r-obt.<r= .11.

= -39.

. obt.<llfl.
= -52.

= -27.

55. (TV da, _ obt> an,
= .31.

56.
o"t.<jifl. obt.difl.

= -36.

57. ^r-obt.r= .056.

58. rir *r- .069.

59. ^^^^ .040-.

60. 68.3 per cent.

61. 14.3 per cent.

0.1 per cent.

62. 11.7 per cent.

64. 9.7 per cent.

65. 26.1 per cent

66. 4.7 per cent.

67. 10 and 11.68.

68. 10 and 8.95.

69. 8.07 and 11.93.

70. 12.64 and 21.84.

71. 12.11 and the lower limit of the distribution.
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18.96 and :M. II.

73. o. 124 chances in 10,000.

6. 228 chances in 10,000.

Between * - 6.2 and* + 6.2.

. 228 chances in 10,000.

6. 8,664 chances in 10,000.

75. a. 82 chances in 10,000.

6. 82 chances in 10,000.

c. 6,826 chances in 10,000.

-.19.

76. a. .36 and .60.

6. 228 in 10,000.

77. a. 26 in 10,000.

6. 1,1 :>l in 10,000.

78. fl. 67 in 10,000.

b. 975 in 1,000.

79. 6.73+.

80. a. 604 in 10,000.

6. 1,903 in 10,000.

Ut4 in 10,000.

10,000.

V>'<7 in 10,000.

81. a. 890 in 1,000.

6. 992 in 1,000.

82. As high as .40, 1,996 chances in 10,000.

As high as .41 , 459 cha 1 0,000.

As high as .42, 57 chances in 10,000.

As high as .50, chances in 10,000.

84. a. 3,265 chances in 10,000.

6. 6,735 chances in 10,000.
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Absolute aero of a *cale, 16 ff.

II V, 10
.1. --I tlir th,-..f> "f l:

apnradnatfau in oalonatioa, :T

Arrav, defined, 148; variability of an,

tuation of coefficient* of correla

Averafe Deviation 39, 43, 46 f., 64 f.,

Bftl 8* i*n VajfcbOity.

BAXTER, J.

BteodaBtv.

J. H , 96

BROWN, WARNER, 215
hi:..\vs. \\ it i i \M, "Jl }

CATTELL, J. McK., 24, 1

Cau*e* determininc form of diatribu-

ttoo, BOft
Cental tote** naaaore* of, 36 ff.;

< .
: !' in- i!i >!' !.> !"' .' :- Q .I*:!:' \'

..i DBMora .-!. I88ff IM J

('!. injaj ::.- HOMBMBd 01, 127 :
r

. i:; ;T.

OS ,-.-..:-. okbffity, I...;.,.: ,..r-

relation, 163 ff., 164 ff.

CormAN, L. D., 215
COLLET, C., 97
Commi-rwurnbilitv, of

156: of e
164 fl

>f

5

161,
17-jf . mfl fata ot kttl -

nk|ue of neaMirtnc* 167 u .
',
comaeUoo

of for attenuation by chant* in-

accuracy of the paired
177 ff.; oooatriction, dil

IHOff.; maaninc of

CRXLLC, A. L., 216, 220
Curve* of frequency, 30 ff.

Deviation, fiat A
Bojoan

Deviation,

Deviation, and Variabil

Difference*, meaaure* of, 127 ff.; va-
rieUeaoY, 127; in central tendency,
128 f.; in variability, 132 f.; un-
rtfiabffiti of, 190 ff., i":

Dilation, ./frnm-lati.^, IsOff.

Diaerote aBriea of maatiirea, 21 f.

tenfea 8* v-ariabiJr

liaUibution, of a variable fact, 28 ff.;

f.-rn, ,'. bi "5 I Mil . N I

factor* detmnininn. 80 ff.; effect of

fhajVAit oiftnMfMtl^n of cauHa, 80 ff.
*

. :., .. ..'.'..

tation of, 102 ff.; in relation to mix-
ture and affection, 104 ff.; a* an aid

rank*. 109 ff.;

, 201 f.;>n

67 ff.. 197 ff., 217 ff.

Distortion, of correlation*, 180 ff.

of obtained

TO, II . 143 f.

table* of,

Conatriction, of correlation*, ISOff.

QoMftm '' oi .1 - ! oi b*jq*j m N,

76 f.

from in calculation, 51 ff. Font)
Corn-lntion, l.Vff; c*tim.it<.l fnm

167 ff.; e*timn*

MI pj BkMlf^d pafaa, IB8, :: :

eatimated from the ratio* of the

pafatd

, 64 ff.

Error* in mea*umnenta, 207 ff.; vari-

able, 207 f.; cnruitant. 208 f.; due to

phyaical condition*, 21 <

21 }fl

of dbtribution. Set

VMMV<|^ fjj nngMlrwuiuop IOT correi

*jnB*MM*i Ml
Fraoneocy. aurfaee* of. 28 ff

/lor

64 ff.;

mtimafd fnm thr

pairad

rf GALTON, F., J

161; Groupui^ m cikulationa,

m
r. r.
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Groups, measurement of. 91 ff.; form
of distribution in, 94 ft.; homogene-
ous and mixed, 103ff.; comparison
of, 128 ff.; measurement of change
in, 137 ff.

HlLLEOAB, M. B., 18
in groups, 103 ff.

Inaccuracy hi measures, influence of

on measures of groups, 92 ff .
;
on

measures of correlation. 177 ff.

viduals, combination of measures
of to form measures of groups,

91 ff.

rdependence of factors influencing
the amount of a variable fact, 85 I.

Interval of the scale required to include

a given percentage of the cases, 202 f .

KRUEGER, F., 215

Mathematics and measurements, 1 f.

Mean. See Average.
Mean Square Deviation, 39 f., 43;

calculation of, 47 f., 55f.,59f.;
unreliability of, 190, 195

Mean Variation. See Average Devia-
tion.

Median, 36 f., 38, 43; calculation of,

48 f., 51 ff., 54, 59 f.; unreliability of

190, 195
Median Deviation, 40, 44; calculation

of, 49, 60
MKVLAN, G. L., 96
Mode, 37 ff., 43, 54, 60
Multimodal distributions, 33 f., 37, 39,
40 f ., 78, 85 ff.

Objectivity in measurements, 11 ff.

Overlapping of groups, 128 ff.

PEARSON, K., 96, 97, 133
Percentile comparisons, 128 f.

Percent ile measures, 40, 43 f., 48 f.,

51 ff., 56 f ., 59 f.

PETERS. J., 216
Probable error. See Median Devia-

tion.

Q. See Semi-interquartile-range.

Rank, measurement by. See Relative
Position.

Relation-lines, l.'l

Relations, measurement of, 141 ff.

See also Correlation.
Relative position, measurement by,

tT., 109 ff. See also Transmu-
tation of measures.

Reliability. See Unreliability.

Resemblance,
RICE, J. M.. 5

ROBERTS, C., 96

of, 156 ff

Sampling, in relation to the calculation

of central tendencies and varial >il

58 f.; unreliability due to, 186 ff.

Scales, 7ff.j
defects in, 7ff.; objertiv-

<lefinitenes* of unitH, 13 fT.;

zero-points, 16 ff.; for English com-

position, 19 ff .
;
derived from meas-

ures by relative
position,

I'J'J IT.

Selection, and the form of distribution,

Semi-interquartile-range, 40, 44; <-al-

culation of, 48 f., 59 f.; unreliability

of, 190, 195

SHEPPARD, W. F., 56

Skewness, 33 f., 38, 77; calculation of,

60; as a product of the causes pro-
ducing the variations in the trait, 85

SPEARMAN. C., 174, 179, 181, 215
Standard Deviation. See Mean Square

Deviation.

STRAYER, G. D., 215

Subjectivity of mental measurements,
7 ff., 15

Surfaces of frequency, 28 ff., 64 ff.

See also Distribution.

Tables of frequency, 28 ff., 67 ff., 197 ff .,

217 ff.

THOMAS, W. S., 215
Transmutation of measures by relative

position, 109 ff.; by knowledge of

form of distribution, 109
ff.j

by
knowledge of the equality ot the

steps of difference, 121 f.; by knowl-

edge of the amount of agreement in

respect to the relative positions,
122 ff.

Units of measurement, 4 f., 7 ff., 13 ff.;

inequalities in when changes are

measured, 135 f.

Unreliability of measures, 186 ff

lation of to the number of cases,

186 ff.; relation of to the variability

of the cases, 188; formula for,

188 ff.; of central tendency, 188 ff.;

of variability, 190; of difference,

190 ff.; of correlation, 193 f.; use

of formulae for, 204 ff.

URBAN, F. M., 214

Variability, of mental and social facts,

5; measures of, 39 ff.; causes of,

80 ff.; of individual! within a group.
91 ff.; comparison of individuals and

groups in respect to, 132 ff .
;

of
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141 f! uMiBa Wooo, G. H.t J2
arm of, \W, 1M f. *>u, T. D., M

Ycu, O. U. ( 214

Zefo-pointji, 10 ff; and
Wiu- ..f 25^ 1M Hd
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